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Foreword
The ﬁeld of autonomous systems research and development is expanding rapidly. The
level of autonomy exhibited by such systems is also increasing, perhaps only surpassed
by the expectation for them by their potential users. Besides the expectations of relieving human labor from routine or dangerous jobs, there is also an acute need for safety
and trust around these autonomous systems. This is especially true as these systems are
beginning to become more commonplace in environments where they are supposed to
collaborate safely and seamlessly with non-robotic specialists and bystanders. Ensuring
that the participants in the highly dynamic environments come to no harm relies directly
on the quality assurance of autonomous systems.
A need for safe and correct behavior is further exacerbated by the fact that the likelihood of multiple autonomous systems encountering each other is also increasing. This
adds a layer of complexity in ensuring autonomous systems operate safely and correctly
even in dynamic multi-party situations.
The advances in autonomy are largely thanks to improvements in software which in
turn has been enabled by more capable and aﬀordable hardware. As part of quality assurance process, the autonomous system behavior powered by its software needs to be
tested and validated according to much higher standards than any common oﬃce software or web application.
This dissertation is focused on model-based testing of autonomous robotic systems
with the aim of improving their quality assurance process and providing novel methods
and tools for its automation.
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Terms
Container

A container is a standard unit of software that packages
up software and all its dependencies so that the application runs from one computing environment to another.
[7]

CyberPhysical
System

A cyber-physical system consists of a collection of computing devices communicating with one another and interacting with the physical world via sensors and actuators in a feedback loop. [8]

Multi-Robot
Systems

A collection of two or more autonomous robots working
together to achieve some well deﬁned goals [9].

Provably correct development

Development process that can be proved to be correct
using formal methods and mathematical proofs.

Real-Time
System

A Real-time system is a system that is subjected to guaranteeing a response within a speciﬁed timing constraint.
The timing constraint can specify a hard real-time system
that is never allowed to miss a deadline and soft real-time
system that can occasionally miss a deadline without disastrous consequences.

Robot

A robot is an automatic or semiautomatic machine capable of purposeful motion in response to its surroundings
in an unstructured environment. [10]

Robotics

The science and technology of robots. [11]

Simulator

Software that is designed to computationally reproduce
the expected physical behavior of the CPS.

Software Defect

An error in coding or logic that causes a program to malfunction or to produce incorrect results. [12]

System Under
Test

SUT is the software component or the robotic system
that is being tested. The SUT can also be a collection of
systems under test as is the case in multi-robot systems.

Testing

The process of investigating that CPS or software meets
the speciﬁed requirements, responds correctly to all system inputs, performs its functions within acceptable time
and is usable to the required level.

Validation

The process of evaluating a system or component during
or at the end of the development process to determine
whether it satisﬁes requirements. [13]

Veriﬁcation

The process of evaluating a system or component to determine whether the products of a given development
phase satisfy the conditions imposed at the start of that
phase. [13]
12

Veriﬁcation &
Validation

The process of determining whether the requirements
for a system or component are complete and correct, the
products of each development phase fulﬁll the requirements or conditions imposed by the previous phase, and
the ﬁnal system or component complies with speciﬁed
requirements. [13]
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1 Introduction
1.1 Chapter overview
In this chapter, the context of the dissertation is introduced and the motivation for developing automated testing tools for autonomous robotic systems is described.

1.2 Terminology
This dissertation contains several terms that are closely related: cyber-physical systems
(CPS), autonomous systems (AS), and multi-robot systems (MRS). CPS are an umbrella
term for a large set of systems in which physical and virtual (i.e., software) components
are combined. Examples of CPS categories include among other things smart power grid,
industrial process control, aerospace, smart homes and buildings, medical and healthcare systems, and robotics [14]. This categorization establishes robots as an instance of
CPS. Robots can be divided into automated (e.g., automated guided vehicles [15]) and autonomous. Finally, robot systems can be divided based on the size of the collective into
single robot or multi-robot systems [16].
This dissertation focuses on autonomous MRS testing but since a vast amount of theory
and techniques have been developed by the research community for wider areas such as
AS or CPS which are applicable to a more narrow area such as MRS as well. Therefore,
these terms are used where appropriate.

1.3 Motivation
CPS testing is critical as defects have had fatal outcomes. At the time of preparing the dissertation, there have been ﬁve traﬃc accidents with driver fatalities with Tesla Autopilot
system and one accident in which a pedestrian was killed [17].
The damages that software defects cause can also be ﬁnancial. For example, Ariane
5 launcher failure in which a ﬂoat number conversion caused a disaster which resulted
in a destruction of a 500 million USD payload. These facts exemplify the importance of
testing CPS on the whole but great care must be taken with software testing since not only
hardware failures can have far-reaching and fatal consequences.
According to Gartner’s assessment on autonomous robotics in its report [18] within the
next 10 years autonomous vehicles and robot systems will conquer the public space and
dominate in most of the economic sectors. The term autonomous systems covers systems
which involve most diverse forms of vehicles, such as transport, robots, or devices that
are capable of motion in the physical world in a self-controlling manner without direct
human intervention. As detailed in [19], an AS is characterized by the fact that it is capable
of independently heading for and achieving a given mission goal. AS functions can be
grouped as follows:
• Sensing: the system can capture the signals and data relevant to its mission and
occurring in its environment.
• Perceiving: the system can recognize patterns or situations based on signals and
data.
• Analyzing: the system can identify options for action appropriate to the respective
situation.
• Planning: the system can select appropriate or best options for action.
15

• Acting: the system can implement the chosen action correctly and on time.
Regardless the attractive perspective of using AS, the major public concern and challenge for AS developers is to ensure that these systems are suﬃciently safe and reliable
so that they are veriﬁed and can be approved for use in public space.
Testing AS requires careful balancing of the design complexity between the hardware
and software components. A recent evaluation of industrial and societal trends reported
in [20] that AB Volvo estimates software driving 70 percent of all innovation in its trucks
and Volvo Cars estimates that electronics and software drive 80 to 90 percent of its innovation. The evaluation also reports that telecommunications company Ericsson’s focus
has shifted, with more than 80 percent of its research and development budget being
dedicated to software. This shift in focus makes software testing increasingly important
as the importance of software in not only CPS but in all other areas is growing.
A recent survey on the current state of the art focusing on formal speciﬁcation and
veriﬁcation of autonomous robotic systems [21] identiﬁes and categorizes the challenges
posed by the formal approaches for the speciﬁcation and veriﬁcation of autonomous
robots. The authors ﬁnd that model checking is by far the most popular formal veriﬁcation approach in veriﬁcation of autonomous robotic systems. The study shows that formal
software frameworks, integrated formal methods, theorem proving and runtime monitoring are less favoured by the research community. The authors of [21] conclude that ﬁeld
tests and using simulations are both useful tools for robotic system development, but
stress that formal veriﬁcation including formal model-based testing are crucial, especially
at the early stages of development when ﬁeld tests of the control software are infeasible
or dangerous. They identify a strong need for tool support which supports a combination
or integration of formal methods since no single formalism is capable of adequately capturing that all aspects of a robotic system behave as expected. A comprehensive analysis
of the state of the art is presented in Section 2.3.1.
As modern software development practices favor agile software development life cycle
(SDLC) [22] supported by continuous integration (CI) methodology, the modern toolkits
for testing must also be designed with such practices in mind. The SDLC and CI aspects
constitute a second design requirement for modern testing tools.
Model-based testing (MBT) has been shown to be eﬀective in AS veriﬁcation (see 2.5
for more details). MBT uses models of the system to generate test cases and is used to
verify model and actual behavior conformance (i.e., input output conformance). Modelbased testing is discussed in detail in Section 2.4.

1.4 Research questions
RQ1 How is the CPS software testing process improved using novel Model-Based Testing
(MBT) methods and tools?
The answer to the posed question is sought in Publication I, Publication II, Publication III and Publication V. The publications propose that using an incremental
model-based approach improves the quality of tests and reduces the cost of software development by tool supported earlier discovery and ﬁxing of software defects. The model-based testing improvements are discussed in Section 2.4.
RQ2 How to realize the MBT productivity methods?
The productivity and performance questions are explored in Publication I, Publication III and Publication VI. The publications show that by utilizing parallelism and
16

test distribution it is possible to increase the eﬀectiveness and performance of testing. I present the toolkit named TestIt that demonstrates an improvement in these
aspects. TestIt toolkit is presented in Chapter 3.
RQ3 How to decrease validation time and design space exploration for complex multirobot systems operating in dynamic environments?
Multi-robot systems being the object of study in this dissertation, belong to the
class of Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS). CPS design validation time and design space
exploration are important criteria for development cost optimization. The process
of validation and its stages are presented in Publication III. The validation process
is described in Section 2.9.
RQ4 How to overcome the main bottleneck of model-based methods, i.e., model construction, namely, how to accelerate the test model construction by automated
model learning (based on system logs) and model generation (based on speciﬁcation)?
One of the primary bottlenecks in model-based validation and veriﬁcation of autonomous robot systems is the process of model construction. Publication IV and
Publication V address this issue by proposing algorithms of model construction from
recorded input-output observation logs. Information about SUT model construction
is presented in Section 4.5.
RQ5 Can model-based scenario speciﬁcation improve model-based test quality and reduce test development time?
Test development time is an important factor in CPS testing cost. Test quality is also
very important as low quality tests waste resources and can yield incorrect results.
These factors are discussed in Publication V. Details about scenario description in
Section 4.4.
RQ6 Can the test correctness proof developed for MBT technique be extended to distributed time-critical systems?
The need for proving correctness in distributed time-critical cyber-physical systems
arises due to the fact that modern CPS have distributed architecture. Publication VI
proposes a technique of deriving and proving the correctness of distributed tests.
Provably correct test development is discussed in Section 2.9.2.

1.5 Hypotheses
The solutions of the dissertation’s research questions are founded on the hypotheses H1 to
H6. These hypothesis will be validated using the theoretical results and by demonstrating
the usability of proposed toolkit TestIt.
H1 MBT-based approach provides improvements in testing eﬃciency and performance
(RQ1).
H2 Test process parallelization by using pipelines increases test eﬃciency (RQ2).
H3 Incremental validation of test development steps improves the quality and trust
of test results and decreases the design validation time, design space exploration
eﬀort and total cost of CPS development (RQ3).
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H4 Automatic model learning and model generation decreases the model construction
eﬀort that is a key drawback in applying all model-based techniques (RQ4).
H5 Optimizing test scenarios narrows down design space exploration which, in turn,
improves test quality and testing time (RQ5).
H6 Generating distributed tests from centralized remote tests is algorithmically feasible and the correctness of test distribution result can be proved by showing the
bisimilarity of the centralized and distributed test models constructed by alternative methods (RQ6).

1.6 Research contributions
The main contribution of the dissertation is the testing framework for autonomous robots
featuring a provably correct test development process. In addition to the research contributions presented in the dissertation publications listed below, the dissertation clariﬁes
and adds details about the testing framework for AS.
Contributions in Publication I:
RC1 The proposed testing toolkit initially presented in Publication II is improved with an
online test runner. The results are validated on a robotic intruder detection system.
RC2 An adaptive test optimization technique is proposed that takes advantage of the
multi-pipeline architecture where testing threads can communicate and coordinate
the test runs based on their cooperatively collected test performance data.
Contributions in Publication II:
RC3 The main novelty of presented solution is the scalable multi-pipeline testing architecture that enables incorporation of multi-purpose testing tools including those
used in state-of-the-art model-based testing.
Contributions in Publication III:
RC4 The investigation presents an incremental model-based approach for robot farm
runtime conﬁguration management and its model-based testing. It has been demonstrated how conﬁguration parameters are generated automatically using Uppaal
model checker and the synthesized farm conﬁguration feasibility is checked. Then
simulation based veriﬁcation by introducing low-level operational details and ﬁnally,
operational correctness in real exploitation conditions is tested against the simulation.
RC5 Results show that the proposed incremental parametric conﬁguration synthesis validation and the model-based generation of autonomous multi-robot system coordination plan minimizes the validation time, design space exploration and cost during
early stages of design, rather than during operations which could lead to signiﬁcant
cost.
Contributions in Publication IV:
RC6 Novel algorithm for automatic learning a subclass of Uppaal timed automata (TA)
models from the system and its environment interaction logs has been developed.
Contributions in Publication V:
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RC7 An automated approach to generating an Uppaal TA model from the topological
map that speciﬁes where the robot can move to.
RC8 The speciﬁcation of interesting scenarios including adding human models to the
simulated environment according to a speciﬁed scenario.
RC9 Test code coverage measurement shows empirically that it is possible to achieve
increased test coverage by specifying simple scenarios on the automatically generated model of the topological map.
Contributions in Publication VI:
RC10 Demonstration of Uppaal TA models and related tool family supporting the development and veriﬁcation of test models that serve as abstract representations of
tests.
RC11 Present the test controllability criteria for remote and distributed testing.
RC12 An algorithm for deriving distributed remote tests from centralized remote testing
model is provided to improve the test performance.
RC13 A technique for proving the correctness of derived distributed tests in terms of
bisimulation equivalence between the remote and distributed tests is proposed.
1.6.1 Industry application
The testing framework proposed in the dissertation and the TestIt toolkit has been used
in the development of an autonomous feeding farm robot in collaboration with the industry partner Norcar AB. TestIt was used in this project to test the autonomous navigation
and feeding operations separately. This approach increased the eﬀectiveness of testing by
allowing the software development teams to work in parallel and test their respective algorithms without being dependent on the other team after the application programming
interface (API) contracts had been speciﬁed.
The toolkit has also been used in the industry project "Applied research on system of
sensors and software algorithms for safety and driver assistance on remotely operated
ground vehicles for oﬀ-road applications" [23] in collaboration with the industry partner
AS Milrem. In the scope of that project, TestIt was used to test the localization algorithm
for the unmanned ground vehicle and hyperparameter optimization for the localization
component.

1.7 Structure of the dissertation
The dissertation is structured as follows:
Chapter 2 gives an overview of the background and presents the related work. This
chapter introduces the speciﬁcs of cyber-physical systems (CPS) testing and robot systems
testing. Model-based testing (MBT) as mainstream technique to tackle the complexity
and heterogeneity issues of CPS testing is discussed. The CPS MBT is elaborated further
by introducing simulation-based testing as an important approach to reduce the testing
eﬀort of autonomous mobile robot systems and its beneﬁts are explained. The rationale
behind selecting Robot Operating System (ROS) as the default middleware around which
the TestIt MBT methodology has been built is presented. Modeling, model-based testing
of autonomous multi-robot systems is described. A thorough account of the related tools
is given. The background information about Uppaal TA is given and the process of applying
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Uppaal TA for conformance testing is detailed. The chapter concludes with the description
of the model-based test development process for autonomous multi-robot systems. The
steps for test development are shown as well as the full cycle of MBT CPS testing process.
Chapter 3 provides a detailed overview of the testing toolkit TestIt. The chapter begins with the presentation of the design considerations. The architecture of the toolkit is
explained next. Finally, the TestIt toolkit functional and non-functional features are presented.
Chapter 4 exempliﬁes the usability of TestIt toolkit, namely how the toolkit is applied
to a practical case study - robotic intruder detection system.
The dissertation ends with the conclusion, reviewing the contributions of the dissertation and outlining the ideas for future work.
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2 Preliminaries
2.1 Chapter overview
This chapter gives the fundamentals and an overview of background information related
to the work presented in this dissertation. The chapter investigates the research questions
RQ1, RQ3 and RQ6.

2.2 Software testing methods
Software testing is deﬁned as "the process of operating a system or component under
speciﬁed conditions, observing or recording the results, and making an evaluation of some
aspect of the system or component" [13]. This deﬁnition states that in order to verify the
software correctness the software should be executed to detect defects. In contrast to
testing, static analysis is a veriﬁcation technique in which the software is not executed but
its code is inspected and analysed to detect defects instead. While testing is a partial system state space exploration method, static analysis is an exhaustive exploration method.
Therefore, static analysis faces severe problems of scalability when applied to a full suite
of robot software with many integrated parts and the complex component interactions.
Autonomous robotic systems typically comprise multiple actively interacting software and
hardware components working under non-trivial timing, computation resource, energy,
and algorithmic constraints.
Among several AS quality assurance techniques, such as code inspection, risk assessment and defect detection, Test-Driven Development (TDD) is considered to be one of
the most promising trends. In [24], Beck deﬁnes TDD as a method of software development driven by automated tests. In TDD, new source code is written only if an automated
test has failed or duplication needs to be eliminated. According to [24], TDD promises
to manage and reduce uncertainty during programming by incorporating software tests
even before writing the source code.
Autonomous robots are inherently cyber-physical systems, meaning that their development and testing techniques can be partitioned based on what component they are
targeted to. This dissertation focuses on robot software testing although in integration
level testing the borderline between hardware and software becomes hard to distinguish.
The two of the most prevalent testing strategies are white-box and black-box testing
[25]. White-box testing (also called logic-driven testing) involves examining the internal
structure of the program. This approach allows generating test cases from the program’s
logic. The weakness of white-box testing is that by deﬁnition it requires access to the
internal structure of the program and access to all components of a MRS might not be
available due to intellectual property rights. Another major concern is the complexity (i.e.,
the number of parallel components) of MRS which makes white-box integration testing
very diﬃcult.
An alternative to white-box testing is black-box testing. Black-box testing has become
an important concept to abstract irrelevant implementation details of software components and tackle only with the components’ interface behavior. Black-box testing is a testing technique used when the implementation of the system is not known to the tester or
the SUT externally observable behavior is veriﬁed. The tests are carried out by sending
stimuli and observing the behavior of the system. Black-box testing is typically applied to
verify whether the system conforms to the speciﬁcation. This is known as input output
conformance (ioco) testing [26]. Black-box ioco technique is a key concept for the testing
framework proposed in the dissertation that is focused on testing autonomous robotic
systems.
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2.3 Cyber-physical systems and autonomous multi-robot systems
2.3.1 Cyber-physical systems testing challenges
Testing robotic systems or any CPS is labour intensive and expensive constituting up to 70
percent of the development costs according to [27]. These high costs are associated with
testing due to requiring a physical robot or a CPS to be available for the tester. Physical
dedicated testbeds are also necessary to carry out tests on robotic systems in the real
world. In addition to that, testing such systems requires signiﬁcant human expertise and
eﬀort which can also be exceedingly expensive ([28], [29]).
Running tests on real implementations is not expensive only because of substantial
allocation of time and human resources but also because the access to the SUT may be
limited or applying tests may be unsafe to the system itself or its environment. Therefore, simulation-based testing is often used to reduce the cost of testing and the risk of
damaging the robotic systems during testing.
A study on robot software defect detection using simulation has been studied in [30].
The authors conclude that many defects do not require the reproduction of complex physical phenomena to be revealed. In fact, the authors reported that only a single defect was
not detected out of 21 potentially detectable defects. Using low-ﬁdelity simulation, the
authors managed to detect 11 defects.
There are criticisms of simulation-based testing presented in [31]. The paper presents
a qualitative study based on interviews with practitioners. The authors ﬁnd based on the
interviews that there is some distrust of simulation even though the participants acknowledged the theoretical beneﬁts of simulation-based testing. The main concerns raised by
the participants were the distrust of the simulation accuracy and the validity of the simulated operations.
Another paper [32] analyzes testing robots in virtual worlds using simulators with a
presentation of preliminary work for an agricultural robot. The author argues that part of
the software validation could use simulation means.
The authors of [33] test autonomous robot software using procedural content generation. The study details an automated approach to testing by generating 500 randomised
situations to test. The prototype tool simulated and rated them. The highest rated situations were analyzed in depth which revealed weaknesses in the robot control algorithm.
Automatic testing of self-driving cars with search-based procedural content generation
is studied in [34]. The authors combine procedural content generation with search-based
testing to create challenging scenarios for testing self-driving car software. The presented
tool was not only more eﬃcient, but also caused up to twice as many lane departures.
Experience of autonomous transportation systems [35] has proven that simulation is
often drastically more cost-eﬀective than testing such complex robotic systems in the real
world. Simulation is also considered as the primary means to scale the tests by using
more computational resources instead of requiring more physical robots and testbeds.
Simulation-based testing is also encouraged in [36] as physical real-world deployment is
often too late in the development stage to start testing. This can result in signiﬁcant savings in product development.
In order to verify that the software behaves correctly it must be subjected to diﬀerent input data. This input data can be generated randomly (i.e., random testing) or by
following certain test scenarios. In random testing, the programs are tested by randomly
generated independent inputs. The output is compared to software speciﬁcations to verify whether the test passed or failed. This testing method can be improved upon by using
a model of the system to generate the input data more systematically. Using a model of
the system and its environment allows generating test sequences rather than mere iso22

lated test cases. This approach is called model-based testing (MBT) and this approach is
often applied in combination with scenario-based testing. In scenario-based testing, the
test case is deﬁned as a concrete scenario that the SUT has to perform (e.g., a robot has
to move to a location, perform a task and return to the starting position). Such scenarios can be designed manually but in order to minimize manual labour, it is desirable to
automate scenario generation using models. The scenario-based testing has been shown
to be more eﬀective than random testing and other testing approaches ([37], [38], [28],
[29]).
According to [39], the relative cost of ﬁxing software defects grows immensely from
design phase to maintenance phase. The authors of [39] claim that a defect ﬁxed at implementation phase is 6.5 times more expensive to ﬁx than a defect ﬁxed in the design
phase. Fixing a defect at the acceptance testing phase increases the cost to 15 times. This
cost grows to 100 times if the defect would be ﬁxed at the maintenance phase. Such a
large cost increase motivates ﬁnding software defects at the earliest possible phase. Using model-based testing approach supports early detection of defects since it is possible
to start testing early as model development can occur in parallel with software development rather than after development has been ﬁnished. In test-driven development the
test design can start even earlier, as soon as requirements speciﬁcation is made available,
i.e., even before software implementation.
Last but not least, model-based approaches reduce the complexity of speciﬁcations by
removing unnecessary details and focusing on more signiﬁcant parts of the system description. These are the main motivators why in complex software systems development
processes the use of model-based methods become more extensively accepted ([40], [41],
[42]). Addressing the challenges of autonomous multi-robot system quality assurance issues using model-based methods, in particular, those that need advancing automated
test and veriﬁcation methods and tools is the main topic of this dissertation. The general
considerations discussed above lead to concrete research questions outlined in Section
1.4.
Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) have been deﬁned in recent literature in [43] as systems
of collaborating computational entities which are in intensive connection with the surrounding physical world and its on-going processes, providing and using, at the same time,
data-accessing and data-processing services available on the internet. In other words, CPS
can be generally characterized as “physical and engineered systems whose operations are
monitored, controlled, coordinated, and integrated by a computing and communicating
core”.
Testing cyber-physical systems is more challenging compared to pure software testing
due to several factors discussed below.
The challenges of CPS, including robots and AS, testing have been mapped and analyzed by multiple authors ([31], [44], [19], [45], [46], [47], [48]). Here, just an extract of
them are presented to exemplify the growing interest towards the topic. In [31], robotic
systems testing issues have been examined and categorized in three major themes: realworld complexities, community and standards, and component integration. The authors
call attention to the fact that very little of the work on testing takes into account the physical aspects of the problem (i.e., abstraction of the environment is exceedingly diﬃcult and
testing in physical environments requires more resources). The second theme brought out
the issue of diversity among developers and the lack of standards in testing robotic systems. The ﬁnal factor examined in [31] showed that testing integrated hardware and software is highly complicated since this integration increases the complexity of the system,
the cost associated with testing and introduces complications when deﬁning test oracles.
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Further, the issues of testing speciﬁcally autonomy related functionalities have been
discussed in [44] and [19]. Here, alongside with showing major challenges that appear
with testing autonomy and highly dynamic nature of systems behavior, prospectives on
how to apply MBT combined with simulations have been suggested by the authors. In the
following, some of the challenges are discussed.
Cyber-physical systems are systems of systems due to the diﬀerent technologies used
in CPS integrating on multiple scales. In [49], CPS are deﬁned as integrations of computation and physical processes. This means there are usually several hardware components
with each having software layers. Numerous interconnected components make testing
complex. Testing CPS requires focusing on speciﬁc aspects and layers separately and together to verify that the integration of components is working correctly.
In addition to architectural integration complexity, there is a high level of concurrency
with complex computations and interactions where timing and physical location are critical. Timing issues are challenging in testing as the timing deadlines (hard, ﬁrm and soft
RT systems) can aﬀect the SUT behavior and have been studied in Publication VI. Timing correctness is an important aspect to be tested and veriﬁed under the various load,
security and safety constraints. CPS quality assurance practice relies on integration and
system level testing in addition to relevant to speciﬁc components formal design and veriﬁcation methods. This is because, in CPS, there are many levels of integration (hardware
and software). Non-determinism problems stemming from communication latency and
race conditions show up sporadically in the course of system execution making them very
hard to predict, ﬁnd and reproduce. CPS testing challenges are covered in more detail in
Section 2.5.
CPS testing usually mandates using black-box testing method because testing all levels
of technology integrations as white-box testing becomes prohibitively expensive and complex. Black-box testing meshes well with model-based testing since it is based on the speciﬁcation of the system. Model-based testing checks the conformance of the SUT against
an abstract behavioral model. Abstract tests hide irrelevant implementation details, allow
automatic design and execution of tests, provide systematic coverage and measure coverage of model and requirements. The drawback of model-based testing is the modeling
overhead. This overhead can be substantial in large-scale projects but for CPS operating
in proximity to humans the beneﬁts of MBT can easily outweigh the overhead costs [50].
2.3.2 Autonomous multi-robot systems and system validation
The terms group behavior robotics [51], collective behavior robotics [52], cooperative behavior robotics [53], swarm robotics [54] and multi-robot systems [55] have been used
rather interchangeably by researchers over several decades to refer to the same phenomenon. Authors of a review of research in multi-robot systems [9] oﬀer the deﬁnition
of multi-robot systems as a collection of two or more autonomous mobile robots working
together to achieve some well deﬁned goals. Multiple robots instead of a single robot add
additional complexities to motion coordination, communication, object manipulation, reconﬁguration, task planning, control, localization, mapping, exploration and learning. All
the listed areas become more intertwined in heterogeneous multi-robot systems (MRS)
which in turn makes their validation exceedingly diﬃcult. The autonomy related functionality (self-learning, strategy adaptation), as already pointed out above, adds even more
complexity to the system design and testing challenge. In order to reduce the complexity
of designing and testing such systems, it is possible to employ robot software middlewares
to simplify the multi-component design complexity. This will be discussed in the following
subsection.
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2.3.3 Robot software development
Software paradigms are varied as described in [56] but, in essence, software can be categorized as having a single large monolithic architecture or contrastingly as being composed of multiple smaller interconnected modules. Both general approaches have their
strengths and weaknesses. According to [57], the monolithic approach has the beneﬁt
of being easier to debug and test. Monolithic software can also be simpler to develop
as there are less cross-cutting concerns that aﬀect the whole application. In addition, an
analysis on monolithic architecture performance [58] showed that it is possible to achieve
better memory performance compared to multi-component (microservice) architecture.
Also, a monolithic architecture does not require an extra data distribution layer for communication between its components since it is a single monolithic block. On the other
hand, monolithic architecture creates a single point of failure since all of the components
are packaged into a single application. If this monolithic component fails, the robot system
would fail and would need to be restarted. Such complete failures can be catastrophic in
robotic systems (e.g., fast moving mobile robots). Recovery time from failure is also longer
in monoliths since the component itself is larger and takes longer to restart.
Alternatively, the robot software can be developed as multiple smaller components
working in parallel as distributed applications [56]. This approach has certain distinct advantages over a monolithic architecture. Firstly, structuring the robot software as a set
of small components more readily supports fault-tolerant design. Fault-tolerant design
allows the system to continue operation with degraded performance rather than completely failing [59]. If the robot software is designed as modules the non-critical components can fail while the robot might still retain some essential functionality to fail safely.
This is not the case with monolithic architecture as a critical failure (e.g., a memory access
violation causing a segmentation fault) would result in complete robot failure. The second
key advantage is the fact that clear partitioning into smaller components allows simultaneous work on diﬀerent components by development teams with diﬀerent competences
in parallel [60]. Finally, smaller components also promote code reuse which allows the
development team to focus on innovation [61]. These advantages are part of the reasoning why autonomous robots are often composed of multiple software components rather
than a massive monolithic block.
Developing modular software for autonomous robots is considerably less complicated
when the software takes advantage of some existing solutions that provide functionality
for inter-process data exchange. This functionality is provided by software called middleware.
A comparison study between robot middlewares in [62] covers ROS, RT-Middleware,
OPRoS and Orocos as being the most popular and widely adopted platforms for robot
software development. The authors conclude that ROS having the biggest ecosystem of
users and components can be the best choice for a robot middleware but other options
may have some speciﬁc advantages depending on the requirements for the concrete use
case.
According to [63], ROS is an open-source, meta-operating system for robots. It provides
the services commonly expected from an operating system, including hardware abstraction, low-level device control, implementation of commonly-used functionality, messagepassing between processes, and package management.
The TestIt toolkit presented in this dissertation is generally robot software implementation agnostic as it can be augmented with additional speciﬁc middleware support but support for ROS based robots has been developed as the default supported middleware. ROS
[64] has been selected as the initial support target due to its popularity both in academia
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and industry.
Another comprehensive literature survey [65] gives also a detailed overview of a large
number of middlewares. There are many options for robot middleware that makes the
informed choice complex and requires in-depth analysis. A selection of features [66] provided by ROS middleware are highlighted as follows:
Popularity. The yearly report on ROS [67] stresses a steady growth of documented ROS
robots which has grown to over a hundred robots. This list includes both experimental
and commercially available robot platforms. Additionally, the number of papers citing
the original ROS publication has increased 22% [67] over the previous year. These factors
indicate that the growth trend continues for the ROS community.
Hardware support. An often overlooked aspect for middleware choice is hardware support. Numerous sensors have ROS hardware drivers readily available for use which makes
their integration to the robot platform much less time consuming and allows the development team to focus on other matters [66]. Thus, also the number of ROS-supported
hardware components is a strong argument for selecting ROS as the primary support target for the testing toolkit TestIt.
Data sharing. The key feature that is required from a robot software development
standpoint is data sharing between software components. ROS oﬀers a message passing
interface providing inter-process communication [66]. ROS has a built-in and well-tested
messaging system that saves development time substantially by managing the details of
communication between components. This is achieved by the anonymous publish and
subscribe mechanism. Clear communication interfaces improve component encapsulation and enables better scalability. Data transmission is peer-to-peer which minimises the
overhead.
Message recording and playback. Another key feature that advocates for using ROS is
the message recording and playback [66]. The message recording is naturally supported
due to the publish and subscribe system which is anonymous and asynchronous. Data can
easily be captured and replayed without changes to software components. This improves
the complex task of robot software debugging as it allows the developers to reproduce
defects from recorded data more easily.
Synchronous interprocess communication. ROS features synchronous request and response interactions between processes [66]. This feature is useful in situations when software components need to communicate synchronously. Using synchronous communication is achieved by using ROS services which enable guaranteed but blocking responses
to requests.
Global data sharing. ROS provides a way for software components to share information
through a global key-value store [66]. This allows the components to easily modify task
settings and even allows to reconﬁgure these settings dynamically by other components.
Since TestIt toolkit presented in the dissertation aims to improve testing workﬂow for
as many robot software engineers as possible, it has made the choice in favor of ROS as
the default middleware a natural decision.
A recent study [68] surveyed the architectures of ROS-based systems. This study is
founded on analysis of numerous repositories and provided evidence-based guidelines for
architecting robot software. The study details that ROS-based systems are predominantly
composed of numerous components working in parallel. According to [69], the number of
parallel interdependent components can easily reach hundreds of individual components.
This motivates the need for advanced integration testing tools which the toolkit proposed
in this dissertation aims to satisfy.
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2.4 Model-based testing and modeling
In [70], model-based testing is deﬁned via four main approaches:
1. Generation of test input data from a domain model.
2. Generation of test cases from an environment model.
3. Generation of test cases with oracles from a behavior model.
4. Generation of test scripts from abstract tests.
Each of these approaches has a diﬀerent meaning. The ﬁrst approach generates test
input from a speciﬁc domain model but does not specify how to determine whether to
consider the test to pass or fail. The second approach uses a model of the expected environment of the SUT. Such an approach allows automated generation of the environment
variables for testing the SUT (e.g., operation frequencies, data value distributions) but also
lacks the possibility to easily determine whether a test passed or not. The third approach
uses behavior models of the SUT to generate test cases for the SUT but also declare the
expected result of each test case. This approach is far more complex than simply generating SUT inputs without checking the actual output values of the SUT. The fourth approach
is diﬀerent as the aim is to generate concrete test cases from concise abstract description
of test cases. The approach referred to as MBT in this dissertation is the third approach.
Taking this into account, MBT can be deﬁned as the automation of the design of black-box
tests [70].
The main motivation behind using model-based testing is that it aims to reduce the
cost of testing, enables early detection of requirements defects, allowing traceability and
generating less overlap among tests. The respondents in a MBT survey [71] reported that
thanks to MBT, test design becomes more eﬃcient, testing becomes more eﬀective, models help manage the complexity of the system with respect to testing, models improve
communication between stakeholders and help start testing design earlier.
The criticisms of MBT in modern software development processes are listed in [72]. The
report outlines slow modeling speed, competence development issues, concerns about
return on investment and about complexity along with expense of model-based tools as
main criticisms of MBT. According to [72], there is a negative attitude towards modeling
after the demise of the waterfall software development life cycle (see Section 2.9 for more
information) which is making some developers see modeling as a chore and something
that does not provide value. Manual modeling is time consuming and prone to errors.
Modeling usually requires background knowledge about formal methods and modeling
which can also be an issue. Due to these factors, MBT has still not reached ubiquitous
adoption and is still mostly used for only critical components (e.g., aerospace and space
technology). These concerns must be taken into account when developing new MBT tools
if the tool is to be adopted by the community.
The advantages of model-based testing get the best exposure while the models are
concise and they are created at a suitable abstraction level for the desired test scope. Different granularity models are required for veriﬁcation of the system at diﬀerent levels and
the chosen abstraction level can have a signiﬁcant impact on the scalability of veriﬁcation
[73]. If the model is too detailed it will contain superﬂuous information and details that
increase the complexity of the model. Conversely, models with too little information are
also not very useful for generating interesting test scenarios. Therefore, it is important to
determine the relevant abstraction level for the model used in MBT.
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Generally, the model should only include the operations that need to be tested to avoid
the state explosion problem [74]. It is inadvisable to add data ﬁelds that are not required
for testing the operations. To keep the model concise, complex data ﬁelds can be simpliﬁed with an enumeration or generated by an external algorithm that does not necessarily
have to be included in the model itself [73]. The operations themselves can be modeled
at an abstraction level that is not exactly the same as it is in the SUT (i.e., not all states
and transitions are listed explicitly). This is especially true in case of automatically learned
models where only behavior observed during learning is represented in the model. As a
result of automatic model learning, the model can not include information the system did
not exhibit during learning ([75], [76]).
Another aspect of models’ relevance is their expressive power. There are multiple notations for modeling the SUT. Diﬀerent notations have diﬀerent strengths and weaknesses.
Notations have been grouped in [77] into the following classes: history-based speciﬁcation, state-based speciﬁcation, transition-based speciﬁcation, functional speciﬁcation and
operational speciﬁcation.
Besides expressive power, the modeling formalisms are most often categorized by the
diﬀerent aspects they are focused on, such as scope, characteristics, paradigm, test selection criteria, technology and whether they are designed for online or oﬄine use [78].
Though de facto standard modeling languages such as UML, SysML, and their numerous
proﬁles have been widely used in the software industry due to their intuitive nature and
mature tool support they have not been designed originally speciﬁcally for robotics [79].
The formalism used in this dissertation is a state machine based formalism called Uppaal timed automata (TA) [80]. This formalism has some distinct beneﬁts over some other
notations for modeling and veriﬁcation of CPS as outlined in [81]. Uppaal TA will be covered in more detail in Section 2.7.
Model-based testing has been mapped into diﬀerent categories in [78]. The taxonomy is created based on diﬀerent aspects of the MBT process. One of the key aspects is
whether the tests can be executed online or oﬄine. The toolkit presented in this dissertation supports online testing which is desirable for testing autonomous systems because
of inherently non-deterministic nature of interaction between the robots and their environment.

2.5 Model-based testing of autonomous multi-robot systems
As MRS are instances of CPS, CPS testing steps described in [82] are generally also applicable to MRS. According to [82], the CPS testing is divided into the following levels:
1. Hardware components testing, including testing of component functionality w.r.t.
system requirements.
2. Structural and computation testing with focus on the design and structure of the
program.
3. Extra-functional properties testing with non-functional requirements correctness
testing (e.g., temperature, power consumption).
4. Network testing for testing communication ﬂow among multiple devices and users.
5. Integration testing of individual software modules.
6. System level testing of the full system composed of both hardware and software.
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As the TestIt toolkit presented in this dissertation is primarily focused on integration
testing of software, only the integration and system-level testing eﬀorts will be covered in
more detail. The authors of [82] direct their attention to several eﬀorts by researchers targeted at integration and system testing in order to verify CPS. Notably, they point out [83]
as an example of system level testing approach of a CPS. In this paper, the authors investigate an automotive development platform with limited source code access and the test
interface is only using controller area network (CAN) bus messages. They report successful monitoring of a hardware-in-the-loop vehicle simulator and analysis of the prototype
vehicle log data to detect violation of high-level critical properties.
The authors of [82] conclude that little research has focused on testing and validation
for CPS where suitable testing method can arguably have profound impact in preventing
costly and possibly fatal system failures. The authors ﬁnd that using model-based testing
has potential and should be explored further.
Using MBT for testing CPS speciﬁcally was covered in [84]. In this publication, the author used data-driven approaches to obtain values of features and variables from a passenger lift CPS. However, this case study explores a relatively small example where complexity issues are not signiﬁcantly exposed. The sensors used in the process only provided
low-level system information such as acceleration and air pressure.
MBT eﬃciency has been studied in several papers and the results have shown significant improvement in testing time and eﬃciency ([37], [38], [28], [29]). Timed automata
and Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) automata were compared to pseudorandom testing in
[37]. The authors measure code coverage which is deﬁned as the number of lines executed
as a result of stimuli sent by running the model. The goal is to achieve the largest code
coverage in the shortest amount of time. The results of the study showed a signiﬁcant improvement in code coverage accumulation speed for model-based approaches over the
basic pseudorandom method.
Another paper [85] investigated the BDI agent model-based approach further in the
domain of human-robot interaction (HRI). Their paper covers three test case generation
methods (manual, pseudorandom and reinforcement learning based). The authors demonstrate the results using simulation. The paper concludes that using models for test generation clearly outperforms existing approaches in terms of coverage, test diversity and
the level of automation that can be achieved. The motivation for using simulation for
testing software comes from the fact that large-scale physical test in the real world in the
early stage of testing is unfeasible due to costs and time. A recent study focusing on autonomous driving [86] found that to fully demonstrate the vehicle reliability in terms of
fatalities and injuries the vehicle would have to be driven hundreds of millions of kilometres and in some cases even hundreds of billions of kilometres. This is clearly not feasible
as it would take the existing autonomous cars ﬂeets tens and sometimes hundreds of
years to drive such vast distances.
Grieskamp et al. [38] applied MBT methods to Microsoft products and reported average testing eﬀort per requirement to be 1.39 person-days while traditional testing required
2.37 person-days (41% improvement in testing time).
Large-scale technology evaluation study [28] of 13 industry cases from the transportation domain shows veriﬁcation and validation cost reduction between 29% and 34%. This
study was conducted over a three-year time period and featured projects from the transportation domain (automotive, avionics, rail system). In addition to the improvement in
veriﬁcation and validation, the study reports less signiﬁcant improvements regarding test
coverage (8%), number of remaining defects (13%) and time to market (8%).
Felderer et al. [29] studied defect taxonomies (ESA multi-mission user services infras29

tructure testing) and their return on investment depending on several parameters like the
average test design time or the number test cycles and experience values of a test organization. The authors ﬁnd that MBT requires a potentially larger resource investment in
the beginning of the project compared to traditional methods. But after the initial investment, the incremental eﬀort required for testing using MBT is drastically lower compared
to manual testing.
These results lead to the conclusion that applying MBT methods to CPS brings signiﬁcant improvements over traditional testing methods.

2.6 Related tools
As detailed in Publication I and Publication II there are other frameworks and tools that
are targeted to robot software testing in diﬀerent capacities and model-based testing in
general. Each of the analysed tools has had some limitations which reduce its usability,
eﬀectiveness, focus or scope compared to the toolkit presented in this dissertation.
A generic testing framework for TDD of robotic systems has been presented in [87].
This framework provides functionalities for developing and running unit tests in a language and middleware independent manner by allowing users to use independent plugins in their code. The framework does not feature integrated model-based testing support
and is targeted towards unit test level testing.
One of the ﬁrst attempts to provide a uniﬁed, tool-supported methodology for CPS
testing and optimization is presented in [88] where the authors consider a black-box approach to perform test input sequence optimization by testing the input-output behavior
of the CPS. They claim their tool is the ﬁrst CPS testing tool that supports Bayesian optimization. It is also the ﬁrst attempt to employ fully automated dimensionality reduction
techniques for CPS testing.
Using simulation in testing has been proposed in [89] where the authors presented a
test harness that allows initialization of the simulation in speciﬁed conditions based on
previous computation. However, this harness is not speciﬁcally designed to support ROSbased robots nor does it aim to aggregate and automate the debugging process for the
accidents the authors managed to detect using their proposed approach.
Another approach is proposed in [90]. The authors focus mainly on testing autonomous
vehicles (AVs) by introducing a risk-based framework. It uses the cross-entropy algorithm
to produce so called rare events which have considerably higher probabilities to lead to an
AV crash. The generative model for such behavior of the vehicles is trained using imitation
learning based on the public traﬃc data collected by the US Department of Transportation. The approach described in the paper does not utilize model-based testing methods
but relies on the rare-event probability evaluation of the data to generate speciﬁc highway
scenarios.
The concept of utilizing simulation in a massively parallel conﬁguration has been used
before for example in [91]. In the publication, the authors describe how they used Apache
Spark and ROS bag ﬁles to train deep-learning models for autonomous driving. The presented architecture is used for model training and not for discovering scenarios and optimizing tests.
Using simulation to uncover software defects has been shown successfully in [92]. The
authors propose a high-level framework for automatically testing robotic systems.
Robot system speciﬁc testing tools have more narrow focus and most of them are adjusted to ROS-based software testing. At present, there is no known signiﬁcant eﬀort
made in the development of model-based testing toolkits designed speciﬁcally for autonomous multi-robot systems and their application.
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There are several general purpose testing tools that allow test parallelization but they
do not employ the model-based testing of ROS-based autonomous robots. An example
of such general purpose testing tool is a continuous integration (CI) platform Testributor
[93].
Testributor is an open-source continuous integration platform that reduces building
times by slicing up the test suite and runs the slices in parallel. This platform is not speciﬁcally designed for testing ROS software components and it does not support model-based
testing natively.
An alternative to Testributor is a ROS speciﬁc automated test framework (ATF)[94]
which has been developed speciﬁcally for ROS applications. ATF framework supports executing integration and system tests and running benchmarks. Unfortunately, it is not
readily scalable and is designed to run on a single machine. ATF framework also only provides the execution of the test suite but does not oﬀer tools to create or optimize the test
suite itself.
In addition to test execution tools outlined above, numerous general purpose modelbased testing tools have been developed which focus on the testing process itself without providing the required supporting functions such as infrastructure allocation, environment and test suite launching and test results aggregation.
The following list is limited to recently updated projects with open source or a free academic license. Comparison to Uppaal TA is provided for pertinent tools. This analysis was
taken into account when selecting the initial formalism to include in the toolkit presented
in this dissertation.
GraphWalker [95] is an open-source tool based on ﬁnite state machines. It oﬀers model
veriﬁcation by running test path generations (oﬄine and online path generation as REST
or a WebSocket service). GraphWalker is essentially a test generation tool but it lacks the
support for testing timing constraints which is important in testing time-critical systems.
Another important limitation is the absence of test execution support which means that
the tool does not interact with the SUT itself and requires additional eﬀort to integrate
the tool to the test framework. Finally, GraphWalker does not include a model checker
and hence does not support test model veriﬁcation.
Free Model-Based Testing (fMBT) [96] is another open-source tool which generates
test cases from models written in the AAL/Python pre/postcondition language. fMBT provides a set of tools for test generation and execution. This tool is similar to GraphWalker
in the sense that it generates tests based on the model but it also lacks the notion of time
that is present in Uppaal TA and lacks model checking capability.
The tool named 4Test [97] is a commercial tool with limited free version which uses a
combinatorial approach called constraint driven testing to select test cases from textual
models speciﬁed in a syntax inspired by the Gherkin language. The main demonstration
use cases for this tool are website testing use cases and the tests do not include time as
opposed to Uppaal TA which is a limiting factor for CPS testing.
JSXM [98], [99] is a model animation and test generation tool. This tool uses a special
kind of extended ﬁnite-state machine (EFSM) called Stream X-machines (SXM) as its underlying data structure. The tool supports generation of concrete test cases from abstract
test cases from SXM models in the implementation language of the SUT. The main area
of use for JSXM is web services. This tool lacks timed automata support like the previous
tools.
The tool Modbat [100] is a model-based testing tool that is based on EFSMs. Modbat is
specialized to testing the application programming interfaces (API) of software. This tool
provides a domain-speciﬁc modeling language with features for probabilistic and non31

deterministic transitions, component models with inheritance, and exceptions. Modbat
suﬀers from lack of model checking and timed automata support.
MoMut [101] is a free for academic-use family of automated, model-based test case
generation tools. The tools can work with diﬀerent inputs: UML state charts, action systems, timed automata and assume-guarantee contracts. It features a fault-based test case
generation strategy using mutation operators. Compared to Uppaal TA, this tool does not
support model checking and lacks concurrency support.
OSMO model-based testing tool [102], [103] is an open-source test case generation and
execution tool. The test models are expressed as Java programs which the test generator
executes based on annotations deﬁned in the model. This tool does not support model
concurrency and model checking.
Tcases[104] is an open-source model-based test case generator. Tcases is a combinatorial testing tool that can generate n-wise (generalized pair-wise) or randomized test suites.
This tool does not support model concurrency and model checking.
TorXakis [105] is an open-source model-based testing tool that generates test cases
based on the composition of process instances that model the behavior of the SUT. TorXakis uses the ioco theory to check the actual behavior against the speciﬁed externally
observable behavior. This tool lacks model checking and timed automata support.
There is also a cluster of other tools that provide model checking functionality (e.g.,
CADP [106] [107], DREAM [108], Romeo [109]) but they lack other properties such as timing constraints support, native test execution support, have limited monitoring, graphical
speciﬁcation or lack counterexample visualization support.
Based on the analysis of related tools and the formalisms they are based upon, Uppaal
family and Uppaal TA was selected as the initial tool and formalism to be supported in the
toolkit presented in this dissertation. More information about Uppaal TA are presented
in Section 2.7 and its application in CPS conformance testing in Section 2.8.

2.7 Uppaal timed automata
In order to perform model-based testing, the SUT must ﬁrst be modeled using some formalism. Testing robotic systems is well suited for modeling notation enabling modeling
of both inputs and outputs to and from the SUT (i.e., the stimuli and the response of the
robot). In addition, the formalism needs to have tool support (e.g, online execution) to be
practically usable for automated testing of robotic systems. These constraints eliminate
formalisms such as Markov chains [110] and Event-Flow graphs [111] as these notations are
more relevant for environment speciﬁcation. Event-B [112], Finite state machines [113] and
State charts [114] all have tool support but in their original forms lack another important
aspect for robotic system testing, namely, the notion of time. Timed Petri Net and Timed
Automata are formalisms with the support of time. The expressiveness and properties of
Timed Automata and timed extensions of Petri Nets are compared in [115]. The author
of [115] brings attention to the fact that for Timed Petri Nets reachability is not decidable
which can be a concern in veriﬁcation of MRS. Translation between variants of these two
formalisms have been shown to be possible as shown in [115] giving indication that both
formalisms could be used via automatic translation under some conditions. According to
the analysis in [115], Timed Automata are a suitable formalism for modelling of systems
of industrial sizes and the tool support is suﬃciently mature. The analysis in [115] also
concludes that Timed Petri Nets are too expressive and are therefore unsuitable for automatic veriﬁcation. Considering these aspects, Timed Automata was selected as the initial
formalism to be supported in the toolkit presented in this dissertation. Timed Automata
formalism is supported by the tool Uppaal TA tool family.
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According to [116], a timed automaton is a ﬁnite-state machine extended with clock
variables. The automaton uses a dense-time model. As outlined in Publication II, Uppaal
TA are deﬁned as a closed network of timed automata extended with integer variables,
structured data types, and channel synchronisation [80]. These timed automata are combined into a network by parallel composition. An automaton consists of vertices called
locations (similar to vertices in graph notation) and edges (directed arcs in graph notation) between the locations.
The set of variables associated with an automaton have valuations that are called states
and the conﬁguration of model consists of current control location of each automaton and
assignments to all model data variables and clocks [80]. The automata in the network
can be synchronized using synchronization links named channels between edges [80]. In
this work, the channel names follow naming convention due to their speciﬁc use in test
models. The channels that preﬁxes i and o in their names are used for sending commands
to the SUT and receiving feedback from the SUT respectively.

Figure 1: Uppaal sample.

An example of Uppaal TA with two simple automata template instances called Process1
and Process2, respectively, and composed in parallel is depicted in Figure 1. Both processes start from their initial location (similar to vertex in graph notation) Start_i and
Start_ j, respectively. At its ﬁrst move from location Start_i to Wait, the Process1 synchronizes with Process2 via channel chA that labels edge (Start_ j, Operation). At the same
time, Process1 updates variable x with the value of constant initial_value and Process2
resets the clock cl. After reaching location Operation Process2 waits maximum ub time
units, i.e. till the location invariant cl <= ub holds. Next edge (Operation, Stop_ j) can
be ﬁred earliest after lb time units (by clock cl) counted from arriving to the location
Operation. This is speciﬁed in guard condition cl >= lb. A guard is an expression which
evaluates to a boolean (and other conditions described in [80]). Firing edge (Operation,
Post2) is synchronized again with edge (Wait, Stop_i) in Process1. An edge is said to ﬁre
when it is executed which, in turn, leads the automaton to a new state. When ﬁring edge
(Operation, Stop_ j) the variable y is updated with the value of function f where variable x is an argument. Both automata terminate at the same time in locations Stop_i and
Stop_ j respectively.

Figure 2: Uppaal test adapter. [117]
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As detailed in Publication V, mapping the symbolic inputs and outputs [118] generated
by test model to actual test inputs and outputs requires a test adapter that connects the
Uppaal TA model to the robot (either real or simulated). Symbolic inputs and outputs in
the model essentially denote sets of possible values that real test inputs and outputs can
have. The test conﬁguration is shown in Figure 2. The adapter connects to the SUT using
Dtron which in turn uses Spread Toolkit [119] and Google Protocol Buﬀers. More details
about the adapter and test conﬁguration is available in Publication V.

2.8 Applying Uppaal TA for CPS conformance testing
Conformance testing aims to determine whether the implementation of the system conforms to its speciﬁcation. The notion of conformance in the context of model-based testing of labeled transition systems was introduced by Tretmans [26] as the input output
conformance (ioco) relation. Provided the input to SUT and its speciﬁcation are same, the
test results can be evaluated by comparing the outputs of the implementation with those
of the speciﬁcation. In case the implementation gives an output not expected by the speciﬁcation the test verdict is f ail. Upon outputting the expected values for the given input
sequence, the test is declared pass.
Conformance testing is especially suitable to employ when designing software and
hardware simultaneously since these processes can be worked on in parallel. The teams
working on software and hardware can focus on developing the product that fulﬁlls the
requirements without spending resources on developing extraneous test interfaces. Conformance testing can start immediately when both teams have ﬁnished developing their
respective parts of the product.
Uppaal TA has proved to be usable for CPS conformance testing [120]. Among other
tools Uppaal tool suite contains Uppaal TRON [121] which oﬀers the possibility of performing on-line conformance testing of real-time systems with respect to timed input-output
automata. Uppaal TRON implements a sound and (theoretically) complete randomized
testing algorithm, and uses a formally deﬁned notion of correctness to assign verdicts.
Uppaal TRON uses the Uppaal TA model checking engine to create symbolic timed traces
of the model [122]. The reachable symbolic states are computed from each preceding
state and then an enabled transition (and related to that input or output) is selected randomly. Upon reaching a ﬁnal state the test ends. The test is terminated when the test
duration expires or a violation of conformance between implementation and model is
encountered.
In the following, the deﬁnition of ioco-relation and its extension rtioco (Eq. 4) for realtime systems are given formally using symbolic timed traces. Symbolic timed trace T TrS
of an Uppaal TA model is a possibly inﬁnite sequence of symbolic states, each state deﬁned
¯ D, v̄), where l¯ is a locations vector, D is the set of clock constraints (zone) [123]
as a tuple (l,
and v̄ a vector of non clock variable values. In operational semantics it is shown that the
transition (Eq. 1) from a symbolic state to another can be either an action (ai ) or a delay
(δi ).
ai /δi

(l¯i , Di , v̄i ) −−−→ (l¯j , D j , v̄ j )

(1)

Uppaal TA actions are either I/O events e or internal state updates (assignments to variables of V ). After each state transition, either an event e or update of variables V or both
occurs. The status of transitions (i.e., enabled or disabled) in a given state is evaluated
during model execution by Uppaal Tron [117]. The state transition is enabled in case the
guard condition of that transition evaluates to true.
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The Uppaal TA test model executed by Uppal test execution tool Tron is assumed to
have two parallel partitions E and S that represent the observable behavior between the
tester and the SUT. The partition E models the environment and S models the SUT. The
interaction between these partitions is achieved via input (AI ) and output (AO ) observable
actions. Input actions, controllable by test, are used as stimuli to the SUT and the output
actions are used for deciding on conformance. In addition, both E and S have internal
actions ε which are conﬁned to each individual partition which are used to evolve the
partition to the next state where an observable action can be taken.
The observable actions are triggered based on a testing event e after an observable
delay ∆ ∈ R≥0 . This delay represents an internal delay for the events at an abstract level.
Global variables in Uppaal TA (i.e., a vector of externally visible global variables) v are
also observable. The events and variables are partitioned into three disjoint sets of input
events/variables Evin /Vin , output events/variables Evout /Vout and internal events/variables
Evint /Vint [124].
Consequently, after partitioning a symbolic trace can be rewritten as a timed I/O trace.
A trace of a state s (Eq. 2) is a possibly inﬁnite sequence of observations starting from a
given state. Each observation is a tuple (e, D, v) consisting of an event e ∈ Evin (e ∈ Evout ),
a clock zone D and a vector v ∈ Vin (v ∈ Vout ) containing the values of data variables that
are externally visible as inputs/outputs at the time of event e.
ttri/o (s) = (e0 , D0 , v0 )(e1 , D1 , v1 )...(ei , Di , vi )...

(2)

Uppaal Tron is using the observable events to interact with the SUT. The internal actions
τ and internal delays d are represented as observable delays ∆. As a result, the test session
is recorded as a ﬁnite sequence of events Tseq in the following form in [125]:
Tseq = (e0 , (τ0 + d0 ), v̄0 ), (e1 , (τ1 + d1 ), v̄1 ), ..., (en , (τn + dn ), v̄n )
as:

(3)

The trace in the form of Eq. 3 can be written in terms of observable delays and actions

Tseq = (e0 , ∆0 , v̄0 ), (e1 , ∆1 , v̄1 ), ..., (en , ∆n , v̄n )

(4)

where Eq. 4 allows checking of timed conformance of the SUT against the speciﬁcation
via the rtioco relation by allowing the SUT to reﬁne the timing behavior of the speciﬁcation
[125].
The relativized timed input/output conformance (rtioco) is deﬁned in [80] as follows:
An implementation I conforms to its speciﬁcation S under the environmental constraints if for all timed input traces σ ∈ T Tri (E) the set of timed output traces of I is
a reﬁnement of the set of timed output traces of S for the same input trace.
I rtioco S i f f ∀σ ∈ T Tri (E) : T Tro ((I, E), σ ) v Tro ((S, E), σ )

(5)

Such a sequence of test events is provided by Uppaal Tron. Each test event is speciﬁed
in terms of clock constraints, variable valuation, list of next available states and a list of
input/output actions. After each test event occurs at a speciﬁc time, the clock constraints
are updated, a transition to a new symbolic state occurs and the list of the next states is
updated [125].
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2.9 Model-based test development process for autonomous multi-robot
systems
2.9.1 Model-based test development
CPS development is somewhat diﬀerent to traditional software development as it is more
interdisciplinary. The standard software development processes still apply but as CPS usually contain electrical and mechanical components in addition to software, there is a need
for increased interdisciplinary collaboration support. This collaboration can be supported
by the model-based approach. Inter-team communication is challenging and can be made
more clear by using unambiguous mediums such as models. These models can be created
at various levels of abstraction depending on the purpose of the model.
The iterative and incremental development cycle [126] suggested for autonomous systems in [127] is a software development life cycle (SDLC) which is loosely based on the traditional waterfall [128]. The waterfall model divides development into well deﬁned stages
which are completed sequentially. The process consists of requirements speciﬁcation, design, implementation, test, installation and maintenance phases. Such a development cycle supports clear understanding of the full project to all stakeholders. Unfortunately, that
development cycle is very hard to implement in practice as requirements tend to change
over the course of the project development life cycle. Another serious concern lies in the
fact that the testing phase occurs at the end of the development cycle. If the software
fails to satisfy the requirements at this late stage, invariably a substantial redesign of the
software is required.

Figure 3: CPS iterative and incremental development.

The iterative and incremental development cycle aims to correct the aforementioned
shortcomings. The general iterative development approach is depicted in Figure 3. The
cycle is divided into discrete increments which are developed from the requirements to
deployment phase before starting a new iteration. The ﬁrst cycle begins with the initial
planning phase during which a general overview of the whole project is developed. Once
the general plan has been formed, the cyclical development process can start. Testing is
performed at every iteration which reduces uncertainty about requirements satisfaction.
To overcome the limitations of the traditional waterfall, in Publication III, it is proposed
to follow a novel combination of iterative and incremental SDLC [126] that is complemented with veriﬁable MBT steps. The novelty of this approach lies in the iterative development process that reﬁnes the abstraction incrementally by iterating model synthesis,
model checking, simulation-based validation and testing.
Each cycle starts again with the planning phase. The iterative planning phase serves
to concretize the requirements for the implementation. Next, after the planning phase,
comes the implementation phase which takes up a large portion of the full cycle time as
it also includes the analysis and design of the system increment that is being developed in
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that iteration. After the implementation is ﬁnished, the implementation must be tested.
This phase is often given disproportionate resources compared to the other phases. As
pointed out in Section 1.3, adequate testing is crucial for the overall success of the project.
Inadequate testing can lead to increased technical debt as well as system defects that can
be very costly to ﬁx at a later state. Finally, after the testing phase is ﬁnished the team
enters the evaluation phase. In this phase, the team assesses the development performed
in the cycle and identiﬁes problems and issues that arose during development.

Figure 4: CPS validation process.

The SDLC must also ﬁt into the general system validation process. This process, presented in Publication III, as depicted in Figure 4, starts after new increment of requirements is speciﬁed and partially runs in parallel with other development cycle steps such
as design and implementation. The test results are used also in the evaluation phase as
shown in Figure 3. The ﬁnal SDLC quality assurance step is ﬁeld testing that follows the
deployment phase.
The simulation-based validation process depicted in Figure 4 presumes formalization
of the requirements. The requirements are used to create the models in the model synthesis and checking step. Once the models have been created and checked with the model
checker the process continues with simulation-based validation step. The details of this
step are depicted in Figure 4 in the blue rectangle. This step contains the provably correct
test development process that is detailed in subsection 2.9.2. After test purpose has been
speciﬁed, the tests can be generated. The tests are then deployed to either simulation
environment or to the server connected to real hardware. Finally, the test is executed and
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the results logged.
2.9.2 Provably correct test development
As detailed in Publication VI, provably correct development (PCD) studied in [129], capitalizes on the development process paired with veriﬁcation and design correctness assurance steps. Applying PCD processes to testing is motivated by the need to improve
the trustability of testing results by showing their formal correctness through entire test
development and execution process.
Model-based test generation algorithms presume that SUT models have properties
which guarantee the feasibility of generated tests. Among these properties are connectedness, input completeness, output observability and strong responsiveness. These properties formulated originally for input-output transition system (IOTS) models [26] can be
veriﬁed on well-formed Uppaal TA models as well by applying Uppaal model checker.
Publication IV presents veriﬁcation conditions and the model checking method of proving the correctness properties for test development steps.
As explained in Publication VI, after the test model has been proved to be well-formed,
the test purpose is speciﬁed in terms of coverage criteria. The SUT model structural coverage is expressed as a set of boolean trap variable updates that are added to the Uppaal TA
edges. The trap updates may also be conditional boolean assignments presuming some
contextual on model state variables to be satisﬁed. Such edges labeled with traps need to
be executed in the course of the test run for satisfying the entire test purpose. The time
bounded reachability of such speciﬁed coverage items can be proved by applying model
checking.
The test deployment in the physical test execution architecture introduces additional
processing and communication delays that are not natively expressed in the SUT requirements speciﬁcation. For instance, these delays of test harness are caused by the physical distance between the SUT entities and/or by non-negligible processing time in test
adapters. Thus, proper test feasibility veriﬁcation presumes also the test model update
with these delays and rechecking the correctness properties preservation thereafter. This
veriﬁcation step concerns timing correctness of the executable test in the ﬁrst place. Additional details about such delays and modeling of timing aspects can be found in Publication
VI.
After passing the veriﬁcation process the tests are ready for execution while the test
results can be provably trusted.

2.10 Chapter summary
In this Section, it is argued that testing CPS and autonomous robot systems, in particular,
requires a diﬀerent approach to testing than traditional software testing. Related work
section provides an overview of other candidate frameworks and tools to be used for MBT
of AS. But as shown by analysis in Section 2.6 none of them is supporting the combination
of functionalities and features supported by the framework developed in this dissertation.
The chapter also introduces theoretical foundations applied in our testing framework, the
Uppaal TA as a suitable formalism for modeling AS and its use for veriﬁcation and testing.
Since this dissertation is focused on model-based conformance testing of autonomous
systems with timing constraints, the rtioco relation is deﬁned as relevant conformance
relation veriﬁed by MBT of time-critical autonomous robot systems.
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3 TestIt: an open-source scalable testing toolkit
3.1 Chapter overview
The chapter gives a detailed overview of the testing toolkit TestIt. First, the general design
issues are outlined and an explanation of the design choices that have been made regarding the toolkit is presented. Secondly, the architecture of TestIt is described. Thirdly, the
scalability aspect of the toolkit is discussed. Following that, long-term autonomy testing
is presented. Finally, the TestIt test runner featuring the test optimization algorithm is
proposed. This chapter investigates the research question RQ2.

3.2 Design considerations
The general design considerations of the TestIt toolkit are well aligned with the ﬁndings
of review on CPS testbeds in [130]. The authors of the review list the key future research
issues for CPS testbeds. They ﬁnd that the desirable characteristics include accuracy, automation, controllability and observability, reliability and reproducibility, safe execution,
high speed and capacity. The authors of [130] agree that CPS testing is time consuming and
labor intensive which is why test automation is key. Because of that the future tools should
improve the generation and execution of suitable test cases since CPS have complex interaction between software, hardware and networks. TestIt features test automation as
its core concept. The design considerations of TestIt are discussed in detail in the following sections from the perspective of compensating the shortcomings of existing solutions
discussed in Section 2.6 and addressing the needs stated in Section 2.5. The advantages
of TestIt framework are outlined in the course of presenting its novel solutions.
3.2.1 General considerations
TestIt is a ﬂexible testing toolkit that is designed to be modular and extensible. Autonomous
robot software is highly heterogeneous as robotic platforms are diverse. The capabilities
and the purpose of robots also diﬀers from robot to robot. This fact makes designing a
universal testing tool for all robot types very challenging. To alleviate this problem, TestIt
was designed to be open-source and ﬂexible so that new testing tools can be integrated
into it without signiﬁcant overhead. For example, it is possible to run ROS linters (e.g.,
roslint [131] and static code analysis tools (e.g., HAROS [132])) as part of the testing process but it might not be required for robots not using ROS. Such individual requirements
can be accommodated in TestIt due to its container-oriented design.
The tools that need to be used in the testing process for a given project can be packaged into the TestIt test Docker [133] container and executed as part of the test package.
Thanks to this, TestIt is testing methodology agnostic. However, to demonstrate TestIt
feasibility and considering the beneﬁts of model-based testing described in the previous
sections, support for model-based testing tool family Uppaal has been developed. Uppaal
tool suite includes a wide range of tools [134] making it a sensible ﬁrst choice. Also, based
on the reasoning in section 2.3.3, ROS has been selected as the default supported robot
middleware.
3.2.2 Suitability for MBT
One of the most important beneﬁts of using MBT is the complex emergent scenarios that
can be discovered by simulating both the SUT and the environment (i.e., the static world
and the dynamic actors in the world) together. It is very diﬃcult to design test scenarios
for autonomous systems which explore the full software stack thoroughly. This is due to
the fact that usually software is developed by diﬀerent teams and the knowledge of the
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full software stack concentrated in a single individual is very rare.
Accounting for all permutations of the conditions that can arise in complex dynamic
environments is exceedingly diﬃcult even with full knowledge of the software stack. Using
MBT and tools (e.g., Uppaal TA[116], NModel[135]) helps in this regard by allowing modularity and separation of design concerns that is important when applying the "divide and
conquer" principle [136] in complex system testing. The possibility to model diﬀerent actors of the SUT and the environment separately reduces the modeling complexity which
in turn reduces the cost of testing. Taking advantage of the functionality provided by Uppaal, it is possible to instantiate multiple copies of the single actor models. This feature
simpliﬁes the test setup and increases test maintainability.
TestIt uses MBT approach to generate test cases in test model exploration (i.e., model
execution) mode to create SUT traces (i.e., SUT input sequences). These traces are used by
the test optimization algorithm (described in detail in Section 3.4.4) to create probabilistic
models which in turn are used by the TestIt test runner to optimize test scenario execution
online.
3.2.3 Continuous integration orientation
ROSIN [137], a project funded by the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 732287, aims to amplify its impact by making
ROS-based industry oriented components better and even more business-friendly and accessible. The ROSIN project report[138] highlights the need for better QA practices to be
adopted in ROS software development. One of the main issues is that the QA practices
are not consistent across the various development streams (i.e., core, drivers and reusable
packages). The report also indicates that the utilization of CI service in its current form is
not suﬃcient because it is simply compiling and building the ROS projects. Analysis results
show that the QA practice would be improved signiﬁcantly by extending the CI service to
run a collection of diﬀerent kinds of code-scanning tools. To address these needs, TestIt
has been designed to be easily integrated with the CI service. The CI integration is simpliﬁed by the command line interface (CLI). TestIt can be controlled directly via CLI commands
which can easily be integrated into any CI service. It also provides a framework that can
be augmented with aforementioned tools and bundled in a convenient package.
Another aspect the ROSIN report highlights is that although testing is regarded as critical in robotics, developers working on new components tend to focus more on creating
the components rather than creating and setting up tests and gathering data based on
simulation. As stated in the report, automated testing should compensate this practice
by saving time and increasing software quality. TestIt aims to comply with these recommendations. It reduces time overhead by supporting automation of all testing phases,
maximizing testing eﬃciency by using concurrent testing pipelines and minimizing testing
time by learning from executed tests and optimizing test scenarios based on that.
Considering this, integrating testing into robotics software development CI processes
is highly coveted. TestIt is well suited for integrating into CI services as the testing pipelines
are designed to work with Docker containers. Using Docker containers makes it easier to
integrate into CI processes because of the ephemeral on-demand nature of the container
technology. The containers are always started from the same state and the state is not
stored after ﬁnishing, which is the desired behavior in testing context. This feature ensures
that testing is stable and there is no risk of inﬂuencing the initial state on subsequent test
execution. Executing tests without sandboxing the software can run into mutability issues.
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3.2.4 Long-term autonomy testing support
Reliability of long-term autonomy is another key concern for autonomous robots which
operate in dynamic environments. Finding software defects that appear immediately
or within a short time window is signiﬁcantly easier than detecting erratic defects that
emerge after a long time has elapsed (e.g., memory leaks and cumulative corner cases).
Still, long-term testing with real robots is challenging and limited by real-time factor.
In some cases, it is possible to perform simulation faster than real-time to further increase the time eﬃciency of testing. For example, when using ARGoS, a multi-physics
robot simulator [139], with simple wheeled robots it is possible to simulate about 10,000
robots 40% faster than real-time. Stage simulator has been demonstrated to simulate a
single simple robot 1,000 times faster than real time [140]. Time compression is also possible in more advanced simulators such as Gazebo [141], CARLA [142] and AirSim [143]. But
as pointed out in [144], simulation at merely real-time is already challenging. In order to
achieve high simulation speed, richer collision response and advanced ground interaction
models have been ignored in AirSim. However, the gravity of the aforementioned concerns diminish over time as advances in hardware performance carry over into simulation
speed and level of detail improvements.
Considering these factors, it is important to utilize the available resources to the fullest.
To that end, TestIt supports running tests over long time periods to ﬁnd interesting scenarios that are exceedingly diﬃcult to discover without model-based generated tests.
Using simulation for long-term autonomy testing with compressed timescale improves
eﬃciency by reducing the amount of real-world time spent on simulation. Testing at uncompressed timescale (i.e., wall time) does not oﬀer any time improvements over testing
in real-world but time compression is not always possible due to computational complexity involved with simulating high-detail robot models and environments. Time compression requires additional computational resources depending on the compression level.
This is especially true for high detail simulation as faster than real-time physics simulation
can consume infeasible amounts of resources [144].

3.3 Architecture
Publication I presents a model-based testing toolkit named TestIt1 , an open-source ROS
package containing the daemon, a CLI (Command-Line Interface) program to interact with
the daemon, and a Docker container[133] with bundled testing tools. A high-level overview
of a common TestIt conﬁguration is depicted in Figure 5. As can be seen from the ﬁgure,
TestIt is executed by the CI server (e.g., Jenkins [145]) after being triggered to build and
test the SUT software stack. The CI server can be conﬁgured to send feedback to the
developer on test failure.
The architecture of the TestIt toolkit is shown in Figure 6. The TestIt Docker container
and the SUT (one or more containers over one or more servers) together form a testing
pipeline.
The conﬁguration for the SUT and TestIt Docker container is deﬁned in the YAML [146]
format conﬁguration ﬁle which is passed to the daemon upon start up. The conﬁguration
consists of infrastructure conﬁguration and test scenarios. The pipelines can be conﬁgured
depending on the available hardware or budget constraints for the cloud testing.
1 https://github.com/GertKanter/testit
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Figure 5: High-level overview of TestIt.

Figure 6: TestIt toolkit architecture.
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3.3.1 Pipelines
TestIt daemon is the process which handles all TestIt commands (e.g., starting and stopping pipeline servers, initiating testing, examining results). The daemon can control multiple TestIt pipelines as can be seen in Figure 7. Test scalability is one of the beneﬁts of
simulation-based testing which using multiple pipelines provides. Each pipeline can run
on a separate server, for example in the cloud (AWS [147], Google Cloud [148] or Azure
[149]), ensuring scalability.

Figure 7: TestIt toolkit component communication diagram.

TestIt supports starting and stopping the servers hosting the testing pipelines as part
of the testing workﬂow depicted in Figure 8. Only using the servers when needed helps
reduce testing costs in case of using cloud servers for testing since cloud services are billed
based on the time used. Therefore, only bringing them online when needed is cost eﬃcient.

Figure 8: TestIt toolkit testing ﬂow diagram.

3.3.2 Software packaging
The packaging requirements for the software running in the SUT are not strictly constrained. TestIt toolkit ROS integration relies on the SUT running the ROS master service
(i.e., roscore) to which the tools in the TestIt container can connect. Other than that, the
SUT can be considered as a black-box system and TestIt can be used as a black-box testing
toolkit which requires no modiﬁcation by the tester. If test code coverage measurement
is required, the SUT must be conﬁgured in a way that supports it. The necessary preconditions are detailed in Section 3.3.3.
3.3.3 Test coverage measurement requirements
In model-based testing the test coverage can be measured either by using model coverage or coverage of the code units abstracted in the model or both combined. Code coverage measurement can target a number of diﬀerent criteria such as function coverage,
statement coverage, edge coverage, and branch coverage [25]. Statement code coverage
measures the number of statements executed. Statement coverage and line coverage are
often used interchangeably since conventionally each line contains a single statement.
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Traditionally, line counters are never reset during the measurement process. This is not an
issue in case of measuring the lines that are executed during a full test execution. This approach is reﬁned with model-based testing with TestIt by measuring the lines of code that
get executed when performing some action represented as a transition in the model. This
detailed coverage information is later used to maximize the code coverage while keeping
the test length reasonably bounded.
In order for the code coverage to be measurable, possibly in combination with model
structural coverage, both the test model execution and the SUT software stack must support it. The main programming languages used in ROS software development are C++ and
Python. For code coverage, the C++ stack must be compiled with code coverage support
options (proﬁle-arcs and test-coverage) [150]. Python programs must be run via a wrapper
(e.g., Coverage.py library) which collects the code coverage information [151].
The SUT software stack has to handle the SIGUSR1 signal to support the state transition
code coverage measurement. The C++ code needs to call __gcov_ﬂush() function to ﬂush
the coverage data [152]. For Python, the coverage wrapper must call a save function. If
Coverage.py is used, coverage.save() must be called [153] and internal class variables lines
and arcs must be reset. If these variables are not reset, the subsequent calls to the save
function will return the full list of lines executed since the start of the program.
3.3.4 Test scenario generation
The test scenarios specify the concrete cases that are executed to test the software. The
scenarios can be executed in diﬀerent ways. The simplest is to execute a program or script
that gives inputs to the SUT software stack (e.g., goals for navigation) but the scenarios can
be deﬁned also using complex models. For instance, Uppaal timed automata [154] models
used as test oracles are currently supported in TestIt and are executed using DTRON [155].
For other types of formal models and their analysis tools TestIt can be extended to
accommodate other model checkers (e.g., DIVINE [156], NModel [135]), SMT constraint
solvers (e.g., Z3 [157], CVC4 [158]) and other decision support tools in a way that does not
inconvenience the toolkit user. This is one of the design goals of TestIt that the third-party
components of the toolkit are packaged into the TestIt Docker container. It is possible to
pre-install and conﬁgure everything inside the container so that the toolkit user or a CI
service does not need to install and conﬁgure all of the tools separately.
One of the criticisms of model-based testing is the diﬃculty and labour intensive procedure of creating models. TestIt toolkit is addressing this issue by supporting generation
of models from other speciﬁcation formats as can also be seen in Figure 6. The generation of a model from topological map format developed for use in STRANDS project[159]
has already been implemented in TestIt. The support for generating models from SMACH
[160] state machines, ROS BehaviorTrees [161] or other formats can be achieved in a similar way. Creating models from other speciﬁcation formats saves time and gives a good
starting point to expand the models for automatic model-based testing. An algorithm of
learning Uppaal TA models from SUT interface logs has been developed in Publication IV.
3.3.5 Test results logging
An important component for test results analysis supported by TestIt is the logger. The logs
are used to diagnose the possible causes of test failure and to optimize the test scenarios for better coverage and eﬃciency. The log entries are stored as JSON notation strings
with each string denoting one event. The entry is a dictionary with the test run identiﬁer, timestamp, coverage information related to the transition, data transmitted to the
SUT, transmission channel information and information whether the entry corresponds
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to before or after transmitting the information to the SUT. This discrimination allows the
information to be further analyzed based on the result of executing a test model transition.
Speciﬁc feature to Uppaal TA logging is that TestIt gathers the information about the
Uppaal TA channel that models interaction between the SUT and the environment contains the name, type and proxy name if required (for services and action library). The
proxy is used to allow logging to occur without requiring modiﬁcation of the software
that is tested. This is caused by ROS design, namely, services can only be handled by a
single server. To allow services to be monitored as state transitions, the logger needs to
be able to provide a proxy service that forwards the actual service request to the SUT and
gives the result to the requester. The proxies can be set up with ROS remapping without
modiﬁcation of the SUT.
An example of the log format (coverage data is omitted for brevity but more information about coverage is in Section 3.4.4) is shown in Figure 9.

{"run_id": "34e07c0c-316f-4044-8994-be95483e4af6", "timestamp": 49.2,
"coverage": {}, "test": "T1", "data": {"header": {"stamp":
{"secs": 0, "nsecs": 0}, "frame_id": "map", "seq": 1}, "pose":
{"position": {"y": 35.0, "x": 2.0, "z": 0.0}, "orientation":
{"y": 0.0, "x": 0.0, "z": 0.0, "w": 1.0}}}, "event": "POST",
"channel": {"identifier": "/robot_0/move_base_simple/goal",
"type": "geometry_msgs.msg.PoseStamped", "proxy": ""}}
{"run_id": "34e07c0c-316f-4044-8994-be95483e4af6", "timestamp": 54.6,
"coverage": {}, "test": "T1", "data": {"status": {"status": 3,
"text": "Goal reached.", "goal_id": {"stamp": {"secs": 49,
"nsecs": 200000000},
"id": "/robot_0/move_base_node-1-49.200000000"}}, "header":
{"stamp": {"secs": 54, "nsecs": 600000000}, "frame_id": "",
"seq": 0}, "result": null}, "event": "RESPONSE", "channel":
{"identifier": "/robot_0/move_base/result",
"type": "move_base_msgs.msg.MoveBaseActionResult", "proxy": ""}}
Figure 9: TestIt log format.

3.3.6 Test runner
The ﬁnal component of TestIt is the online test runner. This component uses the optimization algorithm to dynamically guide the system into maximum gain states (e.g., gain
function maximizes code coverage). As the online tester is executed at the same time
as the SUT, it is possible to take actual gain information from the SUT into account while
planning the next SUT input signal.

3.4 Features
3.4.1 Test conﬁgurability and observability
As robotic systems are heterogeneous, the toolkit needs to be conﬁgurable to accommodate the wide ﬁeld of projects. TestIt toolkit has been designed to be ﬂexible in terms of
conﬁguration. The general test conﬁguration and execution cycle contains the following
steps: infrastructure allocation, SUT launch (simulation-in-the-loop or hardware-in-theloop), testing and infrastructure deallocation. TestIt allows the testing step to be conﬁg45

ured in diﬀerent ways. It is possible to conﬁgure the test to optionally include a test oracle.
A test oracle is a software component that observes the SUT while testing takes place and
makes a verdict whether the test was a pass or f ail (inconclusive is regarded as f ail in
this dichotomy). In the case of not using model-based testing, it is possible to conﬁgure
TestIt to receive the test verdict from the test script itself.
Observability is another key concern while conﬁguring the test process for the project.
Autonomous robotic system software is usually composed of multiple components and
might include complex inter-process dependencies. Due to this, it can be diﬃcult to conﬁgure the test process eﬃciently. TestIt features diﬀerent verbosity levels for monitoring
the test process so that misconﬁguration detection is simpliﬁed by receiving more output
from TestIt and the SUT.
3.4.2 Scalability
Testing of robotic systems often suﬀers from the problem of scalability due to complexity issues. Scalability issues can be mitigated by introducing simulation-based testing into
the testing process. However, in order to take full advantage of the simulation-in-theloop approach the simulation must be parallelized (multiple simulation threads running
concurrently), the process must be controlled dynamically (infrastructure allocation, deallocation and reallocation) and the results of simultaneous threads must be aggregated for
analysis and test optimization.
The support for parallelized testing is present in the proposed toolkit TestIt. TestIt allows testing to be scaled up using multiple testing pipelines. Using several pipelines increases testing throughput by running multiple simulations concurrently. In Publication I,
linear scalability of TestIt using multiple pipelines is demonstrated (Figure 11). The details
of the individual pipeline conﬁguration used to acquire the shown results are presented
in Section 4.7. This linear scalability is possible w.r.t. log data generation speed in both
test exploration mode (i.e., execution of the SUT and environment state machine) and test
optimization mode. The speed increase w.r.t. the code coverage and other criteria acquisition time might not be strictly linear since the test pipelines might have some overlap in
terms of the state space traversed for each test scenario. For example, in case the robots
(i.e., the SUT) always have to start at the same initial conditions and diﬀerent scenarios
split only after several identical steps in all scenarios. In such case, it is understandable
that the increase is not linear w.r.t. the number of pipelines as there is some overlap
between the scenarios.

Figure 10: Test infrastructure conﬁguration.

The scalability of TestIt was measured in AWS EC2 cloud. The infrastructure conﬁguration is shown in Figure 10. During the testing procedure TestIt daemon managed the
infrastructure with four pipelines dynamically. The servers were brought online just before
the test execution and shut down upon test completion in order to optimize test resource
consumption. During the test, TestIt loggers recorded log entries in each pipeline.
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Figure 11: Linear scalability of TestIt.

The numerical results are shown in Figure 11 to demonstrate that entry generation
scales roughly linearly in the number of pipelines conﬁgured in the system. As the plot
is based on measuring simulation data there is a small margin of variance due to the fact
that the robots generate state transition logs at diﬀerent rates based on their actual navigation speed and waypoint reaching success rate. It must be stressed that linear scaling is
expected as individual pipelines are operating separately and the overhead from communication with the TestIt daemon is negligible. The individual logs are retrieved from test
pipelines after tests are ﬁnished which means there is no data transmission bottleneck
even with very large pipeline conﬁgurations.
3.4.3 Long-term autonomy testing
Autonomous robotic systems are usually designed to operate for extended periods of time
which adds another facet to their software testing. It is considerably less cumbersome to
verify that the SUT conforms to its speciﬁcation in the short-term scenarios compared
to the long-term ones. Long-term autonomy can be regarded as the highest level of autonomy as it involves the robotic system operation for a long time without intervention.
Testing physically whether the SUT performs without defects over a long time period is
complex and expensive.
As pointed out in 2.5, the long-term software testing of autonomous robot systems
can be simpliﬁed and its cost drastically reduced by utilizing simulation. Naturally, the
quality of the simulation engine and the detail level of the robot and the environment
plays a major role in the performance gain that can be achieved using simulation in testing. The SUT software algorithms can be tested at a higher level (e.g., task allocation and
navigation planning) using simpliﬁed simulation models and physics simulation with limited realism. Testing lower level software requires more advanced simulation models and
environments in order to be beneﬁcial to the overall quality assurance which can require
exponentially more resources to develop.
An aspect that simulation-based testing will provide the testing process regardless of
the simulation model and environment quality or level of detail is verifying that the soft47

ware does not have memory leaks or issues stemming from long-term operation. This
is due to the fact that the SUT software will exhibit memory leaks in both the real-world
hardware and the simulation environments. TestIt can be conﬁgured to run the simulation
without concrete time limit while monitoring the memory consumption for each software
component. This monitored value can also be integrated into the test run optimization as a
weighted argument of possible test gain function. For example, there might be a memory
leak in very speciﬁc conditions that can occur only when several circumstances coincide
and its coverage by test gives substantial gain increase.
As a concrete example, let us suppose a situation where there is a defect in the testable
software of a mobile robot that adds detected objects into a list in memory. The defect
in the software would be that it adds objects without releasing the allocated memory
once the object is no longer detected thus exhibiting a memory leak. This scenario can
be detected with TestIt as it can be conﬁgured to prioritize a scenario in which the total
memory consumption of the software stack grows without limit. The resulting scenario
would possibly consist of a loop that involves guiding the robot to a location where it
would add the detected object, then guide the robot away from the location so that it
could add the object again later. This software defect and its detection do not rely on
high detail simulation as this memory leak will exhibit itself regardless of the simulation
quality level. Of course, this example is simpliﬁed and this concrete defect should have
been detected at the unit testing level but this example serves only to give some intuition
what kind of defects can be detected using this approach.
To increase simulation-based testing eﬃciency even further, it is feasible to use time
compression in simulation. Accelerated simulation is supported in multiple simulation engines such as Gazebo simulator [141] and Stage simulator [162]. Increased speed increases
the amount of potential defect-exposing encounters the robot will experience and also allows to maximize the resource utilization. The real-time factor can be ﬁne-tuned to match
the test infrastructure performance capacity to maximize the test eﬃciency.
As discussed in the previous section, TestIt can be scaled up to test multiple instances
of the SUT by means of parallelization over the available test pipelines. This concurrent
testing also allows gathering simulated defect-free operation hours and use in analogous
study of the system to estimate mean time between failures like MTBF methodology is
used for hardware testing.
3.4.4 Test optimization support
One of the most important features of TestIt is the concrete test model independent
test scenario optimization functionality. As model-based testing approach allows generation of inﬁnite test cases by executing the models, it is crucial to optimize the traversed
state space to trim superﬂuous steps and only include the important steps. The test optimization algorithm is inspired by the reactive planning tester (RPT) gain tree construction
method proposed in [163].
As detailed in Publication I and Publication II, the test optimization algorithm minimizes the input sequence to the SUT to provide the maximum gain in the least amount of
steps. At its core, the algorithm recursively deepens the gain tree to the speciﬁed maximum depth level. The algorithm (pseudocode is presented in Algorithm 1) is initialized
and started in compute_sequence() function. The initial state is the (None) node of the
optimization graph (Figures 13, 14 and 15).
The supporting functions get_state_hash() and get_chan_hash() provide a way to encode and decode the states and data channels so that they are unique and can be used
as dictionary key values for the data structures used in the optimization algorithm. These
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Figure 12: An example model.

data channels can be both internal and external w.r.t. ioco relation. For example, they can
be the messages passed between diﬀerent software components which are not observed
at that particular model reﬁnement level. As a concrete example, this can be the robot
battery level data channel. This data channel might be used by the navigation component
to decide whether to select a shorter but more battery draining path or longer but more
easily traversable path.
The expand() function expands each tree node (calculates the gain values of the children). Each gain tree level depends on the values of the previous level which means it
has to be created level by level. After reaching the maximum depth level, the algorithm
propagates the gain values (i.e., gained code coverage or other desired parameter gain)
from the terminal nodes (the leaves at the maximum depth) to their ancestors up the
tree to the root via the update_path_gain() function. Once all the gain values have been
backpropagated to the root node (creating the path of maximum gain) the algorithm can
just return the best gain path ﬁrst element of this maximum gain path as the next input to
the SUT. The function compute_edge_gains() computes the edge gains (i.e., possible gain
values for the next step) for a state based on the current parameter state (e.g., it takes
into account the code lines which have already been covered).
The novelty of the optimization algorithm is that it takes into account the actual values
(code coverage and other measured parameters) from the online test runner. These measured values are compared to the probabilistic values based on the probabilistic model
constructed by the optimization algorithm. The optimization algorithm gathers data from
all parallelized pipelines to construct the probabilistic model. This probabilistic model is
used to ﬁnd the best sequence of steps to maximize the gain of code coverage or other
criteria.
For example, the probabilistic model might contain the probabilities of the SUT software to execute speciﬁc lines of code after sending the speciﬁc input while being in a
speciﬁc state. Since models are abstractions of the actual system the probability measures are required to handle the inherent non-determinism. In other words, the speciﬁc
lines of codes might or might not be executed due to some hidden variable that is not
accounted for in the SUT model.
An example state transition model of the SUT used for test optimization can be seen in
Figure 12. The states (waypoints in this example) are denoted W P1, W P2 and W P3. The
transitions between the states are labeled from a through f .
The optimization algorithm starts by constructing a graph from the logs. For clarity,
only the relevant parts of the log entries are presented. The following example has three
separate test execution paths denoted as L1 , L2 and L3 .
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L1 : (a, cov1 = {...},t = 0) → (b, cov2 = {...},t = 2) →

(6)

( f , cov3 = {...},t = 3)

L2 : ( f , cov4 = {...},t = 0) → (c, cov5 = {...},t = 1) →

(b, cov6 = {...},t = 4)

L3 : (a, cov7 = {...},t = 0) → (d, cov8 = {...},t = 4) →

(e, cov9 = {...},t = 5) → ( f , cov10 = {...},t = 6)

Each execution comprises several entries (state transitions) and is denoted as a tuple
(T, cov,ts), where T is the transition (the source state is inferred from previous state), cov
is the the code coverage set (i.e., the set of lines that have been executed since last query)
recorded at the moment of logging and ts is the timestamp of the entry. An example of
entries is shown in Eq 6. The coverage entries encode the dictionaries where the keys
are tuples ( f ile, l), where f ile is the ﬁle name and l is the code line (or non-overlapping
code interval if pre-processed in this way) that was executed since the last log event. The
values referred by the dictionary are the probabilities of the speciﬁc line (or interval) being executed. This probability is initially always 1.0 but the probability is modiﬁed as the
graph is simpliﬁed. Each simpliﬁcation step includes merging of edges and the coverage
probability changes when similar edges are merged. The merge takes place if the transition occurs in the log multiple times. This results in several edges occurring between the
same states. These transitions can be merged into a single edge with modiﬁed combined
probabilities.
An example of such a merge is shown in Eq 7. As can be seen, if the line is executed in
both coverage sets, the probability remains 1.0 but if some lines of code are not present
in both coverage sets, after normalization the combined probability is reduced. In the
example, line 1 of ﬁle a is executed in the coverage set cov_1. The cov_2 set speciﬁes that
lines 1 and 2 of ﬁle a are both executed. This implies that line 2 of a was not executed
in cov_1. Therefore, when combining the coverages we deduce that line 2 of ﬁle a is
executed with probability 0.5 and line 1 of ﬁle a is executed with probability 1.0.
cov1 = {(”a”, 1) : 1.0}
cov2 = {(”a”, 1) : 1.0, (”a”, 2) : 1.0}
n(cov1 + cov2 ) = {(”a”, 1) : 1.0, (”a”, 2) : 0.5}

(7)

It is possible to create the optimization graph in three ways with each method providing diﬀerent beneﬁts. The ﬁrst method and the one we use in the case study is the
probabilistic graph optimization shown in Figure 13. The probabilistic graph is cyclic by
construction as long as the logs it is constructed from have sequences in which the system has visited the same states in a loop. For example, if the logs show a transition from
A to B in one log and from B to A in another, the resulting graph will have a loop between
A and B states. Because of this the probabilistic graph is compact and allows long SUT
input sequences to be generated due to normally having cyclic structure. Considering the
previous example, we could generate an inﬁnite input sequence A → B → A → B → ...
with each transition potentially providing some gain.
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Figure 13: Graph for probabilistic optimization.

Figure 14: Graph for best trace optimization.

The second option is the best trace optimization for which the graph is constructed as
a tree of state transition sequences that is based on the logs. As can be seen in Figure 14,
the states are linked together as chains but there are no loops. This means that we can
only generate a ﬁnite number of inputs to the SUT starting from the initial state because
of bounded branching factor of the tree of ﬁnite depth. This method is the least computationally complex but the resulting graph can not be used to generate long sequences. This
means that once the best trace has been traversed the test stops and no eﬀort is made to
attain more coverage based on recorded probabilities. This option can be used to simply
pick and execute the best trace (chosen by static analysis) from all known traces. There
are scenarios in which this can be useful. For example, if the logs are generated from real
world data and tests are executed on real world systems with the requirement that the
generated SUT input sequence has been seen before and is guaranteed to have worked
previously.
The ﬁnal option is the combination of the two aforementioned methods shown in Figure 15 and creates graphs that have both the logs with timestamps but also generalizes to
probabilistic optimization after traversing through the logs. In order to beneﬁt from the
best trace optimization (i.e., initially follow a logged input sequence) but still be able to
continue the test after traversing a known trace the ﬁnal state of an actual log entry needs
to be connected to a probabilistic fragment of the graph.
Following the optimization graph construction, the gain tree is created which is what
the optimization algorithm uses to determine the best input to send the SUT to gain the
most code coverage improvement (in the exempliﬁed case). This can be combined with
other optimization criteria such as localization covariance (localization uncertainty) [164]
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Figure 15: Graph for combined (probability and trace) optimization.

Figure 16: Optimization gain tree.

based on the simulation. It is possible to ﬁnd sequences of inputs that maximize such
uncertainty which in turn creates eﬃcient test scenarios by forcing the SUT into a diﬃcult
situation. This diﬃcult situation can possibly reveal a software defect that would not be revealed without the conﬂuence of said localization uncertainty and some other action. The
gain tree based on a probabilistic graph in Figure 15 is shown in Figure 16. The optimization algorithm generates the gain tree from top down with each level denoting its depth
level. Each successive level contains more nodes and the number of which is directly dependent on the branching factor of the optimization graph. Large branching factor graphs
will reduce the eﬀective maximum depth of the tree since computation requirements will
increase as more nodes are added to the tree. The optimization algorithm is greedy in the
sense that it will choose the highest gain increase chain (chains are denoted as C1 through
C6 in Figure 16) at each step.
The properties of Algorithm 1 are demonstrated in Section 4.
As detailed in Publication I, a sample TestIt incremental test development workﬂow is
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Algorithm 1 Test scenario optimization algorithm
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:

tree_id ← 0
function compute_sequence(state,step_lim,max_d)
seq ← []
next ← [state, {}, 0]
for _ in range(step_lim) do
next ← compute_step(max_d,next[0],next[1])
data ← get_state_hash(next[0])
chan ← get_chan_hash(next[0])
seq ← seq + (chan, data)
end for
return seq
end function
function compute_step(max_d,state,param)
tree_id ← 0
gain_tree ← expand({}, [0, state, {}, param], max_d)
update_path_gain(gain_tree)
best_g ← 0
for key in gain_tree do
for child in gain_tree[key] do
node ← gain_tree[child[0]]
if node = None then
if child[4] >= best_g or best_g == 0 then
best_g ← child[4]
best_step ← child[5][1]
end if
end if
end for
end for
sel_step ← None
for edge in gain_tree[0] do
if edge[0] == best_step then
sel_step ← edge[1]
best_param ← edge[3]
end if
end for
return (sel_step, best_param)
end function
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. Terminal node

38: function expand(tree,elem,max_d)
39:
el_id ← elem[0]
40:
state ← elem[1]
41:
param ← elem[3]
42:
depth+ = 1
43:
gains ← compute_edge_gains(state, param)
44:
tree[el_id] ← []
45:
for g in gains do
46:
tree_id ← tree_id + 1
47:
new_el ← [tree_id, g, gains[g][0], gains[g][1]]
48:
tree[el_id] ← tree[el_id] + new_el
49:
if depth <= max_d then
50:
tree ← expand(tree, new_el, max_d, depth)
51:
end if
52:
end for
53:
return tree
54: end function

depicted in Figure 17. The shown workﬂow is designed for oﬄine test optimization with
incremental feasibility veriﬁcation using model checking. The input to the workﬂow is an
executable SUT increment. Its execution in interaction with the simulated environment
provides the SUT input-output logs. The logs include context information, timestamps
and code coverage data, etc. necessary for test coverage optimization.
The model updates need to be veriﬁed for feasibility of test generation. The model is
feasible if the goal speciﬁed in terms of the SUT model elements or other coverage items
is reachable. The test goal can be, e.g., the coverage of a speciﬁc code segment in the SUT
or reaching a speciﬁc state in the SUT model. The test goal reachability is veriﬁed using
model checking [165]. In case the veriﬁcation provides a negative result, it means either
the log ﬁle does not include necessary traces to provide an executable model and further
monitoring experiments are needed, or alternatively, the design itself is incorrect and
excludes the behaviors that implement thetest goal. The decision on how to resolve the
issue is put to the SUT developer and the test engineer involved in the process. Provided
the veriﬁcation proves the test model feasibility, i.e., the tests can be generated using the
test model, further steps proceed with the test optimization.

3.5 Chapter summary
In this chapter, TestIt toolkit and its features are described in detail and the test optimization algorithm is presented. TestIt toolkit’s core features such as scalability, simulationbased long-term autonomy testing and conﬁguration ﬂexibility were presented in the
context of needs articulated in autonomous robotic testing state-of-the-art scientiﬁc literature and practice.
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Figure 17: Oﬄine testing workﬂow diagram.
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4 Case study: Model-based testing of robotic intruder detection system
4.1 Chapter overview
This chapter describes the case study used in the demonstration of TestIt toolkit features
and functionality. First, the system under test as well as the test scenario is described
in detail. Secondly, the test model construction for model checking purposes before test
generation phase is described. Thirdly, the test feasibility veriﬁcation using model checking is covered. This is followed by the description of the TestIt conﬁguration that was used
to acquire the results. Finally, the results and a conclusion of the study are presented. This
chapter investigates the research questions RQ4 and RQ5.

4.2 Rationale of the case study
The feasibility of the methods introduced in the dissertation and the TestIt toolkit is demonstrated on a robotic intruder detection system. Publication I presents a concise case study
for the toolkit demonstration that presents the beneﬁts of MBT-based approach clearly.
Case studies are commonly used to validate and demonstrate the beneﬁts of the proposed theory or method. The most suitable use cases are emblematic of a larger population of use cases. The TestIt toolkit has been used in diﬀerent industrial and academic
projects and it has shown to be useful in widely variable contexts. Real-world projects
are complex and have many superﬂuous details that impede clear understanding of the
beneﬁts the toolkit provides. In addition to that issue, the real-world projects might only
use a subset of features that need to be demonstrated. To address these shortcomings, a
synthetic but realistic use case that is a fragment of a larger building wide security system
has been created.
One important design goal of TestIt is to increase software testing automation which
is supported by the fact that the toolkit is based on black-box testing. Black-box testing
approach enables the toolkit to test the SUT without requiring intensive manual eﬀort for
designing the test suite. We showcase this aspect with the case study.
The case study focuses on testing the software of security guard robots. The software under test is the software component dealing with the building ﬂoor exploration
and cooperative intruder detection. For the intruder detection software to be tested it
is necessary to have an intruder present in the environment partition of the model. We
also know that there can be more than one guard robots patrolling the area to increase
the patrol coverage. Therefore, the demonstration use case features several actors: two
patrol robots and a single intruder. Each patrol robot moves around in the environment
while using its lidar sensor for both navigation as well as for intruder detection.

4.3 System under test
The SUT in the case study is the software of the guard robot. The case study features
an intruder detection algorithm together with the patrol planner component which is responsible for planning the patrol route. These algorithms together constitute the software
components under test. The features outlined in this SUT are the concurrency of actions,
non-determinism in decision making, coordinated navigation and timing constraints to be
addressed in testing. The goal of the testing toolkit in this case study is to maximize the
test code coverage.
The robot has several co-acting software components to achieve the task of security
patrolling. The ROS computation graph is shown in Figure 18. Rectangles denote ROS
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Figure 18: Simpliﬁed ROS computation graph.

topics and ellipses denote ROS nodes (software components). As can be seen from the
graph, the SUT contains three robots (two guard robots and one intruder). Each robot
has similar components which are needed for navigation. In addition to the navigation
components, the system contains the TestIt SUT service2 . This component is necessary
for gathering the code coverage data. The code coverage can only be gathered at the SUT
locally as it relies on sending signals (i.e., SIGUSR1 signal) to the software components
which are then handled by each component by dumping the coverage information.
The SUT software includes also the standard ROS navigation software which is not
shown in the ﬁgure (i.e., move_base [166] with AMCL [167] localization component). The
move_base component is responsible for planning the trajectory of the robot. The component essentially consists of the global and the local planner. The global planner ﬁnds
the navigation trajectory based on the robot position on the map and the goal position.
The local planner on the other hand uses the global plan to create a local plan which takes
into account dynamic obstacles that are not present on the static map.
The AMCL localization component is responsible for providing correction to the robot
pose. This component uses the lidar data (i.e., laser scan) to detect whether the robot
actually has the position and the orientation it believes it has. Position and orientation
correction is often required as the initial prediction is based on odometry data. This data
is seldom accurate as the wheels of the robot can slip which introduces defects into the
predicted robot pose.
The planner component determines the least visited neighbor of the current waypoint
and sends that waypoint as the goal to the move_base navigation component.
The SUT software publishes and subscribes to broadcast topic which updates the known
guard robot positions to the MRS. When a guard robot detects an intruder, it sends a message to sighting topic.
The components denoted with green color are TestIt components. The system contains
one test adapter (test_adapter_1) which acts as a bridge between the Uppaal TA model
and ROS. The adapter transmits navigation goals to robot_0 which acts as the intruder in
this case study. Since Uppaal TA model is controlling only the intruder, only this robot is
connected to the triggering of log events. Log events are triggered every time the robot
2 https://github.com/GertKanter/testit_sut
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is sent a navigation goal and upon receiving navigation feedback. Upon receiving the logging request, the logger component publishes a message to f lush_coverage topic which
triggers code coverage data transmission to the f lush_data topic by the sut_∗ nodes. The
system contains multiple copies of the TestIt SUT component because each component
runs on a diﬀerent server. Section 4.7 contains more detailed information about the use
case conﬁguration.
Figure 18 also contains the simulator node (stageros) and map server (map_server)
for completeness. The simulator node publishes sensor data to the robots and receives
motor commands (i.e., cmd_vel) commands from the robots. The map server publishes
the map data which in this use case is the ﬂoor plan of the building.

4.4 Test scenario description
The test scenario in this case study deals with the navigation and intruder detection in the
ICT building of Tallinn University of Technology in Estonia. The ﬂoor plan of the fourth ﬂoor
of the building has been implemented in the Stage simulator and can be seen in Figure 19.
Stage simulator was chosen as the simulator for the case study primarily because of its
simplicity. Demonstration of TestIt capabilities does not require an advanced simulator.
TestIt itself is simulator agnostic allowing various simulators to be used depending on the
SUT speciﬁcs.

Figure 19: ICT building navigation graph.

The scenario includes three robots: two guard robots and one intruder.
For the sake of simplicity the intruder always starts at the same initial position (the top
left node on the navigation map) in the navigation map and can choose the next waypoint
to move to randomly. The patrol robots also start at the same starting location and they
move along possible routes from waypoint to waypoint by preferring the least attended
neighbor waypoint or if there are several options the decision is based on the waypoint
identiﬁcation number by preferring the larger identiﬁcation number.
The patrol route before the intruder detection may be quite long and in general case
it takes considerable time to complete. This means that in case a software fault occurs
near the end of the route, it would take an excessive amount of time to recreate the
scenario which would include numerous state sequences leading up to fault occurrence
(i.e., software defect reproduction).
When using simulation for testing, it might be possible in some cases to drastically
reduce the fault reproduction time by initializing the simulation at or near the fault occur58

rence state and/or optimizing the length of the test path and detect the fault again. This
is possible only in cases of low degree of non-determinism in the model, i.e., when the
model is suﬃciently elaborate to correspond to the simulation or real-world environment
completely. As this is rarely the case, it is not feasible to make this assumption and rely
on this for improving the test eﬃciency.
Faults can also often exhibit after a speciﬁc sequence of events occurs which can not
readily be identiﬁed. This sequence can not always be extracted as it is unclear what size
fragment needs to be extracted in order for the fault to reoccur upon reinitialization.
Lastly, faults such as memory mismanagement can not be reproduced by reinitializing the simulation at the fault occurrence state as it might not occur without the correct
history (preﬁx sequence). TestIt toolkit makes it possible to guide the SUT into the states
along the test paths where the events of interest have occurred with higher probability. TestIt identiﬁes the highest potential gain sequences based on occurrence probability
and takes the achieved goals (e.g., code coverage) into account dynamically while directing the test path towards yet unachieved goals (i.e., the gain function changes over time).
The gain function composition and test optimization is elaborated in 3.4.4.

4.5 SUT model construction
Typically, model-based conformance testing process starts with SUT model construction.
This is based on the formalization of the requirements the SUT is implemented from. Test
model construction from requirements is common in most of test driven development
methodologies as discussed in Publication VI. Alternatively, the model can be learned
from system monitoring logs by applying various machine learning techniques. In Publication IV, an algorithm has been developed for learning the Uppaal TA composition under synchronous communication assumptions. The feasibility of the algorithm has been
demonstrated on the IEEE1394 leader election protocol example. Therefore, for ROSbased robot systems where asynchronous communication is prevailing as demonstrated
in Publication I, we apply the combined approach where the model for test purpose feasibility veriﬁcation is constructed from the SUT requirements description. For test optimization the model is augmented with additional coverage information extracted from
the SUT interface logs. The latter is to demonstrate the TestIt usefulness in the development processes where the test model is evolving in lock step with the SUT development
increments.
For verifying the feasibility of the test with respect to the test purpose speciﬁcation
the reachability of targeted test coverage needs to be proved, at ﬁrst. This helps avoiding generating inconclusive test cases and waste of time when designing further testing
steps. In the sequel, at ﬁrst, the test model construction and test feasibility veriﬁcation are
demonstrated based on Uppaal TA modeling formalism and Uppaal model checker. The
model for test feasibility analysis can be constructed even before the real development of
SUT is started since the model and veriﬁcation goals can be extracted directly from system
requirements speciﬁcation. Further coverage based test optimization steps can be made
later incrementally in the course of SUT implementation, as demonstrated in the rest of
this section.
For model construction, the state space of the model is constructed at ﬁrst, to specify
the conditions and eﬀects of model actors. The actors are an intruder, and two robots patrolling on the oﬃce ﬂoor. The formal description of actors environment is based on a real
oﬃce building ﬂoor topology that is abstracted in the form of a navigation graph (Figure
19). The data structure representing the navigation graph is a vector that consists of graph
nodes names. Each node in the graph denotes a waypoint to be covered when the robots
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Figure 20: Intruder model and responder.

Figure 21: Robot 1 model and responder.

are patrolling. At the same time, the waypoints also denote the potential locations of the
intruder to be detected. Possible moves of actors in the navigation graph are modelled
using a two-dimensional array EDGEs with ﬁrst dimension of length N (N is the number
of waypoints and second dimension of length Br (Br is maximum branching factor of the
graph). Each row in the array EDGEs corresponds to a waypoint and the elements of a row
correspond to the neighbour waypoints of that node. The model is depicted graphically
in Figures 20 and 21.
The data structures that describe the actors’ state are vector Pos the elements of which
encode the current positions of actors in the navigation graph. The vector Occ of size N
encodes the occupancy of waypoints by robots and vector Vis the number of visits to
each waypoint. Boolean variable Detected is assigned the value true when the intruder
is located. Each actor’s behavior is modelled using a pair of automata, one emulating the
agent’s decision making (named Intruder_decide or Robot_i_decide respectively, where
i in the name denotes the number of the patrolling robot), and the other automaton
(named Intruder_act and Robot_i_act, respectively) emulating the action performed to
actuate the decision. The automata decide the order of exploration of waypoints. Intruder picks the next waypoint randomly from the list of adjacent nodes of its current
location. The patrolling robots pick the next node by preferring the least visited ones. The
automata Intruder_act and Robot_i_act emulate moving from one waypoint to another.
Moving takes time speciﬁed by an interval [lb, ub], lb and ub denoting lower and upper
timebounds respectively. The navigation graph is designed so that the distance between
waypoints is approximately the same. This keeps the duration interval [lb, ub] and the
move duration approximation close to real moving duration.
Since the robots’ navigation is not perfect it can fail reaching the waypoint in some
cases. This is represented in the model as a probabilistic transition. The probabilistic transitions of Intruder_act and Robot_i_act automata are labelled with probability estimates.
The probability of reaching the targeted waypoint is denoted by p. The probability estimates are normalized with value range 0 − 100, so the failure of reaching target waypoint
has estimate 100 − p. If the target waypoint is not reached, robot returns to its previous
location and tries the same target again by changing its route. Intruder detection in the
model is close to a real implemented detection mechanism. The intruder is visible to the
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patrol robot when the robot is oriented towards the next waypoint where the intruder is
located, i.e., the distance between robots is not more than the distance between neighbour waypoints, and the intruder is visible in the robot’s front view sector. This is modelled
with conditional assignment Detected = (NPos == Pos[0]?true : Detected), where NPos
is the variable modeling the next waypoint for a patrol to go and Pos[0] models the current
position of the intruder.

4.6 Test feasibility veriﬁcation
Supposing that for maximum code coverage, both the robot navigation and intruder detection scenarios have to be represented in the model the veriﬁcation property should
express the reachability condition that it is always the case that at least one of the robots
eventually detects the intruder. By referring to the model global variable Detected, this
can be expressed by TCTL formula A <> Detected. The variable Detected is updated to
true in the model whenever any of patrolling robots satisﬁes the detection condition. The
veriﬁcation experiments show that this test case is feasible for the navigation graph that
includes 86 nodes and patrols implement described search strategy when there are at
least three patrol robots and if the robots are at least three times faster than the intruder.
The robot’s navigation failure probability should be lower than 5 percent. Weaker veriﬁcation condition E <> Detected that is valid if there exists at least one of such behavior
where the intruder is located has been proved under more relaxed conditions where only
two robots with equal speeds are ﬁnding the intruder in the building. If further action
is not needed to be covered in the test case, this proof is suﬃcient for continuing with
the test case optimization. Keeping in mind, the test is feasible under given constraints,
further test optimization steps are targeted to reduce the test length by allocating probabilistic gain functions to the test model that guide the test run towards the goal along the
optimal test path.

4.7 TestIt conﬁguration
TestIt conﬁguration for testing the SUT is speciﬁed in a separate source code repository3
as encapsulating the testing conﬁguration is preferable to keep both repositories (i.e., the
SUT repository and TestIt conﬁguration repository) clean and concise. The TestIt conﬁguration itself essentially consists of the testing infrastructure control conﬁguration, SUT
launch and test launch parameter speciﬁcation. TestIt SUT launch is conﬁgured to start
the full software stack and bring all robots (i.e., patrol robots and intruder robot) online
and ready to receive navigation goals. After a short duration, the patrol planning as well
as detection algorithm (the SUT component in this case study) is also started.

Figure 22: Test pipeline conﬁguration.

To demonstrate our approaches scalability we have used the AWS cloud to create four
pipelines which can run the tests and simulations in parallel. The conﬁguration is shown in
3 https://gitlab.com/GertKanter/testit-patrol-aws
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Figure 10. Each pipeline consists of a SUT ROS master server (including the simulator), an
intruder navigation stack server, two guard navigation stack and patrol algorithm servers
and a TestIt logger and test runner server as seen in Figure 22.

4.8 Case study results
As discussed in Section 3.4.4, TestIt is designed to run in two modes. Exploratory mode is
used to generate data for test scenario optimization. An example of exploratory phase is
shown in Figure 23 visualized using RViz tool. In the ﬁgure, the trajectories of the robots
are visualized as a collection of odometry arrows. In this particular example, the intruder
(denoted as yellow) was operating in a limited area in the top left. The trajectories of the
patrol robots are denoted in red and blue.

Figure 23: Test execution visualization.

After a suﬃcient amount of data has been logged the optimized scenario can be extracted from the log. The amount of log data required for eﬀective optimization varies by
use case. Optimization requires that the logs contain an event of interest (i.e., a situation
where increased code coverage is achieved) in order to be useful. In our case, the logger
captured a high coverage event near the starting point of one patrol robot (denoted as a
red node in Figure 19). The optimization algorithm was used on the test runner and the
algorithm guided the robot to achieve full relative coverage of the patrol_detector node.
The term relative coverage refers to the coverage based on what have been captured in
the logs. This means that the sections of code that have not been executed during logging
remain unknown to the optimization algorithm.
The coverage plot is presented in Figure 24. The plot presents three cases: worst-case
scenario, random scenario and optimized scenario coverage strategy. The test time was
set to 500 seconds to allow the test runner suﬃcient time for guiding the intruder into
diﬀerent states. The number of states traversed ranged from 17 to 22.
In the worst-case, the test runner always chooses the worst possible next input that
gains the least coverage. This is achieved by continually traversing the farthest left top
corner edges on the navigation map in a loop. Based on the logs, there is no detection
event occurring in that region and therefore the relative code coverage remains constant.
The random strategy test runner picks the next input randomly from the known alternatives. The result shown is the average case in multiple runs. As can be seen from the
ﬁgure, the random strategy achieves marginally improved code coverage compared to the
worst-case strategy.
In order to attain the best coverage as rapidly as possible we employ the optimization
strategy in test generation. The beginning of the tests is similar as the main loop of the
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Figure 24: Relative code coverage of the SUT.

SUT software is running and covered even without optimal control. The real beneﬁt of the
optimization algorithm becomes evident after some time has been given for the control
algorithm to navigate the robot into position for the high code coverage event. The high
code coverage event for this particular use case is when the intruder is detected by the
guard robot and it takes time for both the guard robot and intruder to move to the same
location. After suﬃcient time has been given for navigation we can see the strategy succeeding in achieving full relative coverage within the time limit when the other strategies
fail.
The test runner takes into account live code coverage when executing the test which
makes it very responsive to actual results. This means that each test can be unique as the
test runner tries to achieve full code coverage based on the actual online learning results
and adjusts the optimal input sequence to the SUT accordingly. This makes the approach
robust and enables to determine when to restart the simulation if the test optimization
algorithm detects that the code coverage can not be improved suﬃciently and in reasonable time from the current state.
The online test runner is especially useful in high branching state space with low probability high code coverage events as the test runner can identify the correct sequence
in advance. This can be witnessed also in the presented use case with limited branching factor. The random strategy failed to ﬁnd the high code coverage events whereas the
optimization algorithm succeeded.
In the case study we did not actively control the patrol robots to demonstrate that
it is possible to test autonomous systems using the black-box approach without explicitly modeling their internal behavior. If the patrol robots would have been deterministically controllable the results would have been diﬀerent and full coverage could have been
achieved faster with the cost of drastic model state space increase.
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4.9 Chapter summary
This chapter gave a detailed overview of the demonstration case study. Firstly, the SUT
for the case study was described. This was followed by a description of the test scenario.
A detailed account of the SUT model construction and test feasibility veriﬁcation came
next. Finally, the TestIt conﬁguration was presented and ﬁnished up with outlining the
test results.
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5 Conclusion
5.1 Chapter overview
This chapter concludes the dissertation and outlines the future work.

5.2 Results
The testing framework described in the dissertation provides support for MBT of AS in
three categories, these are
• testing methodology
• formal test veriﬁcation and optimization
• testing process tooling.
The MBT process that is integrated into incremental and iterative AS development addresses the need for provably correct test development where each test development
step starting from well-formed test model construction to test deployment and execution presumes formal correctness veriﬁcation. The issue is addressed in the dissertation
because the test results cannot be fully trusted without the test correctness has been veriﬁed. Properly generated tests decrease the uncertainty of test conclusions and the need
for repetitive testing. Also, late design defect discovery and need for expensive defect
correction decreases.
The formal techniques proposed in the dissertation address the following three issues
in MBT:
• the veriﬁcation of test development increments;
• automated model learning that is commonly acknowledged bottleneck when applying MB techniques in the AS development and testing;
• test optimization.
New contributions have been elaborated in each of these aspects. For veriﬁcation of
development increments the templates of correctness properties have been expressed
in temporal logic TCTL and their veriﬁcation technique using Uppaal model checker has
been demonstrated.
An algorithm for learning a subclass of Uppaal timed automata models from system
and its environment interaction logs has been developed. A probabilistic online optimization algorithm is proposed that generates an optimal with respect to code coverage and
other user-deﬁned parameters gain test paths.
To provide automation support to the testing process TestIt toolkit has been developed. TestIt toolkit’s primary focus is model-based testing of autonomous multi-robot
systems to improve software quality assurance in various applications. The main novelty
of the presented toolkit is the open and scalable multi-pipeline architecture that enables
incorporation of test development and execution tools from various vendors. The second main contribution is adaptive test optimization technique that takes advantage of
the proposed multi-pipeline architecture where testing threads can communicate the test
runs based on their cooperatively collected test performance data. The usability of TestIt
for test generation, its validation and optimization in autonomous navigation context is
demonstrated using a robotic intruder detection system case study.
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The framework has been validated also in industrial AS development projects in collaboration with Norcar AB and AS Milrem. The proposed framework helped improve the
quality assurance of the autonomous robot software in these projects. The results show
that the proposed framework and TestIt toolkit add value to the quality assurance workﬂow in autonomous multi-robot systems development.

5.3 Future work
TestIt toolkit can be improved in multiple aspects. One of the ongoing improvement works
is adding an online state space exploration feature to TestIt. This functionality adds the
possibility to learn the state transitions automatically without extra modeling overhead.
This process uses the same logging facility as the rest of TestIt but these logs are generated
by an exploration algorithm which aims to map the state space sequences that the SUT
is able to complete. The resulting state space traversal automata can be used as input to
test scenario optimization algorithm described in this dissertation. Combining automatic
automata learning with TestIt will reduce the manual eﬀort required to conﬁgure TestIt
and lowers the modeling qualiﬁcation requirements for using TestIt. The overall goal of
TestIt is to minimize the manual work for testing in order to provide maximum test cost
savings.
The second ongoing work is adding a universal Dtron test adapter to TestIt. Currently,
new Uppaal TA synchronizations need to be added by the user manually but this new addition will make it possible for TestIt to support essentially any ROS-based robot project
without requiring manual development eﬀort. This can be achieved by shifting the speciﬁcation of the channels and channel types from adapter source code to a conﬁguration ﬁle.
There is no need to change anything in Uppaal TA as the integer type is usable for encoding the conﬁguration speciﬁcation (i.e., conﬁguration speciﬁcation selection is encoded as
integers).
Another research direction worth further consideration is reward-based scenario exploration. Reward-based exploration of the state space could reduce optimal test scenario
discovery time by exploring the state space based on system feedback which would guide
the search algorithm to explore in the most promising state space regions. TestIt would
beneﬁt from an improved method of test scenario exploration as would any test case
generation tool. One of the possible implementations for this functionality would be to
use Multi-Agent Reinforcement Learning (MARL) [168]. The MARL approach is resourceintensive but could result in a fully-automatic testing ﬂow for the robotics software engineer.
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Abstract
Model-Based Testing Framework for Autonomous Multi-Robot
Systems
Alleviating the need for increased quality assurance in the face of rapidly growing number of autonomous robots, this dissertation presents a model-based testing framework
including TestIt toolkit. The main goal of the framework is to provide methods and tools
for automated model-based testing of autonomous multi-robot systems to verify correct
behavior in various applications. The main contribution of the dissertation is a testing
toolkit TestIt which features several novelties. Firstly, the open and scalable multi-pipeline
architecture that enables incorporation of test development and execution tools from various vendors. The second main contribution is the adaptive test optimization technique
that takes advantage of the proposed multi-pipeline architecture where testing threads
can communicate and coordinate the test runs based on their cooperatively collected test
performance data. The usability of TestIt for test generation, testing process performance
improvement and optimization in multi-robot autonomous navigation context is demonstrated using a robotic security system case study.
Additionally, a provably correct test development process within an iterative and incremental software development cycle is detailed. The results show that the proposed
incremental validation minimizes the validation time, design space exploration and cost
during early stages of design, rather than during operations which could lead to signiﬁcant
cost increase.
The results of the framework have been validated in industry projects and have shown
to add value to the quality assurance process.
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Kokkuvõte
Mudelipõhine testimisraamistik autonoomsetele multirobotsüsteemidele
Seoses autonoomsete robotsüsteemide kasvava levikuga süveneb vajadus tagada nende
funktsionaalsus, töökindlus ja ohutus valdkondades, kus robotid töötavad ja liiguvad vahetult inimkeskkonnas. Käesolev dissertatsioon esitleb mudelipõhise testimise raamistikku
ning testi automatiseerimise töövahendeid autonoomsete multirobotsüsteemide mudelipõhiseks testimiseks. Töö põhitulemuseks on testimistööriist TestIt, mis pakub mitmeid
uusi lahendusi. Esiteks, avatud ja skaleeritav multikonveier arhitektuur, mis võimaldab
erinevate osapoolte testimistööriistade integreerimist arendusprotsessis. Teiseks, loodud
on multikonveier arhitektuuril põhinev adaptiivne optimeerimisalgoritm, mis võimaldab
lõimede omavahelise andmevahetuse tulemusi kasutada testistsenaariumite optimeerimiseks. TestIt tööriista võimalusi ja eeliseid testijuhtude genereerimisel, testimisprotsessi
jõudluse tõstmisel ja optimeerimisel on demonstreeritud robotturvasüsteemi rakenduses multirobotsüsteemi autonoomse navigatsiooni testimise näitel. Lisaks eelnevale on dissertatsioonis esitatud testide tõestatavalt korrektne arendusprotsess ja selle integreerimine iteratiivsesse ja inkrementaalsesse tarkvaraarendustsüklisse. Töö tulemused näitavad,
et pakutud inkrementaalne valideerimine võimaldab vähendada disaini valideerimisaega
ja disaini lahendusteruumi analüüsi mahtu juba varajases arendusstaadiumis, vältimaks
vigade kandumist arenduse lõpufaasi, kus vigade avastamine ja parandamine on oluliselt
kulukam. Töö tulemused on valideeritud tööstuslike robotiprojektide raames ja tulemused on näidanud, et väljatöötatud raamistik annab robotsüstemide kvaliteedi tagamise
protsessile olulist lisaväärtust.
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Abstract
This paper presents a testing toolkit named TestIt. Its main goal is to provide tools for automated model-based testing
of autonomous multi-robot systems to verify long-term autonomy in various applications including those of smart city
environments and smart buildings. The main novelty of the presented toolkit is the open and scalable multi-pipeline architecture
that enables incorporation of test development and execution tools from various vendors. The second main contribution is
adaptive test optimization technique that takes advantage of the proposed multi-pipeline architecture where testing threads
can communicate and coordinate the test runs based on their cooperatively collected test performance data. The usability of
TestIt for test generation, testing process performance improvement and optimization in multi-robot autonomous navigation
context is demonstrated using a smart building robotic security system case study.
Keywords Autonomous robotics · Robot operating system · Integration testing · Model-based testing · Smart building ·
Simulation

1 Introduction
New security technologies such as AI-supported data fusion,
video analytics and application of mobile sensor platforms
have provided substantial quality improvement of securityrelated services in smart city and smart building environments [2]. Despite recent advances in security technology, the
weakest link in the security assurance loop (sensor/camera
data capture, monitoring data fusion, malicious act threat
recognition, decision making, prevention/counter action) is
human involvement. As the experiment with autonomous
robot security guard Knightscope’s K5 shows, one promising way of raising the level of security systems’ reliability
and autonomy is replacing human personnel, e.g. patrols and
remote operators with mobile guardian robots which instead
of remote surveillance can guarantee required level of presence, situation awareness and timely reaction to events in the
place.
Since security systems must be safe and secure themselves, it means the services provided by them must be
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validated and verified against the requirements set by the
given application. The quality of service (QoS) characteristics studied in this paper include in the first place functional
correctness, performance stability, reliability and scalability.
For instance, the quality of the security system enforced with
patrolling robots should ensure that the robots collaboration
satisfies the criteria necessary for successful mission completion under given operation conditions (e.g. dimmed light,
accessibility to rooms, presence of moving obstacles).
In this paper, we provide a novel testing framework TestIt
for multi-robot surveillance system quality testing in the simulated operation environment. Since setting up a full-scale
field test environment is expensive and running tests in there
is time consuming, the goal of this work is to provide easier,
faster and cheaper validation of system quality than traditional full-fledged field tests allow. he novel feature of this
approach is the capability of runtime optimization of tests by
using live feedback from the SUT. An edge labeled with a
name and postfix symbol “!” synchronizes with an edge or
edges of all other automata that are labelled with the same
name and postfix symbol “?”.
The autonomous patrolling robot systems such as autonomous robots in general are designed to operate in highly
dynamic and unpredictable environments. Therefore, it is difficult to assure that these autonomous systems function safely
in all possible situations. Moreover, even capturing such
high-dimensional context data that characterize real opera-
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tion environments in all emerging border cases is exceedingly
difficult. Therefore, to accelerate the validation of the algorithms used in autonomous robots, simulation is used to
generate scenarios to ensure correct behaviour under large
variety of constraints.
Simulation is beneficial not only because it is inexpensive as it does not require a physical robot, but also because
it is scalable. Testing on multiple physical robots requires
multiple test sites and evaluation systems which may constitute a substantial part of development costs. To conserve
time and validate multiple simulated scenarios at the same
time, these simulations can be run in parallel. For the simulation to be well integrated into the software production
workflow, also the robot’s software stack should support such
integration. This support is present in robot operating system
(ROS)-based robots’ software thanks to the design principles
of ROS [18]. ROS uses a publisher–subscriber communication model which allows easy component interoperability.
This interoperability enables easily switching out physical
hardware with simulation without the software being aware
of the difference.
As an example of a combined testing solution where sensor data emitted by stationary security system are used for
triggering and planning the mobile patrolling robots inspection missions, we introduce a case study where a team of
collaborating robots locates and captures an intruder in the
office building floor after the stationary monitoring system
has released the alarm of unauthorized movement in the
guarded zone.
The case study demonstrates the advantages of the proposed collaborative robot action testing method by providing
high coverage of the simulated world state space as well as
the coverage of the robots’ software. Also, we show that the
high variability of test scenarios needed for testing long-term
autonomy of the multi-robot system in dynamic environment
can be encoded in the test models, which in turn minimizes
the need for human intervention in the course of testing process and, thus, allows improving the overall testing process
performance.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Sect. 2,
we position our work with respect to testing toolkits from the
point of view of simulation-based verification of multi-robot
applications. Section 3 presents preliminaries that explain
the methods, principles and underlying formal basis of our
model-based testing approach. Section 4 outlines the TestIt
architecture and workflows supported by it. In Sect. 5, the
practical aspects of configuring TestIt for test execution are
explained. In Sect. 6, the test development, optimization and
execution process using TestIt is illustrated using the robotic
intruder detection system case study. Finally, conclusions and
future work are discussed.
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2 Related work
TestIt toolkit is designed for testing systems that can be
broadly classified as cyber physical systems. The authors of
[3] state that CPS are typically so complex that solving their
analysis and optimization problem analytically by examining the system dynamics is not feasible. An extensive survey
on hybrid dynamic CPS monitoring techniques is presented
in [4] with the focus on runtime verification. This survey is
targeted to unification of tool-supported monitoring methodologies which is motivated by the need for an alternative to
CPS exhaustive verification approaches. The main limitation
of exhaustive verification techniques is their limited scalability for CPS. Our work has different focus, instead of passive
monitoring we use active testing while the scalability issues
of the method are addressed by parallelizing the testing tasks
and applying runtime optimization of testing threads based
on on-the-fly gathered tests execution data.
One of the first attempts to provide a unified, toolsupported methodology for CPS testing and optimization
is presented in [3], where the authors consider a black-box
approach, to perform optimization by testing the input–
output behaviour of the CPS. They claim their tool is
the first CPS testing tool that supports Bayesian optimization. It is also the first attempt to employ fully automated
dimensionality reduction techniques for CPS testing. Our
model-based testing technique is similar to that of [3] in
the sense that the SUT is defined as a black box, where
only its interface behaviour is observable. Similarly, TestIt
supports Bayesian optimization, but the underlying computational model Uppaal TA [5] is different from that used in
[3]. Another principal difference is that instead of a single
testing thread, we apply multi-thread approach which provides a clear performance advantage. In TestIt, each of the
test threads is runtime optimizing to form the posterior distribution over the test driving objective function. It uses the
data about test runs’ performance which is collectively gathered by all threads. The authors of [6] provide a thorough
overview of traditional and advanced simulation-based modelling, testing, and verification techniques applied in the field
of embedded systems (subset of CPS). Like the approaches
referred in [6], TestIt enables running tests against SUT simulation instead of physical SUT. TestIt is specific in the sense
that it is not restricted to any particular tool or method listed in
[6], but rather provides flexible infrastructure for configuring
the methods and tools that are most suited for a given testing
task. The goal of TestIt is to improve the performance by
parallelization, flexible test infrastructure and efficient coordination of methods working in parallel.
Robot system-specific testing tools have more narrow
focus and most of them are adjusted to ROS-based software testing. At present, there is not any known significant
effort made in the development of model-based testing toolk-
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its designed specifically for autonomous multi-robot systems
and their application.
There are several general purpose testing tools that allow
test parallelization, but they do not employ the model-based
testing of ROS-based autonomous robots. An example of
such a general purpose testing tool is a continuous integration
(CI) platform Testributor.1
Testributor is an open-source continuous integration platform that reduces building times by slicing up the test suite
and runs the slices in parallel. This platform is not specifically
designed for testing robot operating system ROS software
and it does not support model-based testing natively. In contrast, TestIt toolkit is designed to automatize testing workflow
by using model-based testing and to perform test scenario
optimization by learning from earlier executed tests. This
approach increases testing efficiency compared to Testributor’s simple test suite slicing, because slicing does not
improve the tests themselves. TestIt aims to provide tools
to improve the tests themselves as well as provide a highly
scalable test execution environment.
An alternative to Testributor is an ROS-specific automated
test framework (ATF)2 which has been developed specifically
for ROS applications. The ATF framework supports executing integration and system tests and running benchmarks.
Unfortunately, it is not readily scalable and is designed to run
on a single machine. The ATF framework also only provides
the execution of the test suite, but offers no tools to create
or optimize the test suite itself. Additionally, the project is
currently not in active development.
The ROSIN project report3 highlights the need for better
QA practices to be adopted in ROS software development.
One of the main issues is that the QA practices are not consistent across the various development streams (i.e. core, drivers
and reusable packages). The report also indicates that the
current utilization of CI service is not sufficient, because it
is simply compiling and building the ROS projects. Their
results show that the QA practice would be improved significantly by extending the CI service to run a collection
of different kinds of code-scanning tools. To address these
needs, TestIt has been designed to be easily integrated with
the CI service. It also provides a framework that can be
augmented with the aforementioned tools and bundled in a
convenient package.
Another aspect the ROSIN report highlights is that
although testing is regarded as critical in robotics, developers
working on new components tend to focus more on creating
the components rather than creating and setting up tests and
gathering data based on simulation. As stated in the report,

automated testing should compensate this practice by saving
time and increasing software quality. TestIt aims to comply with these recommendations. It reduces time overhead
by supporting automation of all testing phases, maximizing
testing efficiency by using concurrent testing pipelines and
minimizing testing time by learning from executed tests and
optimizing test scenarios based on that.

3 Preliminaries
3.1 Model-based testing
Model-based testing (MBT) presumes the usage of models
for specifying the expected behaviour of system under test
(SUT) and the test purpose. The behaviours and model elements to be covered by the test are subject to test purpose
specification. Both, the SUT model and test purpose specification are prerequisites for automatic test generation.
The advantages of MBT are experienced most clearly in
integration and system level testing, where the functionality,
timing, safety, security and other aspects of SUT are exposed
in their most intertwined form. MBT focuses most often on
the conformance testing where the SUT is considered to be
a ’black box’, i.e. only its inputs and outputs are assumed
to be controllable and observable respectively by test. The
internal behaviour of the system is abstracted away in the
model. The aim of black-box conformance testing, according
to [7], is to check if the behaviour observable on the system
interfaces conforms to that given in the system requirements
specification.
During MBT, a tester executes selected test cases by running SUT in the test harness and emits a test verdict (pass,
fail, inconclusive). The verdict shows test result in terms
of conformance relation between SUT and the requirements
model. A conformance relation used most often in MBT is
input–output conformance (IOCO) introduced in [8]. For the
behaviour of an implementation to be IOCO-correct it should
respect the following restrictions:
• the outputs produced by SUT should be the same as
allowed in the requirements model;
• if a quiescent state (a situation where the system cannot
evolve without an input from the environment) is reached
in SUT, this should also be the case in the model;
• any time an input is possible in the model, this should
also be the case in the SUT.

3.2 Model-based testing with TestIt
1

http://www.testributor.com/.

2

https://github.com/floweisshardt/atf.

3

http://rosin-project.eu/wp-content/uploads/D3.1-QualityAssurance-Process-and-Community-Management-in-ROS.pdf.

TestIt is designed to work with a wide variety of tools and
models that are used in the test development process. Thanks
to the open architecture of TestIt, the user can pick and use
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the appropriate model-based testing tools that support various
testing workflows. As a concrete example of tool integration,
we consider Uppaal tool family being used in TestIt toolkit.
Typically, the model-based conformance testing process
starts from SUT model construction. This is based on formalization of the requirements the SUT is implemented from.
The test model construction from requirements is common
in most of the test-driven development methodologies [9].
Alternatively, the model can be learned from system monitoring logs by applying various machine learning approaches. In
this paper, we demonstrate the combined approach where the
model for test purpose feasibility verification is constructed
from the SUT requirements description and for test optimization the model is augmented with additional coverage
information extracted from the SUT interface logs. The latter is to demonstrate the TestIt usefulness in the development
processes where the test model evolves in lock step with the
SUT development increments.
A sample of TestIt incremental test development workflow is depicted in Fig. 1. The input to the workflow is an
executable SUT increment. Its execution in interaction with
the simulated environment provides the SUT input–output
logs. Based on the monitoring data, the logs are extended
with context information, time stamps, semantic tags, etc.
necessary for test coverage optimization (for more detailed
description of logging ,we refer to Sect. 4.2).
The model updates needs to be verified for feasibility of
test generation. The model is feasible if the test goal specified in terms of the SUT model elements or other coverage
items is reachable. The test goal can be, e.g. the coverage
of a specific code segment in SUT or reaching a specific
state in the SUT model. The test goal reachability is verified
using model checking [10]. In case the verification provides
negative result, it means either the logs repository does not
include necessary traces to provide an executable model and
further monitoring experiments are needed, or alternatively,
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the design itself is incorrect and excludes the behaviours that
implement the test goal. The decision on how to resolve the
issue is up to the SUT developer and test engineer involved in
the process. Provided the verification proves the test model
feasibility, i.e. the tests can be generated using the test model,
further steps (described in Sect. 6.1) proceed with the test
optimization.

3.3 Uppaal timed automata
TestIt uses Uppaal timed automata (TA) as core formalism.
Uppaal TA are defined as a closed network of extended timed
automata. These automata are combined into a single system
by synchronous parallel composition. An automaton consists of locations (vertices in graphical notation) and edges
(directed arcs in graphical notation) between the locations.
The set of variables associated with an automaton have
valuations that are called states and the configuration of a
model consists of its current control location and assignments to all model variables and clocks. The automata can
be synchronized using synchronization links named channels between edges. The channels that by modelling naming
convention have prefixes in and out in their names are used
for sending commands to the SUT and receiving feedback
from the SUT.
An example of Uppaal TA with two simple processes
composed in parallel is depicted in Fig. 2. Both processes
start from their initial location Pr e1 and Pr e2, respectively. At its first move from location Pr e1 to W ait, the
Pr ocess1 synchronizes with Pr ocess2 via channel ch that
labels edge (Pr e2, Compute). At the same time, Pr ocess1
updates variable i_x with the value of constant const
and Pr ocess2 resets the clock cl. After reaching location Compute Pr ocess2 waits maximum ub time units,
i.e. till the location invariant cl <= ub holds. Next, edge
(Compute, Post2) can be fired earliest after lb time units
(by clock cl). This is specified in guard condition cl >= lb.
Firing edge (Compute, Post2) is synchronized again with
edge (W ait, Post1) in Pr ocess1. When executing transition (Compute, Post2), the variable o_y is updated with
the value of function f un where variable i_x is an argument. Both processes terminate at the same time in locations
Post1 and Post2, respectively.
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3.4 Model checking with Uppaal TA
The correctness verification of Uppaal TA models is performed using model checking technique [10]. Uppaal TA
model checking problem can be stated as follows: given a
correctness property ϕ stated in temporal logic TCTL and a
model formalized in Uppaal TA, the validity of ϕ in model M
can be verified by solving the satisfiability problem M | ϕ.
Model checker explores the model M state space trying to
find an interpretation of formula ϕ. If it succeeds, the formula
is declared to be valid and witness trace is issued. Otherwise,
the counterexample is generated that provides diagnostic
information why the formula is not valid. This allows to discover unintended behaviours in the model, such as states and
transitions that the test case never reaches. The liveness properties are expressed as reachability constraints of legal model
states and safety properties as non-reachability of illegal or
unintended states. Typically, deadlocks and livelocks indicate
violation of liveness properties. Such a model-based analysis can reveal the design errors of tests before their further
development and execution.
In addition to standard safety and liveness properties verifiable in the test models, Uppaal model checker supports
verifying timing properties such as time-bounded leads_to,
timed race conditions and other. Another practical outcome
of model checking for testing is that verification witness
traces can be used as symbolic test sequences applicable to
verify that the correctness property is implemented properly
also in SUT.

3.5 Symbolic test execution
Uppaal TA models are executed using DTRON [11] tool
which extends Uppaal TRON [12], a testing tool based on
Uppaal engine. TRON is suited for black-box conformance
testing of timed systems. This tool enables simulation of the
model in real time and allows interfacing with the SUT. For
the Uppaal TA to send executable test inputs to the SUT, it
needs an adapter to handle the synchronization signals from
the model. These adapters have to be created depending on
the use case. For the use case presented in this paper, we created an adapter for sending abstracted navigation goals to the
SUT and converting the SUT outputs back to the symbolic
form interpretable in the model.

3.6 Test coverage measurement
In model-based testing, the test coverage can be measured
either by using model coverage or coverage of the code units
abstracted in the model or both combined. The most common
code coverage measurement is achieved by counting all the
lines that have been executed. Traditionally, line counters
are never reset during the measurement process. This is not

an issue in case of measuring the lines that are executed
during a full test execution. This approach can be improved
with model-based testing by measuring the lines of code that
get executed when performing some action represented as a
transition in the model. This information can later be used to
maximize the code coverage of the test.
For the code coverage to be measurable, possibly in combination with model structural coverage, both the test model
execution and the SUT software stack must support it. The
main programming languages used in ROS software development are C++ and Python. For code coverage, the C++
stack must be compiled with code coverage support options
(profile-arcs and test-coverage). Python programs must be
run via a wrapper (e.g. Coverage.py library) which collects
the code coverage information.
The software stack has to handle the SIGUSR1 signal to
support the state transition code coverage measurement. The
C++code needs to call __gcov_flush() function to flush the
coverage data. For Python, the coverage wrapper must call a
save function. If Coverage.py is used, coverage.save() must
be called and internal class variables lines and arcs must be
reset. If these variables are not reset, the subsequent calls to
the save function will return the full list of lines executed
since the start of the program.

4 TestIt toolkit
4.1 General design considerations
TestIt is designed to be used with existing and new testing
tools and supporting software. For example, it is possible to
run linters (e.g. roslint4 and static code analysis tools (e.g.
HAROS [13])) as part of the testing process. The main use
case for TestIt is however model-based testing.
One of the most important benefits of using MBT is the
complex emergent scenarios that can be discovered by simulating both the SUT and the environment (i.e. the static
world and dynamic actors in the world) together. It is very
difficult to design test scenarios for autonomous systems
which test the full software stack thoroughly. This is due
to the fact that usually software is developed by different
teams and the knowledge of the full software stack is very
rare. Accounting for all permutations of conditions that can
arise in complex dynamic environments is exceedingly difficult even with full knowledge of the software stack. Using
MBT and tools (e.g. Uppaal TA, NModel) helps in this regard
by allowing the environment and SUT (i.e. the autonomous
system being developed) to be modelled separately. The possibility of modelling different actors separately reduces the
modelling complexity which in turn reduces the cost of test4

http://wiki.ros.org/roslint.
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ing. After creating the single actor models, it is possible to
instantiate these models in parallel and in multiple instances.
As discussed in Sect. 2, integrating testing into robotics
software development CI processes is highly coveted. TestIt
is well suited for integrating into CI services as the testing pipelines are designed to work with Docker containers.
Using Docker containers makes it easier to integrate into CI
processes, because of the ephemeral on-demand nature of
the container technology. The containers are always started
from the same state and the state is not stored after finishing,
which is the desired behaviour in testing context. This feature
ensures that testing is stable and there is no risk of influencing the initial state on subsequent test execution. Executing
tests without sandboxing the software can run into mutability
issues.
Long-term reliability is another key concern for autonomous robots which operate in dynamic environments. Finding software bugs that appear immediately or within a short
time window is significantly easier than detecting errors that
emerge after a long time has elapsed (e.g. memory leaks and
difficult corner cases). Using simulation for long-term autonomy testing with compressed timescale improves efficiency.
Still, long-term testing with real robots is challenging and
limited by real-time factor. In many cases, it is possible to
perform simulation faster than real time to further increase
the time efficiency of testing. TestIt supports running tests
over long time periods to find interesting scenarios that are
exceedingly difficult to discover without model-based generated tests.

4.2 Architecture
TestIt5 comprises an open-source ROS package containing
the daemon and the Command-Line Interface (CLI) to send
commands to the daemon and a Docker container6 with bundled testing tools.
The daemon can control multiple TestIt pipelines as can
be seen in Fig. 3. Due to the parallelization of test execution,
using multiple pipelines in simulation based testing improves
test scalability. Each pipeline can run on a separate server,
for example in the cloud (AWS, Google Cloud or Azure),
ensuring scalability.
TestIt supports starting and stopping pipeline servers as
part of the testing workflow depicted in Fig. 4 which works
well in case of using cloud servers for testing as cloud services are billed based on the time used. Therefore, only
bringing them online when needed is cost efficient.
The configuration for the SUT and TestIt Docker container
is defined in the YAML7 format configuration file which is
5

https://github.com/GertKanter/testit.

6

https://www.docker.com.

7

https://yaml.org/.
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Fig. 3 TestIt architecture

Fig. 4 TestIt pipeline workflow

passed to the daemon upon start up. The configuration consists of infrastructure configuration and test scenarios.
The overview of a single pipeline is shown in Fig. 5.
The infrastructure configuration defines the pipelines that
are used for running the test scenarios. A pipeline comprises the SUT with the software that is tested as well as
the TestIt docker container configuration. The pipelines can
be configured depending on the available hardware or budget
constraints for the cloud testing. TestIt can even be used in a
single pipeline testing configuration with a single computer.
The packaging requirements for the software running in
the SUT are not strictly constrained. TestIt toolkit ROS integration relies on the SUT running the ROS master service (i.e.
roscore) to which the tools in TestIt container can connect.
Other than that, the SUT can be considered as a black-box
system and TestIt can be used as a black-box testing toolkit
which requires no modification by the tester. If test code coverage measurement is required, the SUT must be configured
in a way that supports it. More information about this feature
is provided in Sect. 3.6.
As can be seen in Fig. 5, the SUT can either run in simulation or in a hardware-in-the-loop configuration. TestIt is
simulator agnostic. The concrete simulator that is used is not
fixed thanks to ROS design principles. The simulation communicates directly with ROS along with the SUT software
stack and TestIt interacts directly with ROS and not the simulator itself. This allows TestIt to be used in a broader field
of robot software development.
The test scenarios specify the concrete cases that are executed to test the software. The scenarios can be executed in
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different ways. The simplest is to execute a program or script
that gives inputs to the software stack (e.g. goals for navigation), but the scenarios can be defined also using complex
models. Uppaal timed automata [14] models are currently
supported for model-based testing using DTRON. TestIt can
be extended to accommodate other model checkers (e.g.
DIVINE [15], NModel [16]) in a way that does not inconvenience the toolkit user. This is one of the design goals of
TestIt as it is packaged into a Docker container. It is possible
to pre-install and configure everything inside the container
so that the toolkit user or a CI service does not need to install
and configure all of the tools separately.
As depicted in Fig. 5, TestIt Docker container can be bundled with multiple supporting tools. One of the criticisms
of model-based testing is the difficulty and labour-intensive
procedure of creating models. TestIt toolkit addresses this
issue by supporting generation of models from other specification formats as can also be seen in Fig. 5. The generation
of a model from topological map format developed for use
in STRANDS project [17] has already been implemented in
TestIt [18]. The support for generating models from SMACH
state machines, ROS BehaviorTrees or other formats can be
achieved in a similar way. Creating models from other specification formats saves time and gives a good starting point
to expand the models for automatic model-based testing.
An important component for TestIt is the logger. The logs
are used to optimize the test scenarios. The log entries are
stored as JSON notation strings with each string denoting one
event. The entry is a dictionary with the test run identifier,
timestamp, coverage information related to the transition,
data transmitted to the SUT, transmission channel information and information whether the entry corresponds to before
or after transmitting the information to the SUT. This discrim-

Fig. 5 TestIt pipeline

ination allows the information to be further analysed based
on the result of executing a test model transition. The information about the Uppaal TA channel that models interaction
between the SUT and the environment contains the name,
type and proxy name if required (for services and action
library). The proxy is used to allow logging to occur without
requiring modification of the software that is tested. This is
caused by ROS design, namely, services can only be handled
by a single server. To allow services to be monitored as state
transitions, the logger needs to be able to provide a proxy
service that forwards the actual service request to the SUT
and gives the result to the requester. The proxies can be set
up with ROS remapping without modification of the SUT.
The final component of TestIt is the online test runner. This
component uses the optimization algorithm to dynamically
guide the system into maximum gain states (e.g. gain function
maximizes code coverage). As the online tester is executed
at the same time as the SUT, it is possible to take actual gain
information from the SUT into account while planning the
next SUT input signal.

5 Configuring TestIt for test execution
To start testing with TestIt, the following steps have to be
taken. First, the SUT must be defined. For ROS-based robots,
a convenient way to test the robot software is by packaging
the SUT in a Docker container. This allows TestIt to easily
start and stop the SUT without mutability problems. By using
Docker containers, we can be sure that the initial state of the
system is always the same which ensures repeatability.
TestIt can be configured to test systems that are not
packaged into containers as well. The ROS-based use case
requires that the TestIt container has access to the ROS core
node. This means that one can also use TestIt to test hardwarein-the-loop systems if the ROS core node actually runs not
in simulation but on real hardware.
In general, TestIt can be used to test non-ROS systems as
well, as there is no strict requirement on software configuration. It is possible to configure TestIt to launch tests that
use non-ROS connection to the SUT and it is still possible to
assess whether tests pass or fail.
In the rest of the paper, we focus on ROS-based system
as it is the main use case of TestIt. Once the SUT interaction
(i.e. starting and stopping the SUT) is specified in the configuration file, the TestIt test runner docker container must be
configured. The base TestIt configuration includes an ROS
installation and TestIt ROS-logger which logs the interaction
between the tester and the SUT.
Next, the test scenarios have to be configured. A test scenario can include both a test and an oracle to monitor the
outcome of the test. In case a scenario is configured without
an oracle, the outcome of the test is based on the return code
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of the test itself. This means that the test script should terminate with a return code zero upon success and non-zero
upon failure. If the test is executed using an MBT tool (e.g.
Uppaal and DTRON), the test does not terminate itself (i.e.
the model is executed without time limit) and must be terminated after an oracle determines the test as a success or
failure. An alternative termination method is via timeout that
can be specified for the scenario. The outcome of a timeout
occurrence (i.e. pass or fail) can also be defined in the test
scenario specification.
It is also possible to run an individual test scenario in
parallel to take advantage of concurrency if there is enough
computing power available for multi-threaded testing. To
support this, TestIt features a credit-based system. The credits can be added or removed via the TestIt command-line
interface. Each test execution decrements the credit value by
one and testing will continue until the credit value reaches
zero.
Finally, the test pipelines must be configured. Each
pipeline consists of the SUT and the TestIt Docker container. In the main use case, both are Docker containers which simplifies pre-test setup and post-test teardown.
The simplest configuration uses the same host machine
for testing as the TestIt daemon host (i.e. running the
tests on local host). But, as discussed, TestIt can be
scaled as resources allow by creating several pipelines
that are run on different servers. This allows for more
time-efficient testing by running the scenarios in parallel.
TestIt is highly flexible, as it can provide value to the
testing process even when the SUT is considered a black
box and only its environment behaviour is modelled. In that
case, the SUT model just needs to be responsive to the
environment inputs. That is necessary to avoid blocking of
model-simulated interactions. TestIt can still be used to log
the interaction and results of changing the environment. In
case the SUT is deterministic, it is possible to create a model
of an environment process that is executed in the simulation
(e.g. opening or closing of doors in a mobile robot use case).

6 Test optimization
To increase testing efficiency, it is possible to optimize the
tests. TestIt is designed to be run in two modes: exploratory
testing (learning) mode and focused testing mode (aiming
to maximize gain via either code coverage, data coverage or
model coverage criteria).
In the exploratory testing mode, we send stimuli to the
SUT (both the software under test and the environment)
according to some specification. In the main use case, this
specification consists of models for all the aspects that are
necessary to model the system at the required level of detail.
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For example, this can be a navigation graph model for an
autonomous vehicle augmented with a behaviour model of a
pedestrian and traffic light state machine in an autonomous
driving scenario. In the exploratory testing mode, TestIt will
explore the SUT according to the model and will log all the
inputs sent to the SUT. In addition to the details of the input,
the result of the sent input as well as code coverage information is logged. It is also possible to log additional variable
values that might be useful for improving testing quality and
efficiency.
After the exploratory phase when enough log data has
been gathered, it is possible to perform optimized testing
based on the data. Optimized testing is performed using the
online test runner. This approach ensures time-efficient testing. Combining TestIt and MBT will help the software team
to automatically discover edge and corner cases in the complex interaction of multiple components of an autonomous
system. To achieve test optimization, we propose an optimization algorithm based on weighted gain function. To
compute the gain function, the optimization criteria need to
be specified. For example, if the SUT consists of two software packages it is possible to define different weights for
each package and each source code file which optimizes the
scenario based on these weights. This allows teams that work
on different components to create test scenarios that are the
most efficient for their developed component by maximizing
the code coverage and other criteria that are most interesting
for them (Fig. 6).
The optimization algorithm has three modes. Each mode
has a different way of creating the optimization graph, but
is algorithmically identical. The optimization modes are
probabilistic, best trace and combined. The different optimization graphs that are generated are depicted in Figs. 7, 8, 9
respectively. These figures use different notation semantics
compared to other figures presented. The states are marked
in parentheses (e.g. (W P1)). The cov and Q signify the coverage set and the edge quantity, respectively. The coverage
sets can be merged with a plus operator (denoted as + in
the figures). The merge operation is demonstrated in Eq (1).
For example, the notation cov = 1 + 7 in the Fig. 7 at the
edge from (W P2) to (W P1) denotes the merge operation
of coverage sets cov1 and cov7 . It is important to note that
one state is considered an initial state (marked with a double
circle). The initial state is undefined due to the fact that the
optimization graphs are constructed from logs and it is not
possible to determine the initial state from the log because
only the monitored events are logged (i.e. the source of the
first transition is not explicit). The transitions in the figures
are encoded with lowercase characters.
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6.1 Optimization algorithm
The algorithm for optimization algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.
The optimization algorithm optimizes the input sequence
to the SUT to provide the maximum gain in the least amount
of steps. At its core, the algorithm recursively deepens
the gain tree to the specified maximum depth level. The
algorithm is initialized and started in compute_sequence()
function. The initial state is the (N one) node of the optimization graph. The supporting functions get_state_hash()
and get_chan_hash() provide a way to encode and decode
the states and data channels so that they are unique and can
be used as dictionary key values for the other data structures. The recursive computation happens in the ex pand()
function which expands each tree node (calculates the gain
values of the children). Each gain tree level depends on the
values of the previous level which means it has to be created level by level. After reaching the maximum depth level,
the algorithm propagates the gain values (i.e. gained code
coverage or other desired parameter gain) from the terminal
nodes (the leaves at the maximum depth) to their ancestors up the tree to the root via the update_ path_gain()
function. Once all the gain values have been propagated
to the root node (creating the path of maximum gain),
the algorithm can just return the best gain path first element of this maximum gain path as the next input to the
SUT. The function compute_edge_gains() computes the
edge gains (i.e. possible gain values for the next step) for
a state based on the current parameter state (i.e. it takes
into account the code lines which have already been covered).
The novelty of the optimization algorithm is that it takes
into account the actual values from the online test runner (i.e.
what actually happened) and uses these values on the probabilistic values based on the constructed probabilistic model
from all parallelized pipelines to find the best sequence of
steps to maximize the gain of code coverage or other criteria.

6.2 Example
To illustrate how the optimization algorithm works, we
present an untimed model for simplicity. The example model
which generates the inputs to the SUT is shown in Fig. 6. The
model consists of three states, W P1, W P2 and W P3, and
transitions, a, b, c, d, e, f , with the arrows showing the
direction of the transition.
The optimization algorithm starts by constructing a graph
from the logs. Only the relevant parts of the log entries are
presented. The following example has three separate test executions denoted as L 1 , L 2 and L 3 .

L 1 : (a, cov1 = {...}, t = 0) → (b, cov2 = {...}, t = 2) →
( f , cov3 = {...}, t = 3),
L 2 : ( f , cov4 = {...}, t = 0) → (c, cov5 = {...}, t = 1) →
(b, cov6 = {...}, t = 4),
L 3 : (a, cov7 = {...}, t = 0) →
(d, cov8 = {...}, t = 4) →
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Fig. 7 Graph for probabilistic optimization
Fig. 6 An example model

(e, cov9 = {...}, t = 5) → ( f , cov10 = {...}, t = 6).
Each execution comprises several entries (state transitions) and are denoted as a tuple (T , cov, ts), where T is the
transition (the source state is inferred from previous state),
cov is the the code coverage recorded at the moment of logging and ts is the timestamp of the entry. The coverage entries
are dictionaries where the keys are tuples (file, l), where file
is the file name and l is the line (or non-overlapping interval
if pre-processed in this way) that was executed since the last
log event. The values of the dictionary are the probabilities
of the specific line (or interval) being executed. This probability is initially always 1.0, but is modified as the graph is
simplified and the similar edges are merged. An example of
such merge is shown in Eq (1). As can be seen, if the line is
executed in both coverage sets, the probability remains 1.0,
but if some lines of code are not present in both coverage sets,
after normalization the combined probability is reduced.
cov1 = {("a", 1) : 1.0},
cov2 = {("a", 1) : 1.0, ("a", 2) : 1.0},
n(cov1 + cov2 ) = {("a", 1) : 1.0, ("a", 2) : 0.5}.

(1)

As discussed in Sect. 6.1, it is possible to create the optimization graph in three ways with each method providing
different benefits.
The first method and the one we use in the case study is the
probabilistic graph optimization shown in Sect. 7. The probabilistic graph is cyclic by construction as long as the logs
it is constructed from have sequences in which the system
has visited the same states in a loop. For example, if the logs
show a transition from A to B in one log and from B to A in
another, the resulting graph will have a loop between A and
B states. Because of this the probabilistic graph is compact
and allows long SUT input sequences to be generated due
to normally having cyclic structure. Considering the previous example, we could generate an infinite input sequence
A → B → A → B → ... with each transition potentially
providing some gain.
The second option is the best trace optimization for which
the graph is constructed as chains of states based on the logs.
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Fig. 8 Graph for best trace optimization

Fig. 9 Graph for combined (probability and trace) optimization

As can be seen in Fig. 8, the states are linked together as
chains but there are no loops. This means that we can only
generate a finite number of inputs to the SUT starting from
the initial state since there are no loops. This method is the
least computationally complex, but the resulting graph cannot be used to generate long sequences. This means that once
the best trace has been traversed, the test stops and no effort
is made to attain more coverage based on recorded probabilities. This option can be used to simply pick and execute the
best trace from all known traces. There are scenarios in which
this can be useful, for example, if the logs are generated from
real-world data and tests are executed on real-world systems
with the requirement that the generated SUT input sequence
has been seen before and is guaranteed to have worked previously.
The final option is the combination of the two aforementioned methods shown in Fig. 9 and creates graphs that have
both the logs with timestamps but also generalizes to probabilistic optimization after traversing through the logs.To
benefit from the best trace optimization (i.e. initially follow
a logged input sequence) but still be able to continue the test
after traversing a known trace, the final state of an actual log
entry needs to be connected to a probabilistic state.
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Following the optimization graph construction, the gain
tree is created which is what the optimization algorithm uses
to determine the best input to send the SUT to gain the most
of code coverage (in the exemplified case). This can be combined with other optimization criteria such as localization
covariance (localization uncertainty) based on the simulation. It is possible to find sequences of inputs that maximize
such uncertainty which in turn creates efficient test scenarios by forcing the SUT into a difficult situation (possibly
to an edge or corner case). The gain tree based on probabilistic graph in Fig. 9 is shown in Fig. 10. The optimization
algorithm generates the gain tree from top down with each
level denoting its depth level. Each successive level contains
more nodes, the number of which is directly dependent on the
branching factor of the optimization graph. Large branching
factor graphs will reduce the effective maximum depth of the
tree, since computation requirements will increase as more
nodes are added to the tree. The optimization algorithm will
choose the highest gain increase chain (chains are denoted
as C1 through C6 in Fig. 10) at each step.

7 Case study: model-based testing of robotic
intruder detection system
7.1 System under test
Robotic systems comprise numerous subsystems and rely
on both software and hardware which means that there are
enormous challenges to overcome before achieving a reliable
autonomous system. For this case study, we only focus on the
software component as TestIt toolkit is designed to improve
testing predominantly software. With this is mind and to
emulate a more realistic use case of autonomous system
software development scenario, we limit the testing scope to
one critical component for the smart house system—intruder
detection algorithm. Therefore, the SUT in this case study is
the robot software responsible for detecting the intruder. This
means that all other components are not under test, but are still
used as prerequisites for testing the SUT. As TestIt is used for
testing complex integrations of the full software stack, it is
usually advantageous to create placeholder components for
subsystems that have not yet been developed. This allows the
SUT component to be tested before all the components that
the SUT component depends on are finished. This allows for
faster time to market for the developed product.
The robot model used for this use case is based on TurtleBot.8 This robot features a Kinect sensor which is converted
to lidar data, as this data source is easier to integrate with
available software components. For navigation, we utilize the
standard ROS navigation stack. Relying on standard compo8

https://www.turtlebot.com/.

nents is preferred because it allows easier integration if the
need for replacing some component arises in the later stage
of product development. The robot model is also irrelevant
from the point of software development, as the software team
only relies on the input data and not how this data is generated. If a need for a different robot arises at a later stage, the
model can easily be replaced and the tests can be executed
again.
The SUT component for this use case is available at a
source code repository.9 At this repository, there are two
ROS components: patr ol_detector and patr ol_ planner .
The patr ol_detector is responsible for analysing the lidar
data to detect a target. The patr ol_ planner plans the navigation goals to cover the whole area of the floor as specified
by the navigation graph. It is important to note that we intentionally designed the planner to be deterministic to make the
demonstration use case more easy to follow.

7.2 Test scenario description
To demonstrate the feasibility of TestIt toolkit, we present
the following scenario. To improve the security of smart
buildings, autonomous patrol robots are deployed to investigate unidentified visitors. For the use case, we have created
the floor plan based on the Information and Communication
Technology (ICT) building 4th floor in the TalTech campus.
The plan depicted in Fig. 11 is annotated with the navigation graph for the robots with the nodes denoted as blue dots
and the edges are indicated as lines between them. For this
case study, we use two autonomous patrol robots working as
a team to discover unidentified moving targets. The patrol
robots start positions are marked with red and green dots.
There is also one actor that is designated as the intruder whose
starting location is denoted by the yellow dot. The intruder
uses the same simulation model as the patrol robots, but it
does not have an active autonomous navigation planner.

7.3 SUT model construction
For verifying the feasibility of the test with respect to the
test purpose specification, the reachability of the targeted
test coverage needs to be proved, at first. This helps avoiding generting inconclusive test cases and waste of time when
designing further testing steps. In this paper, the test model
construction and test feasibility verification are demonstrated
based on Uppaal TA modelling formalism and Uppaal model
checker. As discussed in Sect. 3.2, the model for test feasibility analysis can be constructed even before the real
development of SUT is started, since the model and verification goals can be extracted directly from system requirement
specification. Further coverage-based test optimization steps
9

https://gitlab.com/GertKanter/testit-patrol-sut.
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Fig. 10 Gain tree

Fig. 11 ICT building 4th floor navigation graph

can be made later incrementally in the course of SUT implementation, as demonstrated in the rest of this section.
For model construction, the state space of the model is constructed at first, to specify the conditions and effects of model
actors. The actors are intruder, and two robots patrolling on
the office floor. The formal description of actors environment is based on a real office building floor topology that is
asbtracted in the form of a navigation graph (Fig. 11). The
data structure representing the navigation graph is a vector that consists of graph nodes names. Each node in the
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graph denotes a waypoint to be covered when the robots are
patrolling. At the same time, the waypoints also denote the
potential locations of the intruder to be detected. Possible
moves of actors in the navigation graph are modelled using a
two-dimensional array EDGEs with first dimension of length
N (N is the number of waypoints) and second dimension of
length Br (Br is maximum branching factor of the graph).
Each row in the array EDGEs corresponds to a waypoint and
the elements of a row correspond to the neighbour waypoints
of that node. The models of the intruder and the guard robot
behaviour are depicted in Figs. 12, 13, respectively.
The data structures that describe the actors’ state are
vector Pos, the elements of which encode the current positions of actors in the navigation graph. The vector Occ
of size N encodes the occupancy of waypoints by robots
and vector V is the number of visits to each waypoint.
Boolean variable Detected is assigned the value tr ue when
the intruder is located. Each actor’s behaviour is modelled
using a pair of automata, one emulating the agent’s decision making (named I ntr uder _decide or Robot_i_decide,
respectively, where i in the name denotes the number
of the patrolling robot), and the other automaton (named
I ntr uder _act and Robot_i_act, respectively) emulating
the action performed to accomplish the decision. The
automata decide the order of exploration of waypoints.
Intruder picks the next waypoint randomly from the list of
adjacent nodes of its current location. The patrolling robots
pick the next node by preferring the least visited ones. The
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Fig. 12 Intruder model and responder

automata I ntr uder _act and Robot_i_act emulate moving
from one waypoint to another. Moving takes time specified
by an interval [lb, ub], lb and ub, denoting lower and upper
timebounds, respectively. The navigation graph is designed
so that the distance between waypoints is approximately the
same. This keeps the duration interval [lb, ub] and the move
duration approximation close to real moving duration. Since
the robots’ navigation is not perfect, it can fail to reach the
waypoint in some cases. This is represented in the model
as probabilistic transition. The probabilistic transitions of
I ntr uder _act and Robot_i_act automata are labelled with
probability estimates. The probability of reaching the targeted waypoint is denoted by p. The probability estimates
are normalized with value range 0 − 100, so the failure
of reaching target waypoint has estimate 100 − p. If the
target waypoint is not reached, the robot returns to its previous location and tries the same target again by changing
its route. Intruder detection in the model is close to real
implemented detection mechanism. The intruder is visible
to the patrol robot when the robot is moving towards the
next waypoint where the intruder is located, i.e. the distance
between robots is not more than the distance between neighbour waypoints, and the intruder is visible in robot’s front
view sector. This is modelled with conditional assignment
Detected = (N Pos == Pos[0]?tr ue : Detected), where
N Pos is the variable modelling the next waypoint for a patrol
to go and Pos[0] models the current position of the intruder.

7.4 Test feasibility verification
Supposing that for maximum code coverage, both the robot
navigation and intruder detection scenarios have to be represented in the model the verification property should express
the reachability condition that it is always the case that at
least one of the robots eventually detects the intruder. By
referring to the model global variable Detected, this can
be expressed by the TCTL formula A <> Detected. The
variable Detected is updated to tr ue in the model whenever any of the patrolling robots detects the intruder. The
verification experiments show that this test case is feasi-

Fig. 13 Robot 1 model and responder

ble for the navigation graph that includes 86 nodes and
patrols implement described search strategy when there are
at least three patrol robots, and if the robots are at least
three times faster than the intruder. The robots’ navigation
failure probability should be lower than 5%. Weaker verification condition E <> Detected that is valid if there
exists at least one of such behaviour where the intruder
is located has been proved under more relaxed conditions where only two robots with moving speeds find the
intruder in the building. If further action is not needed to
be covered in the test case, this proof is sufficient for continuing with the test case optimization. Keeping in mind
the test is feasible under given constraints, further test optimization steps are targeted to reduce the test length by
allocating probabilistic gain functions to the test model that
guide the test run towards the goal along the optimal test
path.

7.5 TestIt configuration
TestIt configuration for testing the SUT is specified in a separate source code repository10 , as encapsulating the testing
configuration is preferable to keep both repositories (i.e. the
SUT repository and TestIt configuration repository) clean
and concise. The TestIt configuration itself essentially consists of the testing infrastructure control configuration, SUT
launch and test launch parameter specification. TestIt SUT
launch is configured to start the full software stack and bring
all robots (i.e. patrol robots and intruder robot) online and
ready to receive navigation goals. After a short duration, the
patrol planning as well as detection algorithm (the SUT component in this case study) is also started. To demonstrate our
10

https://gitlab.com/GertKanter/testit-patrol-aws.
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Fig. 16 Linear scalability of TestIt

Fig. 15 Pipeline configuration for multi-robot system

approaches scalability we have used the AWS cloud to create four pipelines which can run the tests and simulations in
parallel. The configuration is shown in Fig. 14. Each pipeline
consists of a SUT ROS master server (including the simulator), an intruder navigation stack server, two guard navigation
stack and patrol algorithm servers and a TestIt logger and test
runner server as seen in Fig. 15.
The scalability of TestIt was measured and is shown in
Fig. 16 to demonstrate that it scales roughly linearly with the
number of pipelines configured in the system. As the plot
was based on measuring real simulation data, there is a small
margin of variance due to the fact that the robots generate
state transition logs at different rates based on their navigation
speed and waypoint reaching success rate. Linear scaling
is expected as individual pipelines operate separately and
the overhead from communication with the TestIt daemon
is negligible. The logs are retrieved after tests are finished,
which means there is no data transmission bottleneck even
with very large pipeline configurations.
We have configured two separate tests for demonstration purposes. The first test is used to generate data for
the optimization algorithm (log generation). The test launch
parameter for this test specifies the process and how to generate inputs to the process. For this case study, we use Uppaal
model and DTRON with a test adapter. The intruder goals
are sent using this navigation model, but the patrol robot
navigation goals are determined by the patr ol_ planner .
The second test starts the online test runner which uses the
optimization algorithm to efficiently navigate the intruder to
achieve maximum coverage. The logs generated while running the optimization algorithm can also be used to modify
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Fig. 17 Stage simulation visualization

the model probabilities which make the future tests more
accurate with continuous feedback from the system.

7.6 Results
As discussed in Sect. 6.1, TestIt is designed to run in two
modes. Exploratory mode is used to generate data for test
scenario optimization to create optimal test scenarios. An
example of exploratory phase is shown in Fig. 17 which
is simulated with Stage simulator [19] and visualized using
RViz tool. In the figure, the trajectories of the robots are visualized as a collection of odometry arrows. In this particular
example, the intruder (denoted as yellow) was operating in
a limited area in the top left. The trajectories of the patrol
robots are denoted in red and blue.
After sufficient amount of data has been logged, it is
possible to extract the optimized scenario from the log. Optimization requires that the logs contain an event of interest
(i.e. a situation where increased code coverage is achieved)
to be useful. In our case, the logger captured a high cover-
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Fig. 18 Relative code coverage of the SUT

age event near the starting point of one patrol robot (denoted
as a red circle in Fig. 11). The optimization algorithm was
used on the test runner and the algorithm guided the robot to
achieve full relative coverage of the patr ol_detector node.
The term relative coverage refers to the coverage based on
what has been captured in the logs. This means that the sections of code that have not been executed during logging
remain unknown to the optimization algorithm.
The coverage plot is presented in Fig. 18. The plot presents
three cases: worst-case scenario, random scenario and optimized scenario coverage strategy. The test time was set to
500 s to allow the test runner sufficient time for guiding the
intruder into different states.
In the worst case, the test runner always chooses the worst
possible next input that gains the least coverage. This is
achieved by continually traversing the farthest left top corner edges on the navigation map in a loop. Based on the
logs, there is no detection event occurring in that region and
therefore the relative code coverage remains constant.
The random strategy test runner picks the next input randomly from the known alternatives. The result shown is the
average case in multiple runs. As can be seen from the figure, the random strategy achieves marginally improved code
coverage compared to the worst-case strategy.
To attain the best coverage as rapidly as possible, we
employ the optimization strategy. The beginning of the tests
are similar to the main loop of the SUT software that is
running and covered even without optimal control. The real
benefit of the optimization algorithm becomes evident after
some time has been given for the control algorithm to navigate the robot into position for the high code coverage event.
The high code coverage event for this particular use case is
when the intruder is detected by the guard robot and it takes
time for both the guard robot and intruder to move to the same
location. After sufficient time has been given for navigation,
we can see the strategy succeeding in achieving full relative
coverage within the time limit when the other strategies fail.

The test runner takes into account live code coverage when
executing the test which makes it very responsive to actual
results. This means that each test can be unique as the test
runner tries to achieve full code coverage based on the actual
results and adjusts the optimal input sequence to the SUT
accordingly. This makes our approach robust and enables us
to determine when to restart the simulation if the test optimization algorithm detects that the code coverage cannot be
improved sufficiently and in reasonable time from the current
state.
The online test runner is especially useful in high branching state space with low probability high code coverage
events, as the test runner can identify the correct sequence in
advance. This can be witnessed also in our use case with limited state branching. The random strategy failed to find the
high code coverage events, whereas the optimization algorithm succeeded.
In the case study, we did not actively control the patrol
robots to demonstrate that it is possible to test autonomous
systems using the black-box approach without explicitly
modelling their internal behaviour. If the patrol robots would
have been controllable, the results would have been different
and full coverage could have been achieved faster.

8 Conclusion
This paper addresses the quality assurance problem of smart
building security systems where autonomous surveillance
robots-based solution is studied. The quality of autonomous
robotic systems integration needs significant testing effort to
be supported by the test automation toolset. To address this
need, the paper presents a testing toolkit named TestIt. Its primary focus is model-based testing of autonomous systems to
improve long-term autonomy in the context of smart environment applications. The testing methodology, architecture and
tools incorporated in TestIt are introduced. The main novelty
of the presented solution is the scalable multi-pipeline testing
architecture that enables incorporation of multi-purpose testing tools including those used in state-of-the-art model-based
testing. As the second main contribution, test verification and
optimization techniques have been presented. The usability
of TestIt for test generation, its validation and optimization
in autonomous navigation context is demonstrated using a
realistic smart building intruder detection case study.
Acknowledgements This research was partially supported by the Estonian Ministry of Education and Research institutional research Grant
no. IUT33-13.
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Abstract—This paper presents an open-source testing
toolkit TestIt that is primarily developed for model-based
testing of autonomous systems to improve long-term
autonomy. The architecture and tools within this
architecture are introduced. The main novelty of presented
solution is the scalable multi-pipeline testing architecture
that enables incorporation of multi-purpose testing tools
including those used in state-of-the-art model-based testing.
The usability of TestIt for software testing in autonomous
navigation context is demonstrated using Uppaal timed
automata model based testing and Uppaal-family tools such
as model checker and test execution environments Uppaal
TRON and DTRON.
Keywords—autonomous robotics; robot operating system;
integration testing; model-based testing; timed automata;
simulation.

I. INTRODUCTION
Autonomous robotics is growing at a rapid pace as can
be witnessed by the fast development of self-driving cars as
well as an increase in the number of mobile robots in other
sectors. According to Technavio's global autonomous
mobile robots market research report 1 , the market is
expected to grow at a compound annual growth rate of 24%
during 2018 to 2022. Double digit compound annual
growth rate is expected for all service robot sectors
according to International Federation of Robotics report2.
Also, the sales value of service robots for professional use
has increased by 39 percent 3 and the prospect remains
positive, as it is currently the primary field for startups.
Autonomous vehicles are designed to operate in a
highly dynamic and unpredictable environment, it is
difficult to ensure that these autonomous systems function
safely. Due to the high complexity and dimensionality of
such environments it is difficult to validate the correctness
of robot behaviour based solely on real world data. It is
exceedingly difficult to gather enough real world data to
sufficiently cover the vast number of different scenarios
emerging in such complex state space. To help accelerate
the validation of the algorithms used in autonomous robots,
simulation is used to generate scenarios to ensure correct
behaviour.

1

https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20181211005561/en/
Global -Autonomous-Mobile-Robots-Market-2018-2022-Growth
2
https://ifr.org/downloads/press2018/WR_Presentation_
Industry_and_Service_Robots_rev_5_12_18.pdf
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Simulation is beneficial not only because it is
inexpensive as it does not require a physical robot but also
because it is scalable. Testing on multiple physical robots
requires multiple test sites and evaluation systems which
are very expensive. To validate different scenarios at the
same time many simulations can be run in parallel in order
to conserve time. In order for the simulation to be well
integrated into the software production workflow the
robot's software stack should support such integration.
Robot Operating System (ROS) [1] has become the de
facto standard for developing autonomous robots which
also supports simulation integration. According to an
International Federation of Robotics report4, over 66% of
all service robot suppliers use ROS.
At present, there is a lack of toolkits that provide modelbased testing support for long-term autonomy verification.
There has been some efforts made in this area but to the
best of the authors' knowledge there are no tools that utilize
model-based testing as an integral part of the solution. This
strongly motivates the creation of testing toolkits for
automated testing of autonomous systems.
In addition, due to continuous integration (CI) servers
becoming very widely used in the software development
industry [2], there is significant need for such a toolkit to
support CI server integration.
In this paper, we present an open-source testing toolkit
named TestIt which allows testing ROS based robot
software. TestIt has integrated support for model-based
testing using Uppaal TA [3]. The proposed toolkit is
designed to be scalable to maximize testing efficiency and
minimize testing time.
II.

RELATED WORK

Currently, there has not been significant effort made in
development of model-based testing toolkits designed
specifically for autonomous robots. There are several
general purpose quality assurance (QA) tools but there is no
toolkit that is specifically designed to employ model-based
testing of ROS based autonomous robots.
An example of a general purpose QA tool is a CI
platform Testributor 5 . Testributor is an open-source
continuous integration platform that reduces building times
3

https://ifr.org/downloads/press2018/2018-1018_Press_Relase_IFR_WR_2018_Service_Robots_ENG.pdf
https://ifr.org/downloads/press/Presentation_PC_11_Oct_2017_1.pdf
5
http://www.testributor.com
4

by slicing up the test suite and runs the slices in parallel. This
platform is not specifically designed for testing ROS
software and it does not support model-based testing
natively. In contrast, TestIt toolkit is designed to improve
testing workflow and test scenario optimization by using
model-based testing. This approach increases testing
efficiency compared to Testributor's simple test suite slicing
because slicing does not improve the tests themselves. TestIt
aims to provide tools to improve the tests themselves as well
as provide a highly scalable test execution.
There exists a ROS specific automated test framework
(ATF) 6 which has been developed specifically for ROS
applications. ATF framework supports executing
integration and system tests and running benchmarks.
Unfortunately, it is not readily scalable and is designed to
run on a single machine. ATF framework also only provides
the execution of the test suite but offers no tools to create or
optimize the test suite itself. Additionally, the project is
currently not in active development.
The ROSIN project report7 highlights the need for better
QA practices to be adopted in ROS software development.
One of the main issues is that the QA practices are not
consistent across the various development streams (i.e.,
core, drivers and reusable packages). The report also
indicates that the current utilization of CI service is not
sufficient because it is simply compiling and building the
ROS projects. Their results show that the QA practice would
be improved significantly by extending the CI service to run
a collection of different kinds of code-scanning tools. The
proposed TestIt toolkit addresses some of these concerns by
introducing a framework that can be augmented with
aforementioned tools and bundled in a convenient package.
This toolkit has been designed to be easily integrated with
the CI service.
The ROSIN report also highlights that although testing
is regarded as critical in robotics, developers working on
new components tend to focus more on working on the
component rather than creating and setting up tests and
gathering data based on simulation. As stated in the report,
automated testing is a way forward and will save time and
increase software quality. TestIt aims to comply with these
recommendations. It reduces time overhead by supporting
automation as much as possible, maximizing testing
efficiency by using concurrent testing pipelines and
minimizing testing time by optimizing test scenarios using
model-based testing approach.

simulation-based testing which using multiple pipelines
provides. Each pipeline can run on a separate server, for
example in the cloud (e.g., AWS, Google Cloud or Azure),
ensuring scalability.

Figure 1. TestIt architecture.

TestIt supports starting and stopping pipeline servers as
part of the testing workflow depicted in Fig. 2 which works
well in case of using cloud servers for testing as cloud
services are billed based on the time used. Therefore, only
bringing them online when needed is cost efficient.

Figure 2. TestIt pipeline testing workflow.

TestIt 8 is a testing toolkit which comprises an opensource ROS package containing the daemon and the CLI
(Command-Line Interface) to send commands to the
daemon and a Docker9 container with bundled testing tools.
The daemon can control multiple TestIt pipelines as can
be seen in Fig. 1. Test scalability is one of the benefits of

The configuration for the system under test (SUT) and
TestIt Docker container is defined in the YAML10 format
configuration file which is passed to the daemon upon start
up. The configuration consists of infrastructure
configuration and test scenarios.
The overview of a single pipeline is shown in Fig. 3.
The infrastructure configuration defines the pipelines that
are used for running the test scenarios. As mentioned
before, a pipeline comprises the SUT with the software that
is going to be tested as well as the TestIt Docker container
configuration. The pipelines can be configured as needed
depending on the available hardware or budget constraints
for the cloud testing. TestIt can even be used in a single
pipeline testing configuration with a single computer.
The packaging requirements for the software running in
the SUT is not strictly constrained. TestIt toolkit ROS
integration relies on the SUT running the ROS master
service (i.e., roscore) to which the tools in TestIt container
can connect. Other than that, the SUT can be considered as
a black-box system and TestIt can be used as a black-box
testing toolkit which requires no modification by the tester.
If test code coverage measurement is required, the SUT
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https://github.com/GertKanter/testit
https://www.docker.com
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https://yaml.org

must be configured in a way that supports it. More
information about this feature is provided in Section IV.
As can be seen in Fig. 3, the SUT can either run in
simulation or in a hardware-in-the-loop configuration.
TestIt is simulator agnostic. The concrete simulator that is
used is not fixed thanks to ROS design principles. The
simulation communicates directly with ROS along with the
SUT software stack and TestIt interacts directly with ROS
and not the simulator itself. This allows TestIt to be used in
a broader field of robot software development.

Figure 3. TestIt pipeline.

The test scenarios specify the concrete tests that are
executed to test the software. The scenarios can be executed
in different ways. The simplest way is to execute a program
or script that gives inputs to the software stack (e.g., goals
for navigation) but the scenarios can be defined using
models. Uppaal timed automata (Uppaal TA) [3] is
currently supported for model-based testing using DTRON.
TestIt can be extended to accommodate other model
checkers (e.g., DIVINE [4], NModel [5]) in a way that does
not inconvenience the toolkit user. This is one of the design
goals of TestIt as it is packaged into a Docker container, it
is possible to pre-install and configure everything inside the
container so that the toolkit user or a CI service does not
need to install and configure all of the tools separately.
As depicted in Fig. 3, TestIt Docker container can be
bundled with multiple tools that support testing. One of the
criticisms of model-based testing is the difficulty and
labour intensive procedure of creating models. TestIt
toolkit is addressing this issue by supporting generation of
models from other specification formats as can also be seen
in Fig. 3. The generation of a model from topological map
format developed for use in STRANDS project [6] has
already been implemented in TestIt [7]. The support for
generating models from SMACH state machines, ROS
BehaviorTrees or other formats can be achieved in a similar
way. Creating models from other specification formats
11

http://wiki.ros.org/roslint

saves time and gives a good starting point to expand the
models as necessary. These models can then be used for
automatic model-based testing.
IV.

TESTIT TOOLKIT

TestIt is designed to be used with existing and new
testing tools and supporting software. For example, it is
possible to run linters (e.g., roslint11 and static code analysis
tools (e.g., HAROS [8])) as part of the testing process. The
main use case for TestIt is however model-based testing.
One of the most important benefits of using MBT is the
complex emergent scenarios that can be discovered by
simulating both the SUT and the environment (i.e., the
static world and dynamic actors in the world) together. It is
very difficult to design test scenarios for autonomous
systems which test the full software stack thoroughly. This
is due to the fact that usually software is developed by
different teams and the knowledge of the full software stack
is very rare. Accounting for all permutations of conditions
that can arise in complex dynamic environments is
exceedingly difficult even with full knowledge of the
software stack. Using MBT and tools (e.g., Uppaal TA,
NModel) helps in this regard by allowing the environment
and SUT (i.e., the autonomous system being developed) to
be modelled separately. The possibility to model different
actors separately reduces the modelling complexity which
in turn reduces the cost of testing. After creating the single
actor models it is possible to instantiate these models in
parallel and in multiple instances. It is possible to create
complex behaviour from simple actors.
As discussed in Section II, integrating testing into
robotics software development CI processes is highly
coveted. TestIt is well suited for integrating into CI services
as the testing pipelines are designed to work with Docker
containers. Using Docker containers makes it easier to
integrate into CI processes because of the ephemeral ondemand nature of the container technology. The containers
are always started from the same state and the state is not
stored after finishing, which is the desired behaviour in
testing context. This feature ensures that testing is stable
and there is no risk of influencing the initial state on
subsequent test execution. Executing tests without
sandboxing the software can run into mutability issues.
Long-term reliability is a key concern for autonomous
robots which operate in dynamic environments. Finding
software bugs that appear immediately or within a short
time window is significantly easier than detecting errors
that emerge after a long time has elapsed (e.g., memory
leaks and difficult corner cases). Using simulation for longterm autonomy testing with compressed timescale
improves efficiency. Long-term testing with real robots is
very challenging and is still limited by real-time factor. In
many cases, it is possible to perform simulation faster than
real-time to further increase the time efficiency of testing.
TestIt toolkit supports running tests over long time periods
using model-based approach to find interesting scenarios

that are exceedingly difficult to discover with manual test
scenario design.
A. Model-based testing
TestIt is designed to work with wide variety of tools that
are used in the development process. Thanks to the open
architecture of TestIt, the user can pick and use the
appropriate model-based testing tools. As a concrete
example of tool integration, we consider Uppaal tool family
into TestIt toolkit.
The modelling formalism of Uppaal tools is Uppaal TA.
Uppaal TA are defined as a closed network of extended
timed automata. These automata are combined into a single
system by synchronous parallel composition. The automata
are composed of locations (vertices in graphical notation)
and edges (directed arcs in graphical notation) between the
locations. The set of variables associated with the
automaton has valuations that are called state and the
configuration of a model consists of its current control
location and assignments to all variables and clocks. The
automata can be synchronized using synchronisation links
named channels between edges. The channels that by
modelling naming convention have prefixes in_ and out_ in
their names are used for sending commands to the SUT as
well as receiving feedback from the SUT.
Uppaal TA models are executed using DTRON [9]
which extends Uppaal TRON [10], a testing tool based on
Uppaal engine. TRON is suited for black-box conformance
testing of timed systems. This tool enables simulation of the
model in real-time and allows interfacing with the SUT.
In order for the Uppaal TA to be able to send executable
test inputs to the SUT, it needs an adapter to handle the
synchronization signals and test data from the model. These
adapters have to be created depending on the use case. For
the use case presented in this paper, we have created a
DTRON adapter12 for sending navigation goals to the SUT
and converting the SUT outputs back to the symbolic form
interpretable in the model.
B. Code coverage measurement
Code coverage is an important metric for software
testing. Code coverage measurement is achieved by
counting all lines that have been executed. Traditionally,
these line counters are never reset during the measurement
process which is not an issue in case of measuring the lines
that are executed during a full test execution. This approach
can be improved with model-based testing by measuring
the lines of code that get executed when performing a
certain action (represented as a transition in the model).
This information can later be used to optimize test
scenarios.
In order for the code coverage to be measurable, the
SUT software stack must support it. The main
programming languages used in ROS software
development are C++ and Python. For code coverage, the
C++ stack must be compiled with code coverage support
12

https://github.com/GertKanter/testit_dtron

options (profile-arcs and test-coverage). Python programs
must be run via a wrapper (e.g., Coverage.py library) which
collects the code coverage information.
The software stack has to handle the SIGUSR1 signal
to support the state transition code coverage measurement.
The C++ code needs to call __gcov_flush() function to flush
the coverage data. For Python, the coverage wrapper must
call a save function. If Coverage.py is used,
coverage.save() must be called and internal coverage data
must be erased. If the coverage data is not reset, the
subsequent calls to the save function will return the full list
of lines executed since the start of the program.
C. Test scenario optimization
The test actions and SUT reactions logged during test
run are automatically annotated with test coverage items
showing which part of the implementation code is executed
when the given action is triggered. This allows decorating
the Uppaal TA edges with weights used for calculating the
achieved coverage metrics. Composing such a test model
with test trajectory optimizer, generated by Uppaal model
checker, allows choosing test sequences that either
maximize the code coverage provided a fixed bound of test
sequence length is given, or minimize the test sequences
provided required minimum coverage is defined.
V.

USE CASE

The advantage of model-based testing is demonstrated
with a sample use case. In this use case, a
Turtlebot\footnote{https://www.turtlebot.com} robot is
simulated in Stage simulator [11]. The robot software stack
is packaged into a Docker container. The relevant software
is depicted in Fig. 4. The SUT container contains ROS
navigation stack along with an object detector program and
Stage simulator.

Figure 4. Turtlebot use case software stack.

The simulated robot environment is shown in Fig. 5.
The robot is in a square-shaped room with 20 meter sides
(the black dotted lines represent 5 by 5 meter squares).
Robot's starting position is in the bottom left corner
depicted as a blue circle. The small black circle represents
an object to be detected.

Figure 5. Simple environment with an object.

The software under test in this use case is the object
detection program. The object detection program
specification states that it should detect an object from the
laser scan.
In case black-box testing methodology is used, the
actual implementation of the software is assumed to be
unknown to the tester. Provided the navigation space is
given by the requirements model, the robot should navigate
to the object according to this model to find the object. The
test is designed to validate that the detection node succeeds
in this task. Due to efficiency reasons, we target to optimize
the scenario to reach the object as quickly as possible.
The optimized scenario will be generated from an
Uppaal trace which includes a situation where the object is
in view of the lidar.
Testing is divided into two phases: learning phase and
optimized execution phase. In the first phase, the state
space is explored randomly while executing the robot
software and measuring the code coverage. DTRON
generates the sequence of actions to navigate the robot
according to the Uppaal model. For this use case the model
is depicted in Fig. 6.
The executed lines of code during the exploration are
recorded in the model. The number of lines covered are
then assigned to the variable V as shown in Fig. 7. After
annotating the model with these assignments, it is possible
to use the model checker with TCTL query
E<>V==maxcov. This finds the optimal trace which leads
to the location with the largest code coverage.
In the second phase, after finding the optimal trace, the
robot is guided to that location. This optimized scenario
implemented by the test model in Fig. 8 can then be added
to the regression testing suite.
The workflow described above can then be reused in
regression testing where changes are introduced
incrementally in the model and the need for manual or
semi-automatic test scripting can be discarded.

Figure 6. Uppaal TA model.

Figure 7. Uppaal TA model annotated with weights.

Figure 8. Optimized test model.

VI.

CONCLUSION

This paper presents a testing toolkit named TestIt.
TestIt's primary focus is model-based testing of
autonomous systems to improve long-term autonomy. The
architecture and tools within this architecture are
introduced. The main novelty of presented solution is the
scalable multi-pipeline testing architecture that enables
incorporation of multi-purpose testing tools including those
used in state-of-the-art model-based testing.
The usability of TestIt for software testing in
autonomous navigation context is demonstrated using
Uppaal TA model based testing and Uppaal-family tools
such as model checker and test execution environments
Uppaal TRON and DTRON.
VII. FUTURE WORK
In the future, we plan to improve the scenario learning
capability by using active machine learning methods in
simulation. Currently, the learning phase uses stochastic
exploration. Finding interesting operational situations
(edge and corner cases) for testing in this way is not
optimal. Among other machine learning methods, we
would like to explore the efficiency of using reactive
planning algorithms [12] for price function-guided state
space exploration.
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Abstract— Agriculture4.0 aims to use recent advances in
technology to enhance productivity and reduce operating costs.
In precision feeding systems with robots farm configuration
should support robot maneuvers and precision feeding
operations. Such configuration needs to be checked during
design and operations to avoid costly modifications and damage
to robots. This investigation presents an incremental modelbased approach for robot farm runtime configuration
management. First, an abstract model of the configuration is
generated and its feasibility is verified using model checking.
Then, simulation based verification by introducing low-level
operational details (robot speed, capacity, etc.) is performed
which is used to refine formal verification. Finally, operational
correctness in real exploitation conditions is tested against the
simulation. Our results show that the proposed incremental
validation minimizes the validation time, design space
exploration and cost during early stages of design, rather than
during operations which could lead to significant cost.

I. INTRODUCTION
Agriculture’s contribution to global gross domestic product
has fallen below 3% and more than 800 million people suffer
from hunger worldwide [1]. This has necessitated adoption of
novel techniques in farming for not only modernizing the
operations but also for optimizing the resources [2]. This has
led to the development of the concept of Agriculture4.0 which
aims to use recent advances in technology for enhancing
productivity and profits from agriculture. While technologies
such as the Internet of Things [3]-[5], precision farming [6][8], aerial images [9]-[10], data-analytics [11]-[13] and others
are becoming a major enabler for Agirculture4.0, human labor
is emerging as a scarce resource. Furthermore, hostile
environments and scalability of manual operations have
necessitated automation of human tasks. Robots have been
deployed for farming operations for automating tasks [14],
weed recognition [15], plant diseases [16] and smart farming.
Within the livestock farming, robots have been deployed for
milking [17], precision livestock management [18] and other
operations. Robots are becoming important due to their ability
to scale, operations over large spaces and hostile
environments. Furthermore, robots could save farmers against
odour, high ambient noise, night shifts and unfavorable
working conditions.
Robotic feeding is targeted to taking care of animals around
the clock with precise ration and schedule adjusted to the
groups or even individual animals. Health monitoring can be
*This research was supported by the Estonian Ministry of Education and
Research institutional research grant no. IUT33-13, and in part by industry
contract LEP15048.
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done indirectly by measuring the animals’ appetite based on
the fodder consumption rate, or more directly, using computer
vision algorithms to assess their physical conditions. Farms
are deployed on large territories and they may accommodate
tens of thousands of animals. Ideally, in the fully automated
farm the feeding program can be flexible to be adjusted to
animal needs. Automated farming system is also life-critical.
Though small deviations in feeding regime do not have direct
effect on animals’ health, longer breaks in feeding due to
mistakes in planning or robots’ task coordination may cause
fatal consequences to animals’ health. Farm animals are
sensitive to feeding regularity especially during the gestation
period and extreme outdoor temperatures. Thus, the robotic
farm should minimize the downtime and keep operating even
in degraded mode till the normal operation is restored.
While robotic applications have been exacerbated in existing
investigations, often the deployment constraints are ignored.
Securing the farm operation with an ample backup fleet of
robots is not economically feasible either. To achieve a
resilient but economically still feasible farm operation in
changing conditions the re-planning procedures need to
include also feasibility analysis of possible configurations
changes and evaluate the decisions under the operational
constraints throughout the farm life cycle. For robots to
operate in farms, configuration management is important as
they need to operate with farming constraints. Verifying these
constraints after deployment could lead to costly farm
modifications and damaging of robots. Furthermore, they
could also endanger livestock health and productivity.
However, such management should also consider low-level
information such as robot kinematics, operating speed etc. To
our best knowledge a configuration management tool for
precision feeding considering robot information is not
available in the literature. Existing smart feeding solutions
for pig farms, e.g. Pellon [19] and dairy farms, e.g. [20]
presume infrastructure in the farm that inherently supports the
robot navigation and operation solution. For instance, such
farm infrastructure enhancements include magnetic or colour
stripes on the floor/wall for navigation, RFID tags on cages
are needed for robot positioning, special light conditions for
visual inspection, etc. Investments to such augmenting
infrastructures bring along also higher maintenance costs due
to the need for regular inspection and repair of those
instrumentation assets. Another drawback of existing robotic
farm solutions is their inflexibility to changing operation
Seshadhri Srinivasan is with Berkeley Education Alliance for Research in
Singapore, Singapore 138602, seshadhri.srinivasan@bears-berkeley.sg
Srini Ramaswamy is with ABB Inc. USA srinitn@gmail.com

conditions. Any farm system upgrade, e.g. extending the farm
territory, constructing new buildings, introducing new
mechanism, or downgrade due to robots maintenance, needs
redesign of the infrastructure and the investments might be far
from optimal. Chrisiansen et al. [30] studied the used of
model-based control design for single robots, the problem of
multiple robot deployment has not been studied in the
literature. To overcome shortcomings referred in literature,
this investigation proposes a dynamic configuration
management for farms using model checking. We start with
an abstract model whose feasibility is verified using modelchecking and simulation-based verification is done by
embedding low-level information (e.g. robot speed). Finally,
we test the operational constraints against environmental
conditions. The methodology is illustrated on a mink farm in
Estonia.

label edges express the change of the system state when the
edge is executed, e.g., Clock = 0 resets the value of model
clock named Clock.

The paper is organized into five sections including the
introduction. Section II presents the preliminaries and mink
farm case-study is presented in Section III. Farm
reconfiguration and its validation is presented in Section IV.
Conclusions and discussions are presented in Section V.

- A[]  - invariantly;
- E<>  - possibly ;
- A<>  - always Eventually ;
- E[]  - potentially always ;
-  -->  -  always leads to . This is a shorthand for TCTL
formula [](  <>), where ,  are properties that can
be checked locally on a state, i.e. Boolean expressions over
predicates on locations, integer variables, and clock
constraints of model M. Note that local property formulas 
and  above may involve also 1st order quantifiers over
integer variable domains.

II. PRELIMINARIES
A. Modelling with Uppaal Timed Automata
Uppaal Timed Automata (UTA) [21] address the behavioral
and timing aspects of systems providing efficient data
structures and algorithms for their representation and analysis
through model checking. UTA is a network of extended timed
automata where each automaton is defined as the
tuple (𝐿, 𝐸, 𝑉, 𝐶𝐿, 𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡, 𝐼𝑛𝑣, 𝑇𝐿), where 𝐿 is a finite set of
locations, 𝐸 is the set of edges defined by 𝐸 ⊆ 𝐿 ×
𝐺(𝐶𝐿, 𝑉) × 𝑆𝑦𝑛𝑐 × 𝐴𝑐𝑡 × 𝐿,
𝐺(𝐶𝐿, 𝑉) is the set of
transitions’ guard conditions, 𝑆𝑦𝑛𝑐 is a set of synchronization
actions over channels and 𝐴𝑐𝑡 is a set of sequences of
assignment actions with integer and boolean expressions as
well as with clock resets. 𝑉 denotes the set of integer and
boolean variables. 𝐶𝐿 denotes the set of real-valued clocks
(𝐶𝐿 ∩ 𝑉 = ∅). 𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡 ⊆ 𝐴𝑐𝑡 is a set of assignments of initial
values to variables and clocks. 𝐼𝑛𝑣 ∶ 𝐿 → 𝐼(𝐶𝐿, 𝑉) is a map
that assigns an invariant over clocks 𝐶𝐿 and variables 𝑉 to
each
location
in
L.
𝑇𝐿 ∶ 𝐿 →
{𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑟𝑦, 𝑢𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑡, 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑑} is the function that assigns
the type to each location of the automaton.
The graphical representation of UTA (see, e.g. Fig. 4) is a
directed graph, where locations are represented by vertices
and are connected via edges. Locations are labelled with
invariants. The invariants are Boolean expressions where the
literals are predicates on clock variables and integer constants,
e.g. Clock <= const. The edges are annotated with guards,
synchronisation conditions and updates. An edge is enabled if
the guard evaluates to true. The parameterized instances of
automata templates, called processes, synchronize their
transitions via channels. The edges of two parallel automata
to be synchronous must be labelled with a common channel
name. The channel names of synchronous edges are suffixed
with ! and ?, respectively where symbols ! and ? denote
emitting and receiving end of the channel. Updates that also

B. Verification with model checking
Model checking is an algorithmic verification technique for
checking satisfiability relation ╞ stated as follows: “Given a
model M of a system and its specification , check
exhaustively and automatically whether this model meets a
given specification”. Satisfiability is expressed symbolically
as M ╞ . For UTA models the specification is defined in
terms of Timed Computation Tree Logic TCTL [22]. We use
UPPAAL [23] model checker which is designed to check a
subset of TCTL formulas for networks of timed automata.
The formulas contain no nested temporal operators and
should be one of the following forms [24]:

C. Design validation with model-based testing
Conformance testing with UTA means interpreting symbolic
timed traces generated by UTA test model and comparing
these interpretations with the i/o traces of System Under Test
(SUT). A symbolic timed trace TTrS of a UTA model is a
sequence of symbolic states, each state being defined as a
tuple (l, D, v), where l is a location, D is the clock constraint,
and v is a set of non-negative variables’ values. A transition
from a symbolic state to another state is possible either by an
action a or by delay d denoted as (l, D, v) a/d (l’, D’, v’). The
test models expressed in UTA have two partitions, one
representing the SUT and the other representing its
environment. These partitions are synchronized by
input/output actions. The interaction between the system and
its environment are identified as observable test actions.
During test execution, the internal actions are abstracted as
delays. Therefore, in conformance testing the abstract test
sequences comprise delays and observable i/o actions only.
Definition: Relativized Timed Input/Output Conformance
(rtioco) relation
For input enabled timed input/output labeled transition
systems i (i denotes SUT in testing context), s (denotes the
model of SUT) and e, (the environment of SUT) relativized
timed input/output conformance is defined as:

i rtiocoe s iff   TTr(e):
Out(i, e  after )  Out(s, e  after ),
where TTr(e) is a set of timed i/o traces of the environment e,
 i, e  and  s, e  are observable synchronized i/o actions

respectively of i and e and s and e. Out(i, e  after ) and
Out(s, e  after ) return the sets of output actions of system
implementation and specification respectively. The practical
interpretation of the given definition is that the
implementation conforms to the specification within a shared
environment if and only if the observable i/o behavior of the
system implementation is always the same as the behavior
defined by its specification. The result of conformance testing
will be one of the three cases: passed, failed, or inconclusive.
If the implementation output is not in the set of inputs
specified for the environment or no input/output is provided
within the defined time (test timeouts), then the test result is
interpreted as inconclusive.
III. CASE STUDY: MINK FARM AUTOMATION
The model of mink fur farm consists of entities such as farm
houses, feeding robots, and a loading station where food is
loaded to robots. The number of mink farm houses can differ
from farm to farm, and they tend to be aligned in parallel (see
Figure 1a). The standard length of row of mink farm houses
varies from 30 meters to several hundred meters. The widths
of the entrance and exit is 1.2 to 1.55 meters and they are the
narrowest parts the robot must drive through.

Fused sensory data are utilized to determine the current
location and enable the robot to navigate and perform feeding
operations. Aruco tags are placed along the animal cage rows
at every 20 m, for localization. The characteristic of the
feeding robot are following:
- Maximum indoors speed during feeding is 0.5 m/s
- Maximum vehicle speed outdoors is 1.5 m/s
- Feeding precision is 10 cm inside the placement areas.
- Collision free navigation that means that neither the
vehicle nor feeding arm collide with the surroundings.
The causes of farm reconfiguration are following: populating
empty farm houses with animals or emptying farm houses,
adding/removing robots in operation due to technical
maintenance, changing the topology of connecting roads
between houses and loading station, changing the speed of
robot loading, cruising with and without load and changing
food delivery speed indoors. As a result of reconfiguration the
following characteristics can change: the number of robots,
consumption of food per house, time of loading, point-topoint transport delay of robots, duration of food delivery per
house. For automatic generation of farm configuration models
all these characteristics are defined as parameters of the model
components’ templates.
IV. FARM RECONFIGURATION AND ITS
VALIDATION

Fig. 1. a) Outlook of the farm; b) Feeding robot.
The loading station (Figure 2) includes a food silo lifted on
metal bars and a remotely controlled loading door. For
loading the robot has to position itself under the loading door
so that the opening above is centred to the robot’s food
container. When the right position is achieved the robot starts
loading by remotely operating the loading door. The loading
is stopped by robot when the food level in the robot’s
container reaches a pre-calculated margin.
The feeding robot (Figure 1b) is a four-wheeled autonomous
vehicle with front wheels steering and the rear wheels
differential driving. The robot receives sensory inputs from a
laser-range scanner, GPS, IMU, and rotary encoders on the
back wheel and front wheel kingpins. Actuators control the
vehicle steering, driving, and feeding system. Two feeder
arms are mounted on the robot to dispense the food on the top
of cages at the predetermined locations.

A. Reconfiguration validation process
The reconfiguration validation process is divided into
incremental stages (Figure 3). The goal of incremental
validation is to minimize the validation time and cost. The
design and implementation faults detected at an earlier stage
are considerably less costly to rectify than the ones detected
after system is fully implemented. In the first stage, a formal
model is generated from farm configuration specification.
The model allows verification of configuration feasibility by
abstracting from implementation details. The model is
generated using Uppaal TA templates of farm entities.
Feasibility verification of farm configuration means proving
that configuration satisfies constraints, e.g. “animals get
always fed on time and with required amount of food”.
Configuratio
n
specification Model synthesis & checking
Simulation–
based
validation
Field tests
Fig. 3. Farm reconfiguration validation process

Fig. 2. a) Loading station; b) Simulation view

In the next validation stage, the reconfiguration feasibility is
validated using a simulation model which incorporates
implementation aspects that refine the initial verification
model. Lastly, when all model-based abstract verification
steps are successfully passed the robots are deployed and
long-term field test scenarios are executed to validate the
simulation results in the real farm environment. In case some

of the validation stages fails the process backtracks to the
configuration specification stage for finding an alternative
solution. After the configuration correction, the validation
process is repeated. Note that the configuration correction can
be assisted by the diagnostics provided by the earlier model
checking stage to localize the cause of feasibility violation.
B. Generating high-level farm model
The configuration model synthesis is based on composing
model templates each corresponding to some farm functional
entity. For verification the model templates are instantiated
with configuration specific parameter values such as the
number of farm houses and robots, house traversal time, travel
time between the robot navigation waypoints in the territory
and indoors.

acceptance decision is made by robot in the state Planning
(on-board planning actions are refined in the template
Planner). To accomplish the feeding task the robot needs
enough food in its tank. If the tank is full for a task the robot
navigates to the destination building and starts feeding there.
If the tank is not filled the robot moves to the loading station
and registers in the waiting queue (function enqueue). After
loading, the robot returns to planning state to pick a new task.
Loading station (template Loader, Fig. 5) operates the loading
queue of robots that have registered for loading. When the
queue is empty the Loader returns to state Idle. The Loader
activates in the arrival of any robot. Each time some robot
finishes loading its ID is removed from the queue (function
dequeue) and the waiting robots’ IDs are shifted one position
further in the queue.
Global planner (template Broker, Fig. 6) periodically samples
the status of the food in the feeding houses to decide on the
next feeding task. When the time comes to feed a house the
corresponding task (defined by house number, the cage row
and deadline) are generated and added to the tasks list.
Whenever a task is taken by some robot the task status
changes to assigned, and when it is completed the task is
removed from the tasks list.

Fig. 4. Model template Robot
The active entities of the farm model are feeding robot,
loading station, global planner (task broker), and robot’s onboard planner. The rest of attributes of farm entities are
represented as variables in the model. Composed farm model
specifies an observable behaviour and interactions of entities.
Feeding robot (template Robot, Fig. 4). The template is
parameterized by robot ID. The states of a robot are: Parking,
Planning next action, Moving to the action location, Loading
food, and Feeding animals. Loading is divided into two substates: Waiting in the queue and Loading.

Fig. 6. Model template Broker
Robot’s on-board planner (template Planner, Fig. 7) models
the robot decision process of choosing next actions. After the
task is chosen from the Broker’s task list the Planner decides
if it can be completed with the food amount it has in the tank.
If not the Planner chooses task loading. Otherwise, the robot’s
individual goal is updated with the task assigned the highest
priority by Broker.

Fig. 5. Model template Loader

Initially, all robots are in their parking position and sampling
if there are tasks in the tasks queue. For a task to be allocated,
the robot communicates with the Broker which decides on the
next task (defines the house to be fed). The tasks to be
executed are kept in the Broker’s task list. The task

Fig. 7. Model template Planner (Robot’s on-board planning)

C. Formal verification of the farming system
After model generation the validation process starts with
model checking to prove that the farm operation under given
configuration constraints does not violate the farm feasibility
criteria. The primary criterion is that animals get fed with
required amount of food and the feeding intervals meet the
prescribed constraints, that is, each feeding house should be
fed with right intervals where the timing deviations can vary
only within some prescribed error margin. The verification
goals are formalized as TCTL formulas in which following
farm model terms can be referred to: Constants: L - number
of loading stations; N - number of robots; M - number of
buildings; K - number of grids in one row of the building; P the number of feeding priority groups; dT1/dT2 – lower/upper
bound of the food delivery time per grid; Tick - model time
step; SamplgT - period of sampling the need for feeding;
Horizon – verification time horizon; FeedP[P] – vector of
criticality thresholds of feeding delays (FeedP[0] corresponds
to the highest priority); Norm – size of the portion per animal;
T_size - the size of on-board food tank; LoadTime - maximum
duration of loading the tank; Length[m] - number of grids in
one row of m-th building; Dist[i][j] - durations of moving
between i-th and j-th outdoor objects of the farm.
Variable arrays: LastFed[m] – clock variables counting time
since the last feeding of the m-th house; task[p][m] – two
dimensional array of feeding tasks, where p  [1, P] is index
showing the priority queue and m  [1, M] index of the
building to be fed in the task. Goal[n] - the destination of nth robot to navigate to; OPos[n] – location the n-th robot
departed from when navigating; FTank[n] – amount of the
food left in the n-th robot tank; house[n] - the building n-th
robot is heading to or is feeding; loadQ[.] – the queue of
robots waiting in the loading station.
Functions: enqueue(n) – adding n-th robot in the loading
queue; dequeue() – removing a robot from the loading queue
after loading; taken(i) – returns true if the i-th task in the task
queue is assigned to some robot, false otherwise.
The weakest feasibility constraint (1) requires that for all
buildings the feeding can be delayed at most delta after the
building feeding has reached the highest priority, i.e. the delay
from last feeding exceeds an upper bound FeedP[0], and, on
the other hand, it is not more frequent than the feeding interval
lower bound FeedP[2].
A[] forall (i: [1,M]) LastFed[i] < FeedP[0] + delta
(1)

parameters are specified based on the Uppaal model checking
results. The properties verified in Uppaal guide selecting the
specific configuration of the simulation, e.g., the number of
houses and robots. Simulation experiments enable validation
of the configuration in deeper level of detail which in turn can
be tested in a full real world scenario. A screenshot of the
simulated scenario on a real robot is shown in Fig. 8. Any
significant deviation from simulation are detected by runtime
monitor and analyzed in order to localize the source of the
problem. As the simulation is never exactly the same as real

world, improvements can be made to the simulation models
and parameters to better match the real world conditions. Fig.
8. Validation of farm scenarios against simulation
Fig. 9 depicts an excerpt of simulated feeding scenario. The
feeding system is designed to maximize efficiency by
simultaneously dispensing fodder on both rows of cages. The
amount of fodder dispensed per cage is reconfigurable and
can be tailored to suit the specific requirements of the animals
(based on age or other characteristics).
Fig. 9. Simulated feeding scenario

&& LastFed[i] >= FeedP[2]
Normally, it is expected that the feeding period is within
interval [FeedP[2], FeedP[1]], i.e. not letting any feeding
house to wait longer than specified by second highest priority
value FeedP[1]. It means if there is no emergency the
condition (1) reduces to (2).
A[] forall (i: [1,M]) LastFed[i] < FeedP[1]
(2)
&& LastFed[i] >= FeedP[2]
D. Simulation based validation
Simulation based validation means running test scenarios in
the simulation world. The simulation world is dynamically
generated using parameterized generator scripts. The

E. Testing workbench TestIt for robotic systems
The Gazebo simulator [28] based validation of the system was
performed using the testing toolkit TestIt [27]. At its core, the
TestIt toolkit is a test runner and test result aggregator but it
also enables the tests to be more efficient and useful when
combined with model-based testing techniques and tools.
TestIt toolkit enables tests to be run in parallel in flexible
configuration which scales well with hardware. The tests were
executed on Amazon Web Services [25] cloud servers in
parallel to minimize testing time. TestIt toolkit is designed to
work with Docker containers [29]. This is not a strict

requirement and the TestIt tool can be used in a variety of
ways as a test runner and result aggregator. In the robotic
farming use case, we have the SUT software stack running in
one container and the tests are running in another container
(TestIt container). This follows the traditional separation of
concerns principle and enables black-box testing. Black-box
testing allows the testing process to be unbiased and is more
flexible as the tests are not closely coupled to the source code
implementation. In this use case we utilize an extension of
TestIt which incorporates model-based testing tool Dtron
[27]. Dtron enables executing Uppaal models as abstract tests.
For this use case the tests were divided into two categories:
navigation and feeding. The navigation tests focused on
testing whether the navigation algorithms were able to
maneuver the robot successfully and the feeding tests focused
on the correctness of feeding process. The tests were asserted
as successes if the robot completed the scenario in the allotted
time. The completion of tasks was evaluated by an oracle
which was running as a separate stand-alone process.
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V. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
This paper presented an approach for incremental
configuration management and configuration validation for
robotic feeding in Agriculture 4.0. The method proposed had
several modelling and validation steps that gradually refine
the farm description and verified feasible operation. The
approach was incremental in the sense that abstract model was
generated automatically and once verified, it served as a
starting point for the simulation model adding low-level
information. We presented a case study of a mink farm and
our studies showed that as lower level information is added,
the validation time and complexity increased substantially.
Consequently, the proposed approach could be used to detect
configuration fault early during the modelling and validation
stages saving reconfiguration cycles and extensive simulation
experiments. It also eliminates the need for more intensive
field tests and only a final validation test is required. As
against existing results wherein only model-based simulations
have been studied with a goal for single robot design, the
proposed approach evaluated the feasibility of the entire farm
operation by integrating complimenting techniques: formal
verification, simulation, and model-based testing. Partial
validation by simulation experiments and field tests is
supported by exhaustive state space exploration using formal
model checking, thereby providing re-use capability to
system components that constitute the configuration builds
through system life time.
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Abstract:
The design of load-critical human-machine systems presumes thorough modelling and analysis of
interaction profiles the systems are meant to withstand at peak loads. The need for mathematical
modelling of interactions is often ignored due to significant modelling effort and lack of
relevant tools. We propose an algorithm for automatic learning a subclass of Uppaal timed
automata models from system and its environment interaction logs. The learning method
relies on synchronous communication assumption that is characteristic to communication
protocols of networked HMS distributed components. The method is demonstrated on IEEE1394
protocol learning example. Beside enhancing automatic test generation, the learned model allows
verifying test feasibility and test optimization already in early phases of test design.
Keywords: Machine learning, timed automata, human-machine interaction, leader election
protocol, load testing.
1. INTRODUCTION
Human-machine systems, such as early warning of natural
disasters, rescue planning from disaster areas, and other
are not only time critical but should also withstand sharp
load fluctuations in the crisis situation. The performance
issues manifest themselves when the number of entries,
e.g. phone calls, to the system suddenly grows in short
time and the services availability may drop noticeably
causing denial of life critical services. Anticipating sharp
load fluctuations in such circumstances without thorough
modelling and analysis of user behaviour is often source
of ambiguous requirements and rises the risk of infeasible
solutions in critical HMS design. One frequent reason of
insufficient availability and scalability of an interaction
intensive HMS, is the design practice where instead of
systematic model-based development (MBD) often agile and heuristic approaches are preferred. According to
Dias Neto et al. (2007) the most frequent reasons why
rigorous model-based system development methods have
not been easily accepted in software industry are:
• considerable modelling effort,
• model-based approaches have poor integration with
current software development practices,
• model-based methods lack empirical evaluation from
industrial environments.
Model-based analysis of HMS environment behaviour and
proper specification of system requirements are not needed
only for design activities but also for testing to what extent
the system implementation conforms to its requirements.
Performance testing of HMS presumes generating the test
cases that represent different load patterns from human
controlled environment. One most natural source for ex? This research was partially supported by the Estonian Ministry of
Education and Research institutional research grant no IUT33-13.
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tracting data about load characteristics is the interaction
log which shows how real users have interacted with the
systems of similar purpose and expectedly would interact
with the system under design. Shaw (2000) states that
in performance testing, it is important that the traffic
generated from workload models mimic the load generated
by real users as closely as possible. Otherwise it is not
possible to draw any reliable conclusions from the test
results. In this paper we address the problem of reducing the modelling effort in model-based testing of load
critical HMS and search for solutions of constructing test
models by means of machine learning methods. Learning
the system load profiles from realistic i/o logs provides,
in the first place, the test data to be tried with the
system under test (SUT). Second outcome of the learning
method is extracting the test scenarios that determine the
order and frequency of applying test data in the situations under test. The model learning algorithm proposed
in this paper for automatic model-based test generation
presumes exploring the time stamped interaction logs that
are recorded when monitoring the traffic between the
ports of distributed HMS and its environment or traffic
between its components. The learning algorithm outputs
the model in the form of a subclass of Uppaal timed
automata (TA) (Behrmann et al., 2004) where all input
actions in system side and corresponding output actions in
the environment side are assumed to be synchronous. Same
applies symmetrically to output actions of the system
and corresponding input actions from the environment.
The learning approach we propose is demonstrated on
IEEE1394 distributed leader election protocol. This protocol is used in ad hoc radio communication networks that
are often part of the critical HMS infrastructures. Another
reason of choosing this case study for learning models
for load testing is that all the nodes in IEEE1394 leader
election infrastructure follow the same protocol and it is
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easy to validate the model learned against the model composed manually by the description of standard IEEE1394.
Finally, the modularity and symmetry of studied protocol
allows easy rescaling of models by changing the number of
nodes and running different load patterns that put system
under the stress. The load tests are considered to be passed
if the load patterns are responded properly by HMS and
its reconfiguration procedures.
2. TIMED AUTOMATA LEARNING: RELATED
WORK
The construction of automata models by observing system
i/o behaviour is regarded as an automata learning problem (Freund et al., 1993). For finite-state reactive systems,
the active learning means constructing a (usually deterministic) finite automaton from the answers to a finite
set of membership queries, each of which asks whether
a certain sequence of input symbols (observed events) is
accepted by the automaton or not. There are several techniques (for overview we refer to Angluin (1987), Kearns
and Vazirani (1994)) which use the same basic principles.
They differ by how membership queries are chosen and
how an automaton is constructed from the answers. The
techniques guarantee that a correct automaton will be
constructed if sufficient information is obtained. In order
to check the sufficiency of learning sets, the equivalence
queries are used that ask whether a hypothesized automaton accepts the correct sequences of symbols. Such a query
is answered either by “yes” or by a counterexample on
which the hypothesis and the correct language disagree. In
Grinchtein et al. (2004) the algorithm of Angluin (1987) is
extended to event recording timed automata. This class is
restricted to be event-deterministic meaning that timing
constraints for the occurrence of an action depend only on
the past sequence of actions, and not on their relative timing. Another timed automata learning method has been
proposed in Tappler et al. (2018). This model generation
approach is based on genetic programming method. The
technique is entirely passive, i.e. the model is learned from
a set of timed traces (observations), collected beforehand
by random testing. As an alternative to learning methods
discussed above a passive learning method of Uppaal TA is
proposed in this work. While referred approaches construct
ordinary timed automata (without data variables), our algorithm learns Uppaal TA which are extension of ordinary
timed automata. Due to the application specifics of learning outcome, that is HMS load test model construction,
the method is built upon following assumptions:
(1) The algorithm must be incremental to implement
online learning strategy, i.e. the learner does not have
a possibility to back-track and ask equivalence or
membership queries about the arbitrary length prefixes of the learning input trace. The algorithm constructs a complete (relative to the input trace) nondeterministic timed I/O automaton, i.e. observation
sequences learned are reproducible by automaton.
(2) Since the aim is to learn interactions between multiple
automata instead of learning a single automaton, the
algorithm has to construct the parallel composition of
interacting Uppaal automata. Two alternative cases
of automata synchronization within their composition
can be considered:
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• Case 1: the processes communicate via i/o variables and synchronize only by means of clock constraints. That is because the forward stability of
synchronization hypothesis cannot be guaranteed
in the incremental and unsupervised learning of
unpredictable interactions. To ensure the incremental learning (for details we refer to Ade et al.
(2013)) it has to be guaranteed that the model
built based on past observations will not be backtracked during learning. If a new observation
would violate the synchrony hypothesis (made
based on past observations) then potentially extensive backtracking is required to change the
synchrony attributes in the model.
• Case 2: If the communication of processes over
i/o variables is assumed to be synchronous the
forward stable synchronization assumption is due
to the fact that observable communication actions always incorporate both communicating
parties and the learner can record the fact of
synchrony in the first occurrence of such an inputoutput action pair.
(3) The algorithm needs to use predicate abstraction for
clustering the events and for encoding their occurrence conditions on clock and state variables. The
transition guards and location invariants, both possibly non-deterministic, are constructed in the form of
linear interval constraints. Monotonous expansion of
the interval bounds during leaning helps keeping the
balance between the learning algorithm complexity
and the precision of the resulting model.
The algorithm which covers the Case 1 has been proposed
in Vain et al. (2009). It assumes that system input-output
actions are asynchronous and their timing refers to global
observer’s clock. These assumptions are motivated again
by the application context, i.e. learning surgeon’s and
scrub nurse’s collaborative movements during surgeries.
Here, in case of unsupervised learning, the learner does not
have knowledge if the motions observed simultaneous once
are causally related or they just happened to be simultaneous accidentally. Therefore, in general, the traces used for
robot training are not supposedly forward stable (Morin,
2008) regarding synchronization. The idea of learning
timed automata from logs to encode load patterns is not
completely new. Probabilistic Timed Automata (PTA)
have been proposed in Abbors et al. (2013). The probability estimates accumulated by log analysis give metrics
for prioritizing the test sequences to cover most typical
load situations. On the other hand, the bugs occurring
in behaviours of low probability may remain undetected
and can cause considerable damage in rare but critical
situations. This motivates the usage of non-deterministic
TA instead of PTA in testing critical HMS. We assume
implicitly that non-deterministic choices encoded in the
model are strongly fair (Francez et al., 1979). Another assumption is synchrony of communication actions. The data
communication between the parallel components of the
system once observed synchronous remains synchronous
in further communication. Thus, the traces are assumed
to be forward stable regarding synchrony and the use of
synchronization constructs of Uppaal TA models is justified. Last but not least, the traces extracted from logs and
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used for learning are assumed to be recorded at the same
ports of SUT that will be used later as test ports.
3. PRELIMINARIES: UPPAAL TIMED AUTOMATA
Uppaal TA (Behrmann et al., 2004) are defined as a closed
network of extended timed automata that are called processes. The processes are combined into a single system
by synchronous parallel composition. The nodes of the
automata graph are called locations and directed vertices
between locations are called edges. The state of an automaton consists of its current location and assignments
to all variables, including clocks. Synchronous communication between processes is done by synchronisation links
called channels. A channel relates a pair of edges in parallel processes where synchronised edges are labelled with
symbols for input and output actions (denoted ch? and,
respectively, ch!). Formally, Uppaal TA is a tuple (L, E ,
V , CL, Init, Inv, TL ), where:
• L is a finite set of locations,
• E is the set of edges defined by E ⊆ L × G(CL, V ) ×
Sync × Act × L, where:
· G(CL, V ) is the set of constraints in guards,
· Sync is a set of synchronisation actions over
channels and
· Act is a set of integer and boolean assignments
and clock resets.
• V denotes the set of integer and boolean variables.
• CL denotes the set of real-valued clocks CL ∩ V = ∅
• Init ⊆ Act is a set of assignments that assigns the
initial values to variables and clocks.
• Inv : L → I(CL, V ) is a function that assigns an
invariant to each location, with I(CL, V ) denoting
the set of invariants over clocks CL and variables V .
• TL : L → {ordinary, urgent, committed} assigns the
type to each location
4. UNSUPERVISED LEARNING OF UPPAAL TIMED
AUTOMATA WITH SYNCHRONOUS
COMMUNICATION ASSUMPTION
The learning algorithm introduced in this paper though
inspired by Vain et al. (2009) relies on different assumptions. It takes the log of input-output events monitored
on ports of system and constructs the Uppaal TA model
where processes communicate over shared variables and
synchronize using both clock constraints and channels.
The set of model locations is not known in advance, it is
generated in the course of learning process by identifying
the equivalence classes of system inputs. Since the interactions between system and its environment need to be
learned we distinguish the components of environment by
ports of the system they have direct access. The automata
that model environment components are assumed to be
output deterministic, i.e. there is one-to-one correspondence between the locations of environment automata
and the equivalence classes of environment components’
outputs.
4.1 Assumptions of model construction
The assumptions coming from the learning context are
summarised in the following: (i ) The model learned for
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model-based testing includes two partitions: the components of SU T and the components of environment Env.
The interactions between the components of SU T and
Env are observable as events that update the values at
components’ ports. Each port is allocated to only one
component either that of SU T or Env. Thus, a link
between components is identified by the pair of ports it
is connecting. (ii ) The communication between ports is
unidirectional. A connection between ports PiE and PjS
belonging to environment component P E and SUT component P S respectively, is modelled in the Uppaal TA as a
channel chij = PiE , PjS from the i-th output port of P E
to the j-th input port of P S . (iii ) The learning objective
is to construct a model that represents how environment
chooses inputs of SUT after SUT has responded to the
earlier stimuli from environment. Since the model learning
algorithm is targeted to load test generation, the specific
control structure of SUT model can be ignored. We simply
assume the input enabledness of SUT w.r.t. all of its ports.
Technically, it suffices introducing an automaton for each
SUT component where the automaton has canonical control structure like proposed in Brinksma (1989). The SUT
component automaton responds either by writing data
to its output ports or by executing unobservable internal
actions that results in a special timeout event issued by
network monitor. (iv ) From Environment perspective the
set E of events observable at ports consists of two subsets
E = E SU T ∪ E Env , where E SU T are the events produced
by SU T (observable to Env events), and the events E Env
produced by the components of the environment (test
controllable events). It is assumed that set E SU T includes
also timeout events (TO), i.e. initiated when SU T does
not respond to input within given time bound. (v ) The
event log Lg(E) starts with the Environment event and
ends with the event produced by SUT, i.e. e1 ∈ E Env and
en ∈ E SU T , where n = |Lg(E)| (vi ) The observations of
events ei in the log are recorded as triples hP, T S, Xi,
where - the pair of ports (P = hP orti , P ortj i) identifies
the channel chij between send and receive processes (further, for shorthand we use channel label chij instead of
the pair of ports); - T S is the network monitor’s clock
timestamp; - the vector X of data variables communicated
between ports is denoted by X = X i if data propagate
from P orti ∈ P E to P ortj ∈ P S and by X = X o if data
propagate from P orti ∈ P S to P ortj ∈ P E ; - timeout as
special event is recorded in the form of triple h., T S, ∗i,
where for all i, xout
= ∗ (“.” and “*” are wildcard symbol
i
for channel and for variable xout
value). To treat the
i
symbol * uniformly with numeric values we extend the
semantics of standard functions min and max as follows:
min (∗, x) = min (x, ∗) = max (∗, x) = max(x, ∗) = x.
4.2 Building blocks of the constructed model
In this subsection the Uppaal TA elements from which the
learned model is built are introduced. (i ) Two types of
edges of environment automata are distinguished by their
channels direction: the edges are controllable if they model
controllable events and observable if they model observable events. (ii ) The locations with observable incoming
edges and controllable outgoing edges are called active and
the locations are passive if they have controllable incoming edges and observable outgoing edges. (iii ) The non-
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deterministic invariant and guard conditions are specified
with closed intervals [lb, ub] with lb being lower and ub
upper bound respectively. (iv ) The updates on outgoing
edges in the environment automata are identified by values
of X i sent by the environment, and by values of X o of the
observable event. The guard condition of the observable
edge that is incoming to current active location is identified
as in Algorithm 1.
Notation
• g,asg,inv,ch are meta-variables that denote the
model syntax elements such as guard condition, assignment, invariant and channel respectively;
¯ denote valuation of variables cl and x;
• x̄ and cl
• h is the stack of generated location names;
lR
• Interval extension to the length R: [x− , x+ ]
=
−
+
+
−
[x − δ, x + δ] , where δ = R − (x − x ), and x− ,
+
x are interval lower and upper bound respectively;
• . denotes the concatenation of terms in syntactic expressions (term is either an atom if within quotes, e.g.
’clock <= ’, or the value of an expression otherwise);
• .. denotes unspecified value (used when the model
terms have not been fully constructed yet).
4.3 Implementation of the Algorithm
The Algorithm 1 comprises two blocks: BLOCK 1 interprets the controllable events and BLOCK 2 observable
events. Both blocks have two cases. In the Case 1 the event
to be learned is within an already existing equivalence class
of active locations and controllable edges or it can extend
the classes within the limits that are defined by parameter
R. In the Case 2 the event is out of the bounds of any
existing equivalence class and a new class is introduced
with the initial value defined by the value vector X̄ of the
event that has observable attributes x ∈X.
5. CASE STUDY: MODEL LEARNING FOR
PERFORMANCE TESTING OF IEEE1394
PROTOCOL
The IEEE 1394 protocol standard specifies leader election
protocol. The leader is needed to control a communication
bus after network reset. Initially all nodes in the network
have equal status, and they know only which neighbour
nodes they are connected to. The leader, after elected,
becomes the root of the tree provided the network is
connected and acyclic. Each node proceeds in two phases
depending on the number of children and the number of
neighbours still to negotiate with. If there is more than one
neighbour, the node waits for requests from its neighbours
to become their parent. If there is only one neighbour and
this neighbour is not a child, then the node sends a request
to this neighbour to become its parent. This implies
that leaf nodes are the first to communicate with their
neighbours, and the spanning tree is built from the leaves
towards root. Furthermore, the protocol may not proceed
in one run because the parent requests are not atomic
and contention may arise (two nodes simultaneously send
the parent requests to each other). Since only one of the
conflicting nodes can be a parent, the contention must be
resolved. This is achieved by random waiting time before
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Algorithm 1 Learning Uppaal TA with synchronous
communication assumption
1: while E 6= ∅ do e ← pop(E),
% read the latest event recorded in the buffer E
2:
if e ∈ E SU T then e−1 ← e
% if the event is initiated by SUT, save it in e−1
3:
else
4:
BEGIN BLOCK 1:
% recording environment events
e =< chi , T S, X i >
5: ch ← e[1] , cl ← (e[2] − hcl ), xin ← e[3], push(hcl , e[2])
6: if ∃k, la , lp : t(la , lp , k) ∈ T (M env ) for some M env s.t.
¯ = chan(t(la , lp , k)), ∀xin ∈ X in : x̄in ∈
7: ch
i
i
¯ ∈ [g lb (t(la , lp , k)), inv ub (la )]lRcl
asg(t(la , lp , k))lRi ∧ cl
cl
cl
8:
then
% CASE 1: the parameters of event e extend an
existing equivalence class of ei events
9: gcl (t(la , lp , k)) ←
¯ g lb (t(la , lp , k)), inv ub (la )]lRcl
’cl>=’.min(cl,
cl
cl
ub a
ub a
(l )),
(l ) ← ’cl<=’.max(cl, invcl
10:
invcl
in
∈
X
do
11: for all xin
i
% extend the bounds of non-deterministic assignment
0 in 0
12:
asg(t(la , lp , k), xin
i ) ← xi :
lb
a p
in
ub
a p
.[min(x̄in
,
asg
(t(l
,
l
,
k)),
max(x̄
i
i , asg (t(l , l , k))]
13:
end for all
14:
else
% CASE 2: if the attributes of event e are
not within existing equivalence classes of events
15:
o ← |La (M env )| + 1, r ← |Lp (M env )| + 1,
% compute indexes for new locations
where
16:
La ← La ∪ loa ,
% create a new active location loa
a
¯
17:
invcl (lo ) ←’cl>=’.cl,
% add location invariant
18:
push(h, loa ),
% add new active location to the stack
19:
Lp ← Lp ∪ lrp , where r = |Lp | + 1,
% create new passive location lrp ,
20:
push(h, lrp ),
% add new passive location to the stack
21:
k ← |t(lka , lrp , .)| + 1,
% compute the index for new edge t(lka , lrp , .)
22:
T ← T ∪ {t(loa , lrp , k)},
% add new controllable edge
¯
23:
gcl (t(loa , lrp , k)) ←’cl>=’.cl,
% add clock guard
¯
24:
ch(t(loa , lrp , k)) ← ch,
% add channel with suffix‘?’
25:
asg(t(loa , lrp , k)) ← ’cl:=0’
% add clock reset
in
26:
for all xin
i ∈X
% create new state eqviv. class for non-det. assignments
0
in
in
27: asg(t(loa , lrp , k)) ← asg(t(loa , lrp , k)) ∪0 xin
i : .[x̄i , x̄i ]
28:
end for all
29:
end if
30:
END BLOCK 1
next attempt. Both conflicting nodes choose randomly
whether to wait for a long or short time interval. If, after
the wait period is over, there is a parent request from the
other node, then the node becomes a parent. If there is no
such request, then the node resends its own parent request
and contention may result again. In Figure 1 an example of
network consisting of four nodes is depicted where central
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31:
BEGIN
BLOCK 2:
% recording SUT events e =< cho , T S, X o >
32:
e ← pop(pop(E)), % get an observable event e
preceding the latest controllable event in the buffer E
33:
h−1 ← pop(h), h−2 ← pop(h),
¯ ← e−1 [1] , cl
¯ ← (e−1 [2] − h−1 ), x̄out ← e−1 [3],
34:
ch
cl
35:
if ∃h−2 , h−1 , k : t(h−2 , h−1 , k) ∈ T (M Env ) for
some M Env such that
∈ X out (M Env ) :
36: ch = chan(t(h−2 , h−1 , k)) ∧ ∀xout
i
out
−2
−1
lRi
∧
x̄i ∈ gx (t(h , h , k))
¯ ∈ [gcl (t(h−2 , h−1 , k)), Inv ub (h−2 )]lRcl
cl
37:
then
% CASE 1: the parameters of event e extend
Fig. 1. IEEE1934 test case: data flow between SUT and
an existing equivalence class of eo events
Environment
¯ g lb (t(h−2 , h−1 , k))
38:gcl (t(h−2 , h−1 , k)) ←’cl>=’. min(cl,
cl
−2
ub −2
¯
39:
invcl (h ) ←’cl<=’.max(cl, invcl (h )),
40: asg(t(h−2 , h−1 , k)) ← asg(t(h−2 , h−1 , k)) ∪ ’cl:=0’,
% add clock reset
41:
for all xout
∈ X out do
i
% extend the bounds of non-deterministic assignment
42:
gx (t(h−2 , h−1 , k), xout
← xout
∈ [min(x̄out
i )
i
i ,
−2
out ub
, h−1 , k), xout
gxlb (t(h−2 , h−1 , k), xout
i )]
i ), max(x̄i , gx (t(h
44:
end for all
45:
else
% CASE 2: the attributes of event e are not
within the existing equivalence classes of eo events
¯ inv ub (h−2 ))
46:
invcl (h−2 ) ←’cl<=’.max(cl,
cl
% add clock inv to location h−2
−2
−1
47:
k ← |t(h , h , ..)| + 1, % find index for new edge
48:
T ← T ∪t(h−2 , h−1 , k), % add new observable edge
¯ % add clock guard
49:
gcl (t(h−2 , h−1 , k) ←’cl>=’.cl,
¯ % add chnl with suffix ‘?’
50:
ch(t(h−2 , h−1 , k) ← ch,
51:
asg(t(h−2 , h−1 , k) ←’ cl:=0’ % add clock reset
52:
for all xout
∈ X out do % add grd on state vars
i
out
out
53:
gx (t(h−2 , h−1 , k), xout
∈ [x̄out
i )←xi
i , x̄i ]
54:
end for all
55:
end if
56:
END BLOCK 2
57: end while
node Node #0 is the system under test and the other nodes
Node #1 to Node #3 constitute the Environment the test
needs to emulate. Thus, the learning goal is to construct
the model of Environment i/o behavior by studying the
logs recorded on interfaces between SUT and Environment
nodes. Let Reqij and Ackij denote parent request from
node i to node j and its acknowledgement back from node
j to node i; TOij denotes delay of retrying either Reqij or
Reqji after detecting contention between Reqij and Reqji .
The Algorithm 1 learns from traces depicted in Figure
2 and constructs the model in Figure 3 that describes
interactions of environment (Node #1, Node #2 and Node
#3) with SUT (Node #0). When browsing the events of
each log Algorithm 1 simultaneously extends the automata
involved in current interaction event.
6. CONCLUSION
We propose an algorithm of learning interaction models
that are formalized as a subclass of Uppaal TA with
synchronous communication assumption. The constraints
and assumptions to the algorithm are due to the specifics
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Fig. 2. IEEE1934 network monitoring logs
of algorithm application. The learned model of interaction
between a system and its environment is relevant for
generating load tests of load critical HMS and its components. The method is exemplified with the learning of
the IEEE1394 protocol model. Regardless the limited size
of the example the learning method is scalable thanks to
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This allows generating families of models with different level of state and time abstraction.
Proposed model learnign approach is approximative in the
sense that it interpolates the border cases of equivalence
classes encoded in time invariants of Uppaal TA model
locations. Therefore, for method validation it has been
checked that the traces used in the learning set and the
traces generated by the learned Uppaal TA model are
equivalent modulo timing equivalence defined by interval
abstraction parameter R applied in the algorithm.
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Model-based integration testing of ROS packages:
a mobile robot case study
Juhan Ernits, Evelin Halling, Gert Kanter and Jüri Vain
Abstract—We apply model-based testing – a black box testing
technology – to improve the state of the art of integration testing
of navigation and localisation software for mobile robots built
in ROS. Online model-based testing involves building executable
models of the requirements and executing them in parallel with
the implementation under test (IUT). In the current paper we
present an automated approach to generating a model from the
topological map that specifies where the robot can move to. In
addition, we show how to specify scenarios of interest and how
to add human models to the simulated environment according
to a specified scenario. We measure the quality of the tests
by code coverage, and empirically show that it is possible to
achieve increased test coverage by specifying simple scenarios
on the automatically generated model of the topological map.
The scenarios augmented by adding humans to specified rooms
at specified stages of the scenario simulate the changes in the
environment caused by humans. Since we test navigation at
coordinate and topological level, we report on finding problems
related to the topological map.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

The software for robots gets increasingly complex as
computational resources keep increasing at reduced power
budgets. Thus it has become possible to develop software that
enables robots to cope in realistic human environments. The
current research in, e.g. long term behaviour of mobile robots is
concerned with changing environments involving humans and
human interaction with robots. The research targets specific
scenarios e.g. involving recurring robot behaviour over time
in dynamic environments as in [14], [1], and techniques to
reason about changing scenes, as in [16], [15]. Such problems
stem from the dynamic nature of human environments and the
need for robots to cope in them.
While the current robotics research advances the frontiers
of what can be achieved by robots, we are aware of relatively
moderate amount of work done on how to test robot software
to ensure that such solutions are robust and actually work
as expected. Evaluation and testing such software is often
achieved by running extended tests on real hardware and in
simulation. But how much testing is enough? When different
development teams develop separate components, how can the
influence of a changeset on the overall system behaviour be
efficiently evaluated?
Most contemporary software for robots uses some kind
of data sharing framework to fascilitate interconnection of
sensors, various data processing nodes and actuators. While
there exist several such frameworks, we target ROS [18] as a
representative and widely used such framework.
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The primary focus of the current paper is how to improve
the state of the art of integration testing ROS packages involved
in high level robot control, such as e.g. localisation and
navigation of mobile robots.
In order not to delve into the very basics of integration testing, it is useful to assume that there is some kind of integration
testing system in place, e.g. Jenkins [13]. Jenkins attempts to
build all software that gets uploaded to the repository and run
the existing tests. When the tests pass, the Jenkins instance can
be instructed to upload the binaries to a distribution site. Our
goal is to support such integration testing scenario and provide
feedback whether some lines of code, e.g. the ones that just
got updated, were active in certain test scenarios or not.
We take the approach of Robot Unit Testing [6] and extend
it in two ways: first we introduce a white box metric of
code coverage, in particular statement and branch coverage,
as a quality measure of the tests. Second, we combine a
technique called model-based testing [19] into the test setup,
that allows us to formalise the requirements of the system into
a formal model and check the conformance of the formalised
requirements to the implementation under test (IUT), in our
case the appropriate stack of ROS packages together with
either a real or simulated set of sensors and actuators.
The experiments involve modelling and testing the navigation and localisation components of the software stack
developed in the STRANDS1 project. The stack was chosen because it involves multiple layers of functionality on
top of the standard ROS move_base mobile base package
that is responsible for accomplishing navigation, it is open
sourced, accessible on GitHub, contains a working simulation
environment built using Morse [7], and many existing quality
assurance techniques are actively used in the project, including
unit tests and a Jenkins based continuous integration system.
A. Test metrics
In order to evaluate and compare different test methods, it
is important to quantitatively measure the results. There exist
several metrics for software tests, like the number of code
errors found, number of test cases per requirement, number of
successful test cases etc, that are difficult to apply in our setting
where the requirements are not completely clear. Instead we
will use the metric of statement and branch coverage of the
ROS packages that we are interested in and we prefer tests
that excercise a larger percentage of the robot code.
It is important to keep in mind that 100% statement
coverage does not guarantee that the code is bug free. On
1 Spatio-Temporal Representation and Activities for Cognitive Control in
Long-Term Scenarios (STRANDS). The project is funded by the EC 7th
Frameworks Programme, Cognitive Systems and Robotics, project reference
600623.

the other hand, code coverage is a metric that gives some idea
about how much of the code gets touched by the tests.
Another relevant metric in the setting of ROS is performance, i.e. how much CPU and memory resources get used
by certain nodes under certain scenarios. We will only use
the code coverage metric in the current paper as we have no
reference for evaluating the performance results in the context
of the chosen case study and monitoring performance has been
addressed in e.g. [17] previously.
For computing code coverage of Python
the tool coverage.py [4]. The approach
language agnostic, for example, llvm-cov
used for measuring C++ code coverage in
additional effort.

modules we use
is programming
or gcov can be
ROS with little

B. Model-based testing
Model-based testing is testing on a model that describes
how the system is required to behave. The model, built in
a suitable machine interpretable formalism, can be used to
automatically generate the test cases, either offline or online,
and can also be used as the oracle that checks if the IUT passes
the tests. Offline test generation means that tests are generated
before test execution and executed when needed. In the case
of online test generation the model is executed in lock step
with the IUT. The communication between the model and the
IUT involves controllable inputs of the IUT and observable
outputs of the IUT. For example, we can tell the robot to go
to a node called Station, and we can observe if and when the
robot achieves the goal.
There are multiple different formalisms used for building
models of the requirements. Our choice is Uppaal timed
automata (TA) [5] because the formalism naturally supports
state transitions and time and there exists the Uppaal Tron
[11] tool that supports online model-based testing.
II.

R ELATED WORK

A. Testing in ROS
Testing is required in the ROS quality assurance process2 ,
meaning that a package needs to have tests in order to comply
with the ROS package quality requirements. However, the
requirement is compulsory only for centrally maintained ROS
packages and it is up to the particular maintainers to choose
their quality assurance process.
The ROS infrastructure supports different levels of testing.
The basic testing methodology used in ROS is unit testing.
The most used testing tools in ROS unit testing are gtest
(Google C++ testing framework), unittest (Python unit testing
framework) and nosetest (a more user-friendly Python unit
testing framework, which extends the unittest framework).
Using the aforementioned tools is not a strict requirement as
the tools are agnostic to which testing framework is used. The
only requirement is that the used testing framework outputs
the test results in a suitable XML format (Ant JUnit XML
report format).
ROS has support for higher level integration tests as well.
Integration testing can be done using the rostest package,
2 http://wiki.ros.org/QAProcess

which is a wrapper for the roslaunch tool. Rostest allows
specifying complex configurations of tests, which enables
integration testing of different packages.
The ROS build tool (catkin_make) has built-in support
for testing and it is fairly simple to include tests for the
package. The main concern, however, is with creating the tests
as it is up to the developer to write the tests for their packages.
This can be difficult, because many robotics packages deal with
dynamic data (e.g. object detection from image stream) and
testing with dynamic data is more challenging than unit testing
simple functions. For this reason, many developers neglect
creating unit tests.
To our knowledge there is relatively little research published on testing robot software in ROS, but we think it
deserves further attention, since it is not trivial to apply the
testing techniques known in the field of software engineering
to robot software. Bihlmaier and Wörn [6] introduced RUT
(Robot Unit Testing) methodology to bring modern testing
techniques to robotics. They outline the process of testing
robots utilizing a simulation environment (e.g. Gazebo or
MORSE) and control software to test robot performance and
correctness of the control algorithm without actually running
the tests on real hardware. Our approach follows theirs, but
we have firstly introduced quantified measurement of Python
code in the context of ROS and secondly embedded online
model-based testing into the ROS framework, that enables not
only to drive the system through scenarios deemed interesting
by the developers, but also checks if the behaviour conforms
to the models, i.e. formalised requirements.
Robotic environments entail uncertainty, and testing in
the presence of uncertainty is a hard problem, especially
automatically deciding whether a test succeeded or failed.
There is an attempt to address the issue in [8] where some ideas
in the future handling of uncertainty in testing are outlined. The
main emphasis is on using probabilistic models to specify input
distributions and to accommodate environment uncertainty in
the models. We take a different approach to accommodating
uncertainty by abstracting behaviour and measuring whether
goals are reached within reasonable time limits.
B. Robot monitoring and fault detection
Several fault detection and monitoring approaches in conjunction with robotic frameworks have been proposed, e.g.
[10], [12], [17], that enable to detect various faults in robot
software. These complement our approach, as we introduce
monitoring conformance to certain aspects of specifications
that we have encoded into our model, e.g. that the robot
makes reasonable progress from topological location to another
connected topological location. Our approach differs from the
above in the sense that in addition to monitoring, we also
provide control inputs to the system. In fact, we get the
continuous patrolling feature for free, as we generate the model
from the topological map.
III.

M ODELLING ROBOT REQUIREMENTS WITH TIMED
AUTOMATA

The overall test setup used in the context of model-based
testing with Uppaal Tron as the test engine and dTron as the
adapter generation framework is given in Fig. 1. The model

contains the formalisation of the requirements of the IUT
and the environment. We model the topological map of the
environment and encode distances as deadlines. The adapter
is responsible for translating messages from the model to
postings to appropriate topics in ROS, and vice versa. The
dTron layer allows the adapter to be distributed across multiple
computers while ensuring that measuring the time stays valid.
dTron
Uppaal Tron

Fig. 1. The test setup involving the Uppaal Tron test engine and the distributed
adapter library dTron.

The test configuration used in the current work consists
of test execution environment dTron and one or many test
adapters that transform abstract input/output symbols of the
model to input/output data of the robot. The setup is outlined
in Fig. 1. Uppaal Tron is used as a primary test execution
engine. Uppaal Tron simulates interactions between the IUT
and its environment by having two model components – the
environment and the implementation model. The interactions
between these component models are monitored during model
execution. When the environment model initiates an input
action i Tron triggers input data generation in the adapter
and the actual test data is written to the robot interface.
In response to that, the robot software produces output data
that is transformed back to model output o. Thereafter, the
equivalence between the output returned and the output o
specified in the model is checked. The run continues if there is
no conformance violation, i.e. there exists an enabled transition
in the model with parameters equivalent to those passed by the
robot. In addition to input/output conformance, the rtiocoe
checking supported by Uppaal Tron also checks for timing
conformance. We refer the reader to [5] for the details.
A. Uppaal Timed Automata
Uppaal Timed Automata [5] (TA) used for the specification
of the requirements are defined as a closed network of extended
timed automata that are called processes. The processes are
combined into a single system by the parallel composition
known from the process algebra CCS. An example of a system
of two automata comprised of 3 locations and 2 transitions
each is given in Fig. 2.
The nodes of the automata are called locations and the directed edges transitions. The state of an automaton consists of
its current location and assignments to all variables, including
clocks. The initial locations of the automata are graphically
denoted by an additional circle inside the location.
Synchronous communication between the processes is by
hand-shake synchronisation links that are called channels. A
channel relates a pair of transitions labelled with symbols for
input actions denoted by e.g. chA? and chB? in Fig. 2, and
output actions denoted by chA! and chB!, where chA and
chB are the names of the channels.

Fig. 2. A sample system with two Uppaal timed automata with synchronisation channels chA and chB. The automaton at the top denotes Process i
and the one below Process j. In addition to the automata, the model also
includes the declarations of channels chA and chB, integer constants lb=1,
ub=3, and initial_value=0, integer variables x and y, a clock cl, and
a function f(x) defined in a subset of the C language.

In Fig. 2, there is an example of a model that represents
a synchronous remote procedure call. The calling process
Process i and the callee process Process j both include three
locations and two synchronised transitions. Process i, initially
at location Start i, initiates the call by executing the send
action chA! that is synchronised with the receive action chA?
in Process j, that is initially at location Start j. The location
Operation denotes the situation where Process j computes the
output y. Once done, the control is returned to Process i by
the action chB!
The duration of the execution of the result is specified
by the interval [lb, ub] where the upper bound ub is given
by the invariant cl<=ub, and the lower bound lb by the
guard condition cl>=lb of the transition Operation → Stop j.
The assignment cl=0 on the transition Start j → Operation
ensures that the clock cl is reset when the control reaches
the location Operation. The global variables x and y model
the input and output arguments of the remote procedure call,
and the computation itself is modelled by the function f(x)
defined in the Uppaal model.
Please note that in the general case these inputs and outputs
are between the processes of the model. The inputs and
outputs of the test system use channels labelled in a special
way described later. Asynchronous communication between
processes is modelled using global variables accessible to all
processes.
Formally the Uppaal timed automata are defined as follows.
Let Σ denote a finite alphabet of actions a, b, . . . and C a
finite set of real-valued variables p, q, r, denoting clocks. A
guard is a conjunctive formula of atomic constraints of the
form p ∼ n for c ∈ C, ∼∈ {≥, ≤, =, >, <} and n ∈ N+ . We
use G(C) to denote the set of clock guards. A timed automaton
A is a tuple hN, l0 , E, Ii where N is a finite set of locations
(graphically denoted by nodes), l0 ∈ N is the initial location,
E ∈ N × G(C) × Σ × 2C × N is the set of edges (an edge
is denoted by an arc) and I : N → G(C) assigns invariants
to locations (here we restrict to constraints in the form: p ≤ n
or p < n, n ∈ N+ . Without the loss of generality we assume
that guard conditions are in conjunctive form with conjuncts
including besides clock constraints also constraints on integer
variables. Similarly to clock conditions, the propositions on
integer variables k are of the form k ∼ n for n ∈ N, and
∼∈ {≤, ≥, =, >, <}. For the formal definition of Uppaal TA
full semantics we refer the reader to [5].

Fig. 3.

Automatically generated timed automaton representation of the topological map containing locations “ChargingPoint”, “Station” and “Reception”.

Fig. 4.

Automatically generated timed automaton denoting the topological map (below) and the desired scenario (above).

Fig. 5.

A scenario involving models of humans

B. Modelling the topological map
One of the general requirements of a mobile robot is that
it should be able to move around in its environment. We relate
the requirement to the topological map and state that the robot
should be able to move to the nodes of the topological map.
The details of how the topological map gets constructed for
the particular case study are given in [9], but for the purpose
of the current requirements, we assume that each node of the
topological map should be reachable by the robot and that
from each node, it should be possible to reach adjacent nodes
without having to visit any further nodes.
Since the topological map is an artefact frequently present
in mobile robots, we chose to automate the translation of the
topological map to the TA representation.
In Fig. 3 there is an example of a TA model of the
environment of a robot specifying where the robot should be
able to move and in what time the robot should be able to
complete the moves. The environment stipulates that when the
robot moves from the node called ChargingPoint to Station
on the topological map, it synchronises on the communication
channel i_goto with the robot model. This corresponds to
passing the command to the robot to go to the state number

16, which denotes the Station node on the topological map.
The destination node number is assigned on the transition
to a parameter i_goto_state that is passed along with
the synchronisation command to the test adapter which in
turn will pass the command to move to the Station node
on to the robot. There is an additional assignment on the
transition, res_g=16 which denotes that the current goal is
node 16, i.e. the Station node. The assignment cl_inv=25
means that the maximum time allowed for the robot to be
on its way from ChargingPoint to Station is 25 time units.
The clock cl is then reset to 0. The automaton transitions to
the intermediate location ChargingPoint Res where it awaits
reaching the Station node. When Station is reached, the robot
will indicate it to the test adapter which converts the indication
to the response o_response that is passed back to the model.
The guard res_g==16 only allows the transition to be taken
for the goal node 16. While on the second transition the guard
does not influence the behaviour as there is no other value
res_g can have taken, there is a choice on transitions starting
from the Station node. It is possible either to go back to the
ChargingPoint node when taking the transition below with the
assignment res_g=1 or go to the Reception node by taking
the transition above with the assignment res_g=13. Then, the

guards res_g==1 and res_g==13 will restrict which will
be the valid transition after the robot has reached the goal.
In this way the model will be able to distinguish which node
it started off to. If the robot for some reason wonders to a
wrong node or is kidnapped on the way without covering the
sensors, it will be detected as a conformance failure. Also,
if the robot takes too much time to reach another node, the
model will trigger an error. The time restrictions are enforced
by invariants cl<=cl_inv at the intermediate states. The
robot is modelled as an automaton with a single location and
the edges synchronising on the IUT input and output messages
– those denoted by the i_... and o_... channels. The
model of the robot is input enabled, i.e. it does not restrict any
behaviour, it is up to the implementation – the robot software.
In Fig. 4 there is a model where the behaviour is restricted
with a scenario. The model contains an automaton corresponding to the topological map, an automaton corresponding
to a scenario above it, and an input enabled single location
automaton denoting the robot. Now there is one additional
intermediate state to facilitate synchronisation with the scenario over the sc_chan channel. It is important to note
that when synchronisation over the sc_chan takes place, an
integer variable sc_g is assigned the value 13. After such
synchronisation, when the map model is at ChargingPoint Res
location, the only option to proceed is to the Reception
location. In this way a goal is set that is not an immediate
neighbour of the current node on the map.
If multiple such combinations of pairs are enabled, one
is chosen either randomly or according to some test coverage
criterion involving model elements. We have omitted the clock
resets and invariants from Fig. 4 for brevity. The automaton
with a single location denotes the model of the robot.
In our approach both models are automatically generated
from the topological map file in the yaml format. The time
delays allowed to transition from a node to node on the
topological map are computed based on the distances along
the edges between nodes and are computed with a margin to
accommodate time spent on turning. The resulting model is
able to detect situations when the robot gets stuck for example
when moving too close to a low wall in simulation or when
there is a link on the topological map that is not present in the
environment. In the case of scenarios we compute the length
of the shortest path between each pair of nodes specified in the
scenario and add appropriate time restrictions to the invariant
of the intermediate location introduced between the nodes on
the topological map automaton stipulated by the scenario.
In Fig. 5 we add the human factor to the environment.
As the simulator, Morse, supports models of humans, we
can create scenarios where humans are either moved around
or “teleported” to desired locations. We leave the actual
locations to be specified at the adapter level and specify in
the scenario automaton when which configuration of humans
should be present in certain rooms. This way we can change
the environment in chosen rooms and emulate varying patterns
involving humans.
We can think of the scenarios as high level test cases in
the context of integration testing. In the example above there
is a test case for moving along a predefined adjacent set of
nodes, one for moving to a remote location on the topological

map, and one moving throught rooms with humans present.
In addition to actual testing, such scenarios run in cycles
can be used for generating data, e.g. representing long term
behaviour in simulation. As we can leave certain parts of the
scenario less strictly specified, the model-based testing tool
will vary the scenarios randomly.
Once a test failure is encountered, the search for the causes
is currently left to the user. If the problem is repeatable after a
certain patch set, the problem obviously may be related to the
patch set, but it may also be the problem with the simulator
or wrong estimates of deadlines in the model. The process of
getting the requirements related to the model right requires
work, that can be considered the overhead in our approach.
IV.

T EST EXECUTION

In order to connect the model to the robot we need an
adapter (sometimes called harness) that connects the abstract
messages from the model to the concrete messages comprehensible by the robot and vice versa. We use the dTron tool
to fascilitate connecting our ROS adapter to Uppaal Tron. We
refer to the dTron setup as the tester.
A. dTron
dTron3 [3] extends the functionality of Uppaal Tron by
enabling distributed and coordinated execution of tests across
a computer network. It relies on Network Time Protocol (NTP)
based clock corrections to give a global timestamp (t1 ) to
events arriving at the IUT adapter. These events are then
globally serialized and published to other subscribers using the
Spread toolkit [2]. Subscribers can be other IUT adapters, as
well as dTron instances. Subscribers that have clocks synchronised with NTP also timestamp the event received message
(t2 ) to compute and if necessary and possible, compensate for
the messaging overhead D = t2 − t1 . The parameter D is
essential in real-time executions to compensate for messaging
delays in test verdict that may otherwise lead to false-negative
non-conformance results for the test-runs.
B. ROS test adapter
We have created a test adapter that can be used as a
template for test adapters in any similar dTron-based MBT
setup. The template adapter is implemented in C++ and the
specific case study inherits from the template adapter and
implements the one specific to the case study. The template
adapter has the implementations for receiving and sending
messages between the tester and the adapter – a generic
prerequisite for performing model-based testing with dTron.
In essence, the test adapter specifies what is to be done
when a synchronisation message is received from the tester. In
the mobile robot case, the model specifies the goal waypoint
where the robot must travel. Upon receiving the waypoint
information via a synchronisation message (i_... channel),
it is either passed as a goal to the standard ROS move_base
action server or the action server responsible for topological
navigation – topological_navigation, depending on
which level we choose to run the tests. In the implementation
the goal topic is specified in the configuration of the adapter.
3 http://www.cs.ttu.ee/dtron

After publishing the goal, the adapter waits for the action
server to return a result for the action (i.e. whether it was
successful or not). In case the action was successful, the
adapter sends a synchronisation message (o_... channel)
back to the tester and waits for a new goal to be passed on
to the action server. If the goal was not achieved, the adapter
does not send a synchronisation to the tester and the tester will
detect a time-out and report the test failure.
V.

E XPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We specified different scenarios, i.e. high level test
cases, and ran the tests in two different simulated environments4 and repeated same scenarios by sending the goals to
the move_base and topological_navigation action
servers. The results are summarised in Table I and the highest
coverage results for the particular test case for each package
are highlighted in cases they can be distinguished. The “Total”
columns represent total number of statements of Python code
in the package, “Missed” columns represent the number of
statements missed, and the “%” columns represent a combined
statement and branch coverage percentage. That is why there
are same statement counts but different percentages in the
results of e.g. the localisation node.
Initially we tested the code coverage by manually specifying a neigbouring node on the topological
map to move_base. Then we proceeded giving the
same topological node to the robot as a goal via the
topological_navigation action server. These are the
rows marked by manual goal.
Then we repeated the same neighbouring node goals, but
controlled the robot from the model (rows marked by model).
It is expected that the code coverage is very close in these
cases.
Next we specified a scenario with the goal node not being
a neighbour. It can be seen from the results that significantly more code was exercised in the topological navigation node in the case of scenarios with goals passed to the
topological_navigation action server.
Next we tested the scenario when human models are
moved to different locations in a room and robot is given
tasks to enter and leave the room. We managed to run
the tests when passing goals to move_base, but the
topological_navigation case failed because the robot
got stuck with “DWA planner failed to produce path” error
from move_base. We cannot confirm the problem to be
a code error, as it can also be related to a local simulator
configuration. But we have successfully demonstrated that it
is possible to produce code coverage results in cases where
the tests succeed and point out scenarios where the goals are
not reached.

similar components. C1 experiments were done on STRANDS
packages taken from the GIT repository while C2 experiments were done using current versions of packages available from the Ubuntu Strands deb package repository. In
the case of the actionlib package, it appears that more
code is utilized in the case of topological navigation. The
strands_navigation package contains only messages in
Python, thus there are very little differences in coverage. In
the topological_navigation module utilisation there
is clear correlation between the use of topological goals and
code coverage. The localisation node uses practically the
same amount of code regardless of the scenario. In the case of
the navigation node the difference is the largest and there
is clear correlation between larger code coverage and harder
navigation tasks5 .
When interpreting the results it is important to keep in mind
that the coverage numbers are for single high level test cases.
When analysing e.g. the navigation package coverage,
then the code covered in the move_base case is a subset
of the coverage in the topological_navigation case.
Developing a test suite with a higher total code coverage is
an iterative process of running the tests and looking at what
code has still been missed. In the current case study, the test
suite needs to be extended with a scenario with a goal that
is the same as the current node, there need to be scenarios
triggering the preemting of goals, and triggering several different exceptions. Such behaviour requires extending the model,
and perhaps the adapter. While the coverage numbers of the
reported scenarios are below 100%, the added value provided
by the current approach lies in clear feedback, either in the
form of test failure, or in the case of success, what code was
used in the particular set of scenarios and what was missed.
VI.

C ONCLUSION

We presented a case study of applying model-based testing
in ROS and evaluating the results in terms of code coverage
of code related to topological navigation of mobile robots.
Relying on the empirical evidence, we conclude that the
proposed automatic generation of models from topological
maps and defining scenarios as sequences of states provides
a valuable tool of exercising the system with the purpose to
achieve high code coverage. By performing the tests on the
move_base coordinate level and topological navigation level,
we showed that our approach can also be used to validate
and discover problems in configurations, such as topological
maps. We also showed how to build models of the environment
involving human models in simulation. Similar scenarios can
be carried out also in real life, but then the test adapter needs
to be changed to give humans instructions when and where to
move to, and when humans are in place, the adapter can return
to giving the robot next goals.

We used different versions of code in C1 and C2, that
is why there is are slightly different statement counts in

The future work on the model and adapter side involves
extending the dynamic reconfiguration of the environment, e.g.
connecting collision detection probes in Morse with the test
adapter and introducing natural human movement. Improving
the code coverage requires insight into the packages and manual extension of model and the adapter to support triggering
various exceptions and other specific actions.

4 C1 corresponds to AAF simulation environment and C2 to Bham SoCS
building ground floor simulation environment.

5 The code and detailed coverage statistics is available at http://cs.ttu.ee/
staff/juhan/mobile robot mbt/.

We also augmented the topological map with a transition
through a wall. The test system yielded a test failure based on
exceeding the deadline for reaching the node.

T HE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF MODEL - BASED TESTING A MOBILE ROBOT IN SIMULATION IN TWO DIFFERENT VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENTS ,
C1 AND C2.
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Abstract — Model-based testing incorporates steps such as test
model construction, test purpose specification, test generation,
deployment and execution. While the verification has not been
traditionally an obligatory part of this process we extend the test
development model by introducing model-based techniques, a
tool and verification conditions of provably correct test
development for time critical distributed systems. We
demonstrate how Uppaal Timed Automata models and related
tool family supports the development and verification of symbolic
tests. Since distributed testing needs additional test deployment
effort, we present the test controllability criteria for remote and
distributed testing, provide an algorithm of distributing remote
tests to improve the test performance and propose a technique of
proving the correctness of distributed tests in terms of
bisimulation equivalence between the remote and distributed
tests.

I.

INTRODUCTION

In the process of developing complex networked systems such
as Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) the problems of inherent
concurrency over wide spectrum of services and
heterogeneous architectures need to be addressed. The
heterogeneous components introduce functional, timing,
safety, performance, and security features on multiple scales.
In safety/mission/business-critical applications the networking
of feature-rich components needs to be paired with
predictability of system’s emerging behaviour to guarantee
required QoS. This is almost impossible to achieve without
design validation methods that are scalable and relevant to
holistic design views. While the features of functionality have
gained major attention in traditional software development
approaches, achieving the predictable timing of critical
services in the presence of heterogeneous and evolving
distributed architectures remains still a challenge. Therefore,
validation methods like bench testing and encasing alone,
although helpful and widely used, have become inadequate for
full–fledged networked systems. As stated in [1] CPS software
quality and software process productivity issues can be
mitigated with model-based (MB) techniques and tools that
operate on relevant level of abstraction. Model-based testing
(MBT) as one group of these techniques provides the blackbox testing solution for reducing software testing effort [2].
MBT suggests the use of abstract models for specifying the
expected behaviour of the system under test (SUT) and
automatically generating tests from models. According to
Utting et al. [3] MBT incorporates steps such as SUT
978-1-5090-3012-5/17/$31.00 ©2017 IEEE

modelling, test purpose specification, test generation, test
deployment and execution. Though MBT workflow relies
inherently on the techniques of model engineering, the
verification of the test development process and its products is
not generally an obligatory part of MBT. On the other hand,
the provably correct development (PCD) disciplines studied in
[4], capitalize on the development process paired with
verification and design correctness assurance steps. Applying
PCD processes to testing is motivated by the need need to
improve the trustability of testing results by showing their
formal correctness through entire test development and
execution process. In this paper we focus on the model-based
online testing of distributed systems with timing constraints
capitalizing on the correctness criteria and proving them
through MBT workflow.
MBT is generally understood as conformance testing where
the SUT is assumed to be a black-box where only its inputs
and outputs are externally controllable and observable
respectively. The internal behavior of the system is abstracted
away. The aim of black-box conformance testing according to
[3] is to check if the behaviour observable on the system
interfaces conforms to the system requirements specification.
During MBT a tester executes selected test cases (extracted
from the system requirements model) by running SUT in the
test harness and emits a test verdict (pass, fail, inconclusive).
The verdict shows test result in the sense of conformance
relation between SUT and the requirements model. A
“classical“
conformance
relations
is
Input-Output
Conformance (IOCO) introduced by Tretmans [5]. The
behaviour of a IOCO-correct implementation should respect
after some observations following restrictions:
(i) the outputs produced by SUT should be the same as
allowed in the requirements model;
(ii) if a quiescent state (a situation where the system can not
evolve without an input from the environment) is reached in
SUT, this should also be the case in the model;
(iii) any time an input is possible in the model, this should also
be the case in the SUT.
The set of tests that forms a test suite is divided into test cases,
each addressing some specific test purpose. In MBT, the test
cases are generated from formal models that specify the
expected behaviour of the SUT and from the coverage criteria
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